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STELLINGEN

I
De grensvlakactiviteit van polyvinylalcohol-acetaat copolymeren aan het
water-butanol grensvlak wordt in zeer belangrijke mate door de intra-moleculaire vinylacetaatverdeling bepaald.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3en 6.

II
Voor het vaststellen van de gemiddelde polymerisatiegraad van polyvinylalcohol ishet gebruik van de Japanse Industriele Standaard K 6726-1965 sterk
af te raden.

Ill
Ten onrechte veronderstelt TOYOSHIMA dat de oplosbaarheid van polyvinylalcohol in waterdoor kinetische factoren wordt bepaald.
TOYOSHIMA. K. (1973) in 'Polyvinyl alcohol properties and
applications', ed. Finch, C.A.,J. Wiley and Sons Inc., London,
p. 22.

IV
Het is een illusie dat onderzoek naar electrolyttransport door een water-olie
grensvlak kan Ieidentot een beter begrip vandiffusie door een celmembraan.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4, 5en 6.

V
De 'ongeroerde laag' aan een grensvlak in een geroerd systeem is een, hydrbdynamisch gezien, onrealistische veronderstelling om mathematisch een eenvoudige, benaderde oplossing te vinden voor een overdrachtsproces. Het is
daarom irrelevant om, ter verklaring van deze laag. bijzondere eigenschappen
te postuleren voorde vloeistof dichtbij dat grensvlak.
DROST-HANSEN. W. (1971) in 'Chemistry of the cell interface',
part B.ed. Brown. H. D.,Academic Press.New York, p.92-93.

VI
De dempende werking van geadsorbeerde lagen op turbulente vloeistofstroming aan een vrij grensvlak isdoor D AVIESprincipieel fout uitgewerkt; een
extra aanname leidt echter tot hetzelfde. aannemelijke, eindresultaat.
DAVIES.J. T. (1972) 'Turbulence phenomena', Academic Press,
New York, p. 252.

VII
Ideale warmte-isolatie ismet deformulering die BEEK:en MUTTZALL voorde
warmteflux geven eenkoud kunstje.
BEEK, W.J. en MUTTZALL, K. M. K. (1975) 'Transport phenomena', J.Wiley and Sons Inc., London, p. 12.

VIII
De molecuulgewichten vande componenten vanhet menselijk factor VIII
complex zijn veeleergelijk dan verschillend.
NEWMAN, J., HARRIS, R. B. and JOHNSON, A. J. (1976), Nature

263,612-3.

IX
Demethode die GROVESen SEARSvoorstellen om£-potentialentemetenisniet
aan tebevelen:deargumenten die zij aandragen omdebruikbaarheid aan te
tonen zijn onjuist enbovendien zijn erprincipiele, door hen niet onderkende
nadelen aandezemethode verbonden.
GROVES,J. N.en SEARS.A. R.(1975)J.Colloid Interface Sci. 53,
83-9.

X
De tegenstrijdigheden diehetartikel van DEZELI6 et al. bevat, zijn terugte
brengenopeenonjuiste aannameoverde reversibiliteitvaneiwitadsorptie.
DEZEufc, G., DEZELI6, N. en TELJSMAN, 2 . (1971) Eur. J. Bio-

chem. 23,575-81.

XI
De oppervlaktegeleiding door WRIGHTen JAMESbij hogere zoutconcentraties
bepaald,moetwelmetdenodigekorrelszoutwordengenomen.
WRIGHT, M.H.enJAMES, A.M.(1973) Kolloid-Z.u.Z. Polym.
251,745-51.

XII
Hetgebruik vanzakrekenmachines bijexamenszouverboden ofin iedergeval
genormaliseerd moeten worden.
XIII
In iedere telefooncel dient, naast hetbijstoringen tedraaien nummer,ook te
worden aangegeven,waarmenditkandraaien.
B. J. R. SCHOLTENS
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ABBREVIATIONS

B1-B5
buOH
buwa
DSC
GPC
IAM
IR
isobuOH
MHS
ppm
PVA
PVA-Ac
PVAc
Rl, R2
TGA
UV
VA
VAc
wabu

blocky PVA-Accopolymers (ch.3.3)
1-butanol
buOH saturated withwater
differential scanningcalorimetry
gelpermeation chromatography
interface-active molecule
infrared
isobutanol
Mark-Houwink-Sakurada
parts per million
polyvinyl alcohol
polyvinyl alcohol-acetate
polyvinyl acetate
random PVA-Accopolymers (ch.3.3)
thermal gravimetric analysis
ultraviolet
vinylalcohol
vinyl acetate
water saturated with buOH
SYMBOLS

Symbols that appear infrequently or in one section only are not listed.The
numbersin parentheses after thedescription refer totheequation inwhichthe
symbolisfirstusedorproperlydefined. Boldfacesymbolsarevectorsortensors.
A
interfacial area (m2); (4.2-1)
ratio of Vb and Vw; (4.2-1)
a
molarconcentration (kmol.m~3);for (co)polymers:weightconc
centration (kg.m -3 )
D
diffusion coefficient (m 2 .s _1 )
mean activitycoefficient; (2.3-1)
f±
gravitational
acceleration (9.81 m.s -2 )
g
molar flux relative to v* (kmol.m _2 .s _1 ); (5.2-2)
J*,J*
average overallmasstransfer coefficient (m.s -1 ); (5.2-18)
K
viscosimetricconstants (dl.mol l/2 .g~ 3/2 ); (3.3-15),(3.3-18)
k
(average) partial masstransfer coefficient (m.s -1 ); (5.2-14)
viscosimetricconstant; (3.3-7)
k,
acharacteristic length ofthe system (m)
L
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M w , Mv, M„
mi2
N
P
p
p
R
R
RN
r
r
S
T
/
V
v,v
W"
x
x, y , z
z

weight,viscosity and numberaveraged molecular weight (g.mol ~ ' )
distribution coefficient ( = C1/C2)
rotation speed (s~'), usually expressed in min"*
mean degree of polymerization
sequence probability; (3.3-1) '
fraction oftrain segments ofone macromolecule
overall mass transfer resistance (s.m~'); (5.2-24)
gasconstant (8.315 J - K ' ^ m o r 1 )
retardation (K/./KJ)atrotation speed N
partial mass transfer resistance ( s . m - 1 ) ; (5.2-21)
radial distance incylindrical coordinates (m)
amount of(co)polymer spread (mg.m~ 2 )
(absolute) temperature (K, °C)
time (s)
volume (m 3 )
velocity ( m . s - 1 )
molecular weight fraction ofa given sequence length n ; (3.3-4)
mole fraction
rectangular coordinates (m)
excluded volume parameter; (3.3-20)

a
r

linear expansion factor; (3.3-9)
interfacial excess amount ( m o l . m - 2 ) ; for (co)polymers often
expressed in m g . m " 2
interfacial tension ( N . m - ' )
adsorbed layer thickness (m)
boundary layer thickness (m)
viscosity (kg.m - , .s _ 1 )
intrinsic viscosity(dl.g -1 );(3.3-7)
fraction of theinterface covered with trainsegments
specific conductance (Q _1 .m _1 )
kinematicviscosity (m 2 .s -1 )
interfacial pressure = y0 - y (N.m -1 )
density (kg.m -3 )
momentumflux (kg.m"' . s - 2 ) ; (5.2-12);shearstress;(6.5-1)
viscosimetric constants ( m o l - 1 ) ; (3.3-15), (3.3-18)
molar flux relative to stationary coordinates ( k m o l . m ~ 2 . s - 1 ) ;
(5.2-3)
polymer-solvent interaction parameter; (3.3-23)

y
A
5
T)
[fj]
0
K
v
II
p
T,t
4>,4>0
<f>", <j>"
X

OVERLINES

average value
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SUPERSCRIPTS

In general, the superscripts refer to the quantity or substance mentioned.
e
equilibrium value
p
in the presence of (co)polymers
/
at time t; theoretical
*
molar average; (5.2-1)

SUBSCRIPTS

In general, the subscripts refer to the quantity or substance mentioned.
b
refers to the buwa phase
bw
refers to the buwa-wabu equilibrium system
exp
means an experimental value
ib
refers to isobuOH saturated with water
ibw
refers to mutually saturated isobuOH and water
N
refers to the rotation speed in the buwa phase
o
unperturbed; at infinite dilution
r
relative; (3.3-7)
r
radial (6.3-1); at distance r (6.3-9)
re
ratio excess; (3.3-7)
w
refers to the wabu phase
r\
a

determined by viscosimetry
interfacial property

DlMENSIONLESSGROUPS

Re
Sc

Reynolds number = vpL/rj
Schmidt number = p/{pD)
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1. POLYMER ADSORPTION

In the lasttwodecades,many theoretical and experimental studies have been
performed on the mechanism of polymer adsorption and on the conformation
which polymers attain at interfaces.
These studies are important not only from a purely scientific point of view,
but also in relation to the variety of different applications of polymers at interfaces: as stabilizers of emulsions, foams and suspensions, as flocculation
agents, adhesives, wetting agents and also as soil improvers. To comprehend
this wide variety of effects brought about by polymer adsorption, a basic
knowledge of the adsorption mechanism and of the detailed structure of the
adsorbed macromolecules is indispensable.
Several different theoretical models,allbased on astatistical thermodynamic
approach, have been proposed to describe the final adsorption state. These are
mainly applicable to homopolymers. The general acceptance of any of these
models has been hampered by either the severe difficulty in experimental
verification or the limited applicability of the theory itself. These different
approaches and their results have been reviewed and discussed by STROMBERG
(1967), VINCENT (1974)and LIPATOV and SERGEEVA (1974& 1976). For a more
complete theoretical introduction we refer, therefore, to these reviews.
Fortunately, general agreement exists on some of the theoretical aspects of
homopolymer adsorption from not too poor solvents:
I. In spite of large differences in adsorption energy, polymers are able to
adsorb at many dissimilar interfaces. Thisisattributed to the large number
of segmentspermolecule that may gain free energy upon adsorption. However,
as adsorption is, under the given circumstances, usually attended by a loss of
entropy, it isgenerally assumed that there existsa critical minimum adsorption
energy per segment below which no adsorption takes place. It must be remembered that there is not always an overall loss of entropy for the whole system,
due to solvent or reconformation effects.
II. Usually, only portions of the segments are in direct contact with the
interface in what are called trains, whereas the remainder sticks out into
the solution asloops and tails.This explains why much more polymer material
can beaccomodated at theinterface than necessary to form a flat monolayer.
III. The structure of the adsorbed layer depends mainly on the polymersolvent, polymer-interface and polymer-polymer interactions, and, in
addition, on thechain flexibility, themean molecular weight and the concentration of the polymer.
The parameters that have mainly been used to characterize the conformation of adsorbed polymers are:
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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a) the total interfacial excess of adsorbed polymer,f, usually expressed in
mg.m - 2 ;
b) theaveragefraction oftrain segmentsofonemacromolecule, p;
c) thefraction oftheinterface coveredwithtrain segments,6;
d) the segment density distribution as a function of the distance to the interface, p(z);
e) theadsorbedlayerthickness, A.
These parameters are not all independent: e.g. the polymer conformation is
fully characterized bytheinterfacial areaA and p(z).
Many experimental studies have been performed to verify the different
theoretical approaches and to relate the experimentally accessible parameters
r, p, 6 and A with the factors that determine the structure of the adsorbed
polymerlayer(asmentionedunderIII).Thefollowingmethodsand techniques
havebeenapplied toobtain thevariouscharacteristics:
1. interfacial tension (y) measurements, or determination of the difference
in polymer concentration before and after adsorption (or spreading), as
wellasdirectmeasurementsoftheinterfacial concentration (e.g.ADAMSet al.,
1971),toobtain /";
2. microcalorimetry (e.g. KILLMANN and WINTER, 1975; NORDE, 1976) and
electrical double layer measurements (e.g. KOOPAL and LYKLEMA, 1975)
aswellasinfrared (IR;e.g. FONTANAand THOMAS, 1961),electron spin resonance (ESR; Fox et al., 1974; ROBB and SMITH, 1974) and nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (NMR; MIYAMOTO and CANTOW, 1972; COSGROVE
and VINCENT, 1977),todetermine por&;
3. ellipsometry (e.g. STROMBERG et al., 1970),measurements of the thickness
offree polymerfilms (SONNTAG, 1976; VANVLIET, 1977)and hydrodynamic
measurements(e.g. FLEER, 1971;GARVEYetal., 1974&1976),toobtain A;
4. Monte Carlo simulation calculations (e.g. CLAYFIELD and LUMB, 1974;
CLARKetal., 1975)that may,inprinciple,yieldalltheseparameters.
Consequently, there seems to be a luxury of methods to test the theories;
however, most of them are of rather limited applicability or provide only
indirect information. Weshall first consider themoregeneral restrictions that
inherentlylimittheapplicationofthesetheoriestothetrueadsorption process.
- One of the thwarting problems in polymer adsorption is the frequently
established irreversibility of the adsorption process on the time scale of an
experiment. However, the consequences of this phenomenon have repeatedly
been neglected. Irreversibility implies, in any case, that the application of
thermodynamic approaches, so also the use of statistical thermodynamics, is
not allowed for a description of the actual adsorption state. It must also be
realized that a steady state does not necessarily imply thermodynamic equilibrium.
- A closely related inconvenience inherent in polymer adsorption are the
long relaxation times that may arise during the process. Although it is
6
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generally assumed that reconformations of adsorbed polymers are the main
cause of these frequently observed timeeffects, diffusion to the interface may
alsocontribute to this phenomenon, but only at very low polymer concentrations.Itisobviousthat,mostly,therelaxationtimesforr,p andAare different.
Thus,r orAmayhaveasteady value,whereasp isstillchanging dueto intramolecular reconformations.
Besides these rather universal limitations encountered in investigating
polymer adsorption, all of the methods mentioned before have their specific
restrictionsaswell:
ad 1. The measurement of y is restricted to liquid-liquid or liquid-gas interfaces. In addition, application of Gibbs' adsorption law leads to improbably low values for the interfacial area per molecule, and isnot allowed
whentheadsorption isirreversible.Thispoint hasbeen stressed by LANKVELD
and LYKLEMA(1972);they proposed a local reversibility between segments in
loopsand trains.Therefore,dy mustbeprimarily relatedwiththe sub-interface
concentration. This new unknown parameter isonly related to the bulk concentrationprovided theconditionsofbulkandinterface remain unchanged.
The measurement of changes in bulk concentrations is almost completely
limited to systems with large interfacial areas (foam, sol, suspension or emulsion),butradiolabeled polymerscanincreasetheapplicability ofthismethod.
The determination of the available interfacial area is a separate problem, as
it maydepend on thecross-sectional area or on the adsorption free energy of
theadsorbing molecules.
ad 2. Microcalorimetry and double layer measurements may both yield information concerning p or 9. However, these methods are indirect, as
several assumptions must be made in the interpretation of the measured
quantities.
All spectroscopic techniques are verydirect.They seem promising for large
solid-liquid interfaces. With IR spectroscopy, it isassumed that all adsorbed
segments, and only these, give rise to a shift in IR absorption. Therefore, p
and 6 will be underestimated with this method. In addition, the method is
limited to solventsthat donot absorb IR radiation appreciably and tosystems
withlowscattering.
In ESR spectroscopy, the incorporation of a spin label in the polymer and
the analysis of the signal are the limiting factors, whereas the main problem
with NMR spectroscopy is the sophisticated equipment required. Both
methodsdetect adecrease insegmental motion. Sincesmall loopsalsodisplay
restricted motion, they will partly be counted as trains. Consequently, both
methods will overestimate p and 6.
ad 3. Ellipsometric measurements are mainly confined to systems with a
large difference in refractive index between the adsorbed layer and the
substrate. In addition, the latter must have a macroscopic and very homogeneoussurface.Aroot mean squarethicknesscanbecalculated for theactual
polymer film from the measured value of an equivalent homogeneous film
thicknessbyassumingafunction for p(z).
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-7(1977)
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Measurements of the thickness of free polymer films constitute a new
interesting tool for the study of polymer adsorption at gas-liquid interfaces.
Ingeneral thismethod willgivetoohighvaluesfor Aduetothe polymersthat
mayhavebeenstucktoadsorbed onesduringthedrainingprocess.
Viscosity, ultracentrifugation or electrophoresis measurements of bare
and covered particles yield a hydrodynamic layer thickness that can betransformed intoavaluefor Aafter someassumptionshavebeenmade,
ad 4. The Monte Carlo method allows the theoretical simulation of all configurations of a reversible system assuming a certain model. This can
also lead to the determination of all thermodynamic properties of the system.
The method seems promising, but has, asa result of the enormous computer
requirements, up to now only been applied to one isolated polymer near an
interface.Asitiswellknown that theconfiguration ofasinglemacromolecule
is not typical for - and may be very different from - its configuration in an
assembly of macromolecules in an adsorption layer, where inter-molecular
interactions play an important role,themethod has,up to now, only been of
limited use. In addition, this method will always suffer from the approximations used to simplify the model (e.g.lattice model, perfect flexibility, no self
exclusion).

1.2. OBJECTIVESOF THISSTUDY

From the preceding section it can be inferred that only measurements of
yand r are available to characterize macromolecular adsorption at liquidliquid interfaces. However, these methods are not so very informative and
have only limited applicability. Obviously, there is an urgent need for new
experimental methods to characterize and elucidate polymer adsorption at
liquid-liquid interfaces. Of course, thisfieldof polymer and interface science
is also of special interest to biochemists and technologists.
Recently, DE JONGE-VLEUGEL and BIJSTERBOSCH (1973) have proposed a
quite unconventional technique to determine the degree of coverage, 0, of a
liquid-liquid interface. They measured the rate of transport of electrolytes
through the interface between mutually saturated water and 1-butanol in a
stirred transport vessel.The presence of polyvinyl alcohol in the water phase
appeared to decrease this rate drastically. This retarding effect was attributed
to polymer adsorption attheliquid-liquid interface, and thedecreasewaseven
related directly to d.
The aim of the present study is to further elaborate this approach and to
attempt to prove the hypotheses that de Jonge-Vleugel and Bijsterbosch had
to make intheinterpretation oftheir measurements.In addition, weintend to
usethismethod, togetherwiththeconventional techniques,tocharacterizethe
conformation of macromolecules at a liquid-liquid interface.
To obtain a better insight in the factors that may retard the transport rate,
wefirsthave made an analysis of the rate-determining stepwithout adsorbed
8
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polymers. With some preliminary experiments, we were able to demonstrate
that the complex hydrodynamic conditions near the interface play a crucial
role in the transfer process (SCHOLTENS and BIJSTERBOSCH, 1976; this study,
chapter 4).
A lot of very relevant information on these phenomena could be obtained
from the basic principles of chemical engineering. Therefore, we have made a
thorough literature study on the fundamentals of diffusion, forced and spontaneous convection and on the influence of interface-active molecules thereupon. These aspects and the relevant experimental results taken from this
disciplinewillbediscussed inchapter 5.
LANKVELD and LYKLEMA (1972) found that, for polyvinyl alcohol, the adsorption at the water-paraffin interface is rather insensitive to the molecular
weight of the polymer. They did measure, however, large differences in interfacial activity due to variations in the ever-present vinyl acetate groups in
polyvinyl alcohol. We have found that different preparations with an almost
identical acetate content and molecular weight still may display very different
interfacial activities (chapter 4.3). An objective of the present study is, therefore, to investigate systematically the influence of not only the acetate content
on the adsorption process, but also of the intra-molecular acetate distribution.
For that purpose, wehaveprepared and characterized seven polyvinyl alcoholacetate copolymers, differing only in acetate content and distribution (chapter
3). It will be shown that it is especially this intra-molecular acetate distribution that plays an important part in the solution and interface properties of the
copolymers.
Finally, we shall describe the KC1 transport measurements in a transport
vesselwithan improved flow pattern neartheliquid-liquid interface (chapter6).
The effect of the different copolymers on the transport rate willbe investigated.
These measurements and the applicability of the proposed method will be
discussed and related to the results obtained in the preceding chapters.
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2. MATERIALS

2.1. GENERAL

In this chapter we have collected the relevant data on the materials used,
with exception of the macromolecular preparations, which are treated in
ch. 3. In particular, the physical properties of mutually saturated water and
1-butanol (wabu and buwa) and their KC1 solutions are discussed. Consequently, our attention isnot diverted by theseconsiderations in subsequent
chapters.
Unlessotherwisestated,thequalityofthechemicalswasA.R.and thewater
was distilled once. KC1, K2CO3 (laboratory grade), 1-propanol, 1-butanol
(buOH), 1-decanol, pyridine and stearic acid were obtained from E. Merck
AG; isobutanol and acetic acid anhydride from J.T.Baker Chemicals BV;
sodiumdodecylsulphateand saponin (laboratorygrade)from BDH Chemicals
Ltd.; 1-octanol and polyethylene glycol (PEG 4000, practical) from Fluka
AG; sodium oleate (pure) from Brocades-Stheeman & Pharmacia; Span 80
from Atlas Powder Co., and co-aminocaproic acid from Aldrich Chemical
Co. Inc.. Chromatography materials like Sephadex G-75, G-200 and Blue
Dextran as well as K 25/100 and K 50/100 columns were obtained from
Pharmacia Fine Chemicals. Poval PVA (Kuraray) was kindly supplied by
Mitsubishi International GmbH, and Polyviol PVA by Wacker Chemie
GmbH.
All glassware used wascleaned successively with chromic acid, dilute nitric
acid, tap water and, finally, with distilled water. If necessary, the volumetric
glasswarewascalibrated byweighing.

2.2. 1-BUTANOL

BuOH was always distilled before use.After completion of an experiment,
the buwa solution wasdehydrated with K2CO3and thebuOH was recovered
by distillation; in general, the middle fraction (b.p. = 116-118°C) was used
again.
Therelevant physicalpropertiesofwater,buOH and theirmutually saturatedsolutionsasdetermined inthisstudyarecollected intable2.2-1.ThebuOH
fractions usedfor thesemeasurementsweredistilled between 117and 117.5°C.
Buwa and wabu solutions were made up by shaking required amounts of the
components ina thermostatted waterbath controlling to ±0.02°C.To ensure
saturation, there was always a small excess of the relevant component. After
equilibration, they were kept in the bath for at least one day, in order to get
clear solutions. The absolute densities (p)were measured with a pycnometer
10
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TABLE2.2-1. Physical properties ofwater,wabu,buwa andbuOH attwo temperatures.
mole fraction
Xwater

XbuOH

viscosityr\

absolute
density p
kgm-'

kg.m"1 .s"1

kinematic
viscosityv

T= 20.00 ± 0.02°C
water
wabu
buwa
buOH

1.000
0.981
0.503
0.000

0.000
0.019
0.497
1.000

998.2
987.3
847.6
809.8

1.002 x
1.435 x
3.394 x
2.948 x

10"'
10"'
10"'
10"'

1.004 x
1.454 x
4.004 x
3.640 x

10-*
10"*
10"*
10"*

1.000
0.982
0.505
0.000

0.000
0.018
0.495
1.000

997.1
986.7
844.1
806.2

0.890 x
1.215 x
2.893 x
2.590 x

10"'
10"'
10"'
10-'

0.893 x
1.231 x
3.427 x
3.213 x

10"*
10"*
10"*
10"*

T= 25.00 ± 0.02°C
water
wabu
buwa
buOH

that wascalibrated with boiled distilled water. The viscosity of the solutions
was determined as described in ch. 3.3.4. All data are the mean value of at
least three independent measurements leading to estimated inaccuracies of
less than 0.2 kg.m -3 for the density and less than 2x 10 - 6 kg.m - 1 .s - 1 for
theviscositydata.
The solubility of buOH in water decreases with increasing temperature,
while the reverse holds for the solubility of water in buOH. It isnotable that
buwa is more viscous than buOH, which may be due to hydrogen bonding
between water and the alcohol molecules. It is highly uncertain, however,
whethertheseobservationsallowanyconclusionsto bedrawn asto thestructureofthewabuand buwasolutions(FRANKSand IVES,1964).

2.3. KC1 SOLUTIONS

Unknown concentrations of KC1solutions were determined by conductometrictitration withastandard AgN03solution.Tothat end,a 10mlsample
of the KC1 solution waspipetted. In order todecrease the solubility ofAgCl,
10mlethanolwasadded andthesolutionwasmadeupto 100mlwithdistilled
water. The titration of this solution wasperformed with a Metrohm Herisau
Potentiograph (E 436),that wasconnected to an automatic buret (Metrohm
Herisau E 436-D) and that recorded the conductivity with a conductivity
meter(PhilipsPR9510cellwith PW9501meter).
Thedistribution coefficient of KC1 between buwa and wabu (m»w = ci/ct)
at 25.00 ±0.02°C was determined for the concentration range 0.02-0.15
mol.l -1 in the water phase (fig.2.3-1);nibw can beconsidered to beconstant
within the range0.04-0.15 mol.l -1 and to amount to 1.72 x 10 - 2 .TheKC1
solutionswereequilibrated inthesamewayasdescribed inch. 2.2.
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FIG. 2.3-1. Thedistributioncoefficient ofKCl betweenbuwaandwabuas afunction of the
equilibrium KCl concentration inwabu(25.00 ± 0.02°C).
Some useful physical properties of the equilibrated KCl solutions in wabu
(0.100 M) and in buwa (1.72 mM) - the limiting values for a normal transport
experiment - are summarized in table 2.3-1. Evidently, the solubility of water
in buOH at 25°C decreases slightly with increasing KCl concentration (compare to table 2.2-1).The low value of/w»w means that thecomposition of wabu
with respect to water and buOH may be considered to be constant during a
normal transport experiment, while c£ c ' decreases with less than 2%. The
variation of the absolute density of KCl solutions of wabu and of their equilibrium buwa solutions with the KCl concentration in the wabu phase can
be seen in fig. 2.3-2. Linear regression analysis of the data yielded dpw/dc$a —
0.0499 kg.mol~ x and dpbjddcl = -0.477 kg.mol~ l .
In general, the diffusion coefficient of an electrolyte, D, isdependent on its
concentration, c, and mean activity coefficient, f± (e.g. MONK, 1961). At low
concentration, this can be expressed by:
D = D„(\ + d\nf±ld\nc)

(2.3-1)

where D0 is thediffusion coefficient at infinite dilution of the electrolyte (f± =
1). During a transport experiment, £>£CIcan safely be taken constant due to the
TABLE2.3-1.

Physicalpropertiesof0.1 M KClin wabuand its equilibriumbuwasolutionat
25.00 ± 0.02°C.
molefraction

absolute viscosityr\
density p

Xwater

XbuOH

kg.m"3

kg . ttl~

0.100 M KCl
inwabu

0.980

0.018

991.7

1.201 x 10"3 1.211 x 10~6

1.72mMKCl
inbuwa

0.502

0.498

843.3

2.868 x 10"3 3.401 x 10~6
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1000
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FIG. 2.3-2. The absolute densities of KC1 solutions in wabu and of their equilibrium buwa
solutions asafunction of theequilibrium K.C1 concentration in wabu (25.00 ± 0.02°C).

small variation of c$a. On thecontrary, aconsiderable change infia maybe
expected over the concentration range c£ a = 0 to 1.72mM because of the
much lower relative dielectricconstant (eb) ofthis medium. In order to determine/I 0 ' and dlnf%a/d Inc§a, weapplied the Debye-Huckel theory, which
accurately predicts/^' in water for concentrations up to 0.1 mol.l -1 (MAO
INNES, 1961 p. 164):

-log/± =

1 +fiajc

(2.3-2)

whereA and /?areconstants foragivensolvent,andaisthedistanceofclosest
approach of the oppositely charged ions. A and j8depend on the relative
dielectric constant of the solvent and on the absolute temperature. The Kirkwood theory (HASTED, 1973)was applied to estimate £* and cw,using known
values for water and buOH at 25°C (HANDBOOK, 1972). This resulted in
ew = 73and £»= 27.4.which isingood agreement with experimental values
for mixtures of water with 1-propanol or isobuOH of the same molarity
(FRANKSand IVES, 1964).With these estimated values of e, A and ftwerecalculated for both phases from their valuesfor waterat 25°C(MACINNES, 1961
p. 144).Intable2.3-2,flcl anddInff'/d Indcl aresummarized for different
KG concentrations.Itcanbeinferred that,duringanormaltransportmeasurement, D§a willdecrease by 6% at most.
Theconsiderable decreaseof/^ a in buwa in theconcentration range isdue
to the low value of £&: this makes the interactions between the ions relatively
strong, and suggests that incomplete dissociation of KC1 in buwa should also
be considered. Very accurate conductance measurements are essential for
calculating thedissociation constant (MACINNES, 1961; MONK, 1961; DAVIES,
1962; NASHand MONK, 1958). Theconductivity measurements in the present
study do not have the required high absolute accuracy. Possible stray capacitance and polarisation effects were avoided by the usual methods, but
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-7 (1977)
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TABLE2.3-2. Activitycoefficients ofK.C1 inwabu and buwaat25°C.
Phase

c K C '(mol.l-')

wabu
buwa

0.100
0.0002
0.0005
0.0010
0.0014

j \ a *)
0.752
0.926
0.887
0.847
0.823

d\nj\clld In c£ c '*)
-0.027
-0.057
-0.078
-0.090

*) Calculated with theDebye-Hiickel theory (2.3-2), using:
A„ = 0.564l 1 / 2 . m o r " 2 , 0 * a = 1.386I1'1, mol"" 2
A„= 2.45 l 1 ' 2. mol"" 2 , fa = 2.265 l" 2 . mol" 1 ' 2 .

themeasurements areconsidered mainly valuable asawayofdeterminingthe
concentration ofKC1 inbuwa. Despite possible objections, theextended form
of the limiting Onsager-Fuoss equation (e.g. MONK, 1961)wasapplied to the
data. For KC1 concentrations upto6 x 10"3mol.l"' inbuwa,no association
couldbeinferred.At 10 - 2 mol.l"',themethodfailed indetermininganassociationconstant, probablyduetotheerroneouseffects mentioned above. Results
from NASHandMONK (1958)andMACINNES(1961p.215)forKC1 andHC1
insolutionsofcomparable£alsosuggestthatKC1iscompletelydissociatedeven
at this loweandrelatively high concentration.
AcontinuousregistrationoftheKC1concentration inbuwa(tfCl)ispossible
by measuring thespecific conductance (K£CI) in this phase. This requires a
standard graph ofthe relation between icfa andc£c'. Theprocedure to obtain thedataforsuchagraph wasasfollows.Theexperimental set-up was the
sameaswithanormal transport measurement (ch.4).Thestirrerwasstopped
intermittently and /cfCI was determined when thephases were stationary.A
sample was pipetted near the conductance cell, and K§CI was determined
again. TheKC1concentration of thesample wasfound by conductometric
titration asdescribed before. Arather unconventional plot was made ofthe
KG concentration against the mean value of the twodetermined specific
conductances (fig. 2.3-3). With a curve fitted by regression analysis, the
following relationshipwasestablished fortheconcentration rangebetween0.1
and 1.6 mmol.l -1 :
rfc,= 0.03614(»cP) 1 1 3 0 4 mmol . l " 1
CI

(2.3-3)

1

where K$ isexpressed in /x£2~' .cm" .
For higher KC1concentrations (between 2and 10mmol.1_1),thefollowingformula holds:
c P = 0.0204(K F ' ) 1-300mmol.1"'

(2.3-4)

A few transport experiments will bedescribed with isobuOH instead of
buOH (seech.6).Forthedistribution coefficient ofKC1between the mutually
14
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FIG. 2.3-3. The KCI concentration inbuwaasa function ofthespecific conductance of that
solution (25.00 ± 0.02°C).

saturated phases (m,*w = cU/ct), the value of 9.47 x 10~3 applies when the
aqueousequilibriumconcentrationis0.1mol.l"'.
In the concentration range of 0.05to 0.90 mmol.l"1 KCI in the isobuOHwater phase,the following relation wasobtained:
c&a = 0.0356 (K&CI)11921 mmol .I" 1
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POLYVINYLALCOHOLANDPOLYVINYL
ALCOHOL-ACETATECOPOLYMERS

3.1. GENERAL PROPERTIES

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a water-soluble non-ionic polymer with a wide
variety of industrial applications. A relatively simple chemical structure
(-(CH2CHOH) n -) has led to its use as a model compound for hydrophilic
polymers in physico-chemical studies (GLASS, 1968; LANKVELD, 1970; FLEER,
1971; BELTMAN, 1975; GARVEY et al., 1974 & 1976; KOOPAL, 1977; VAN VLIET,

1977). The commercial samples generally used for these studies may be considered to be copolymers (PVA-Ac), since they contained up to 15% vinyl
acetate groups.
The following reviews deal with the properties and applications of PVA
and PVA-Ac: PRITCHARD (1970)and FINCH (1968& 1973a).
Thepreparation of PVA is usually started with the polymerization of vinyl
acetate (VAc). This can be carried out as bulk, solution, emulsion or suspension polymerization, usually free radical initiated. Many important properties
and irregularities of the resulting polymer originate from this first step, e.g.:
molecular weight distribution, stereoregularity and the presence of branching,
carbonyl groups ( > C = O), 1,2-glycol groups (-CH2CHOH-CHOHCH2-),
(conjugated) double bonds and terminal carboxyl groups (ZWICK and BOCHOVE, 1964; FRIEDLANDER et al., 1966; HACKEL, 1968; FUJII, 1971; NORO, 1973a;
ADELMAN and FERGUSON, 1975).
During polymerization, branching may take place by chain transfer directly
from the C-C backbone or via an acetate sidechain (NORO, 1973a).It has often
been established experimentally that the original PVAc has a higher average
degree of polymerization P than the fully saponified product derived from it.
Reacetylation of PVA results in PVAc with the same P as the saponified
product. This is strong evidence for the occurrence of side chains attached to
ester groups of PVAc that split off during saponification. However, there is no
unanimity in the estimation of the velocity constants of the transfer reactions,
and thus in establishing the relative frequency of occurrence of the two types
of sidechains (NORO, 1973a). FUJII (1971) and FINCH (1973b) assumed that the
amount ofsidechainsinPVAissmall.FRIEDLANDER etal.(1966)and NOZAKURA
et al. (1972a & b), however, showed that branching in PVA may amount to
a considerable weight fraction of the total.
Head-to-head polymerization results in 1,2-glycol groups in PVA. The
proportion depends on the polymerization temperature and on the degree of
conversion (NORO, 1973a). Commonly, PVA and PVA-Ac contain about
0.5-1.5 mole % of these irregularities (PRITCHARD, 1970; TOYOSHIMA, 1973)
which decrease the crystallinity and the melting point of PVA and PVA-Ac.
16
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Termination of the polymerization usually takes place by disproportionat e . The nature and number ofend groups can varyconsiderably, depending
a.o. on the type and amount of catalyst employed and on the number of
hydrolysable branches. However, since the total amount of end groups is
usually very small, they will not markedly affect the overall properties of the
(co)polymers.
Various saponification methods can be applied to convert PVAc into
PVA-Ac and PVA. Of these, alcoholysis (in methanol) and hydrolysis (in
acetone-water mixtures) are the most important (HACKEL, 1968; SAKURADA,
1968; NORO, 1970& 1973b). In both cases, acid or alkaline catalysis can be
employed. PVA-Ac can also be obtained by reacetylation of PVA (BERESNIEWICZ, 1959a; HAYASHIet al., 1964a&1965a; TUBBS, 1966; SAKURADA, 1968).
Since all hydrolysable side chains have been split off in PVA, incompletely
saponified PVA-AcmaybemorebranchedthanPVAorreacetylated PVA-Ac.
Therefore, these copolymers may differ in branching and molecular weight
distribution. The different methods of hydrolysing PVAchave a pronounced
influence ontheformation ofstructural irregularitiesand (for PVA-Ac)onthe
sequencelength distribution of residual acetategroups.
Acid-catalysed hydrolysis and alcoholysis sometimes lead to unstable end
groups, conjugated double bonds or carbonyl groups. This is due to the
elevated reaction temperature,thepresenceof H + and O2,and thelowrateof
hydrolysis. The residual acetate distribution is random (HACKEL, 1968;
SAKURADA, 1968; NORO,1970).
Alkaline catalysis is much faster and produces less structural defects. The
reaction is autocatalytic, due to accumulation of catalyst near hydroxyl
groupsofPVA-Ac.Thisresultsinablocky*)distributionoftheresidualacetate
groups (BERESNIEWICZ, 1959b; SAKURADA, 1968; SHIRAISHI and TOYOSHIMA,
1973). NORO (1970)found that the more heterogeneous the reaction medium
the more blocky isthe intra-molecularacetate distribution and the broader is
the inter-molecular degree of acetylation (see also BERESNIEWICZ, 1959b):
during hydrolysis, the copolymer precipitates (the molecules with the highest
molecular weight first), and the reaction continues on the solid phase by
alkalinecatalyst adsorbed near hydroxylgroups.Themoreapolarthesolvent,
the quicker this adsorbed phase reaction starts, which, in turn, increases the
effect on the intra- and inter-molecular acetate distribution. This mechanism
explainsthecommon experimental observation that thehighmolecularweight
fractions havealoweracetatecontent than thelowmolecularweight fractions
ofthesamesample (BERESNIEWICZ, 1959b;BRAVARet al.,1974).
*) In this study, the following types ofcopolymers are distinguished:
- random copolymers: the different monomer units are spread randomly ( = statistically)
overthechain;
- blocky copolymers : the average length of a series of the same monomer units is longer
than for a random copolymer;
- block copolymers : contain onlyone seriesofthesamemonomer unitsand thusat most
two of the other.
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Reacetylation in a homogeneous medium (an aqueous PVA solution containing acetic acid) has a very low reaction rate and results ina random acetate
distribution (SAKURADA and SAKAGUCHI, 1956; HAYASHI et al., 1964a& 1965a,
see NORO, 1973b). PVA can also be esterified with acetic acid anhydride in hot
pyridine, that serves as a catalyst and swelling agent (BERESNIEWICZ, 1959a;
PRITCHARD, 1970). The acetate distribution resulting from this reaction has
never been investigated as far as we know, but because of the inhomogeneity
of the system thismay wellbe blocky.
The intra-molecular acetate distribution governs important physical propertiesof the copolymer, e.g.: crystallinity, melting point (TUBBSet al., 1968), rate
of dissolution and solubility in water (MOORE, 1968) and interfacial activity
(HAYASHI etal., 1964& 1965; TOYOSHIMA, 1968; NORO, 1970; SHIRAISHI, 1970).
Qualitative and semi-quantitative information on this distribution can be
obtained from IR spectroscopy (NAGAI and SAGANE, 1955; TUBBS, 1966;
TSUNEMITSU and SHOHOTA, 1968), thermal analysis (TUBBS, 1966), colour
intensity of the complex with iodine (HAYASHI et al., 1963; ZWICK, 1965) and
emulsion stability and adsorption studies (HAYASHI et al., 1964 & 1965;
TOYOSHIMA, 1968; SHIRAISHI, 1970; NORO, 1970).

Thesolubility andrate of dissolution of PVA and PVA-Ac in water are rather
complexmatters.Although theheatofdissolution ofPVAbecomeslessnegative
with increasing temperature, PVA has to be dissolved in water at elevated
temperatures toachieveareasonablerateofdissolution.Themany-OH groups
of the polymer have a high affinity for water, but strong inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonding in the solid (the crystalline regions) extensively slow
down the rate of dissolution. A temperature near the boiling point of water is
needed, or at any rate above the glass temperature of PVA (±75°C) to break
the internal hydrogen bonds in the solid and to dissolve the polymer. According to MATSUMOTO and IMAI (1959) stirring is needed for a few hours at
95-98°C to dissolve PVA uniformly, otherwise the solution is not stable and
shows a striking increase of viscosity with time.
Factors that oppose theseinternal hydrogen bonds also influence the solubility characteristics. The most important of these are stereoregularity and the
presence of acetate groups, branching and other structural irregularities. It is
most probable that the crystallinity of PVA proceeds in the order highly
syndiotactic > atactic > isotactic (FINCH, 1973a p. 216). All commercial
samples are derived from vinyl acetate and are essentially atactic (TINCHER,
1965; SAKURADA. 1968; FUJH, 1971; FINCH, 1973a p. 209). For this reason,
differences in solubility behaviour between these samples cannot be attributed
to differences in tacticity. Branching and structural irregularities decrease
the crystallinity in the solid and facilitate dissolution, but usually the amount
of these defects islow in PVA, and so they do not play an important role. The
only remaining and probably the most important factor that can influence
internal hydrogen bonds isthe acetate content of the copolymer. PVA-Ac may
have an acetate content up to about 30mole % without losing its solubility in
18
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water completely, but the VAc groups have a pronounced influence on the
detailedsolubilitycharacteristics.Thedecrease incrystallinity ofthesolid due
to bulky acetate groups facilitates the dissolution of the copolymer at lower
temperature, but the hydrophobic character of the VAc groups leads to the
critical temperature of phase separation of the copolymers decreasing with
increasingacetatecontent (SHAKHOVAand MEERSON,1972).
The final PVA and PVA-Ac solutions also behave differently at room
temperature. In spite of the radical dissolution procedure, it ismost probable
that even dilute PVA solutions form aggregates at room temperature due to
inter-molecular hydrogen bonds (PRITCHARD, 1970; GRUBER et al., 1974;
KXENIN et al., 1974; KOLNIBOLOTCHUK et al., 1974).Probably, water is not a
very good solvent for PVA, substantiated by the high value of the solventpolymer interaction parameter x m v e r v dilute solutions (0.50 found by
KAWAI, 1958,and 0.49 by FLEER, 1971),a relatively high Huggins coefficient
(MATSUMOTOand IMAI, 1959;thisstudych.3.3.4)andalowexponential factor
in the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada relation (PRITCHARD, 1970). The same facfors that decrease the crystallinity of solid PVA and PVA-Ac (and increase
the rate of dissolution) prevent aggregation in solution; thus, by introducing
acetategroups inPVA.thestabilityofitssolution isincreased but thetemperature of phase separation is lowered. The intra-molecular acetate distribution is of importance in improving the solubility characteristics of PVA-Ac.
Asingleblock of vinylacetategroupshasno effect on therateof dissolution,
and block copolymers precipitate in water when the insoluble vinyl acetate
blockistoolong(TUBBSetal., 1968; SHIRAISHI,1970).Thus,arandom distributionseemstobemosteffective indecreasingthecrystallinityofthesolidandin
stabilizing aqueous PVA-Ac solutions. The behaviour of blocky copolymers
liesinbetweentheseextremes,anddependsontheaveragesequencelengthand
on the inter-molecular acetate distribution. Thebroader thisdistribution, the
lower is the average acetate content needed to achieve phase separation at a
given temperature.
Addition of 1-propanolor 1-butanolto an aqueous PVAsolution increases
its stability, although the polarity of the solvent decreases (WOLFRAM and
NAGY, 1969).This has been explained by assuming, in addition to hydrogen
bonds between mutual -OH groups, hydrophobic interaction between the
alkyl chain of the alcohols and the non-polar basic chain of PVA. The temperature of phase separation of PVA-Ac islowered bythese additives (SHAKHOVA and MEERSON, 1972).
In conclusion, it can be stated that an elevated temperature is required to
dissolve PVA in water and that aggregates are formed in PVA solutions at
room temperature.Probably, water isapoor solvent for PVA.Byintroducing
acetategroups in PVA,the rate ofdissolution isincreased, theaggregation in
solution prevented, and the temperature of phase separation lowered. The
more random the acetate distribution, the greater is this influence of the
acetategroupsonthesolubilitycharacteristics.
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Theinterfacialproperties ofPVA andPVA-Ac havebeen investigated in many
different ways: y-measurements (e.g. HAYASHI et al., 1964; GLASS, 1968;
LANKVELD and LYKLEMA, 1972),measurements of the thicknessoffree polymer
films (VAN VLIET, 1977) as well as hydrodynamic measurements (e.g. FLEER,
1971; GARVEY et al., 1974 & 1976) have been performed and, in addition,
measurements on emulsions stabilized by these macromolecules (TOYOSHIMA
et al., 1968; SHIRAISHI, 1970; LANKVELD, 1970), and double layer capacity
measurements (KOOPAL and LYKLEMA, 1975).
From these investigations it can be inferred, that the interfacial activity of
PVA-Ac increases with acetate content, while the molecular weight of the
copolymer is hardly of any influence. Often experiments have been performed
with PVA-Ac containing approximately 12mole % VAc, which in most cases
exhibited high affinity isotherms.A veryseriousdrawback of these copolymers
is, that they are unfit for confirming theoretical adsorption models that have
been developed for homopolymers, especially when the acetate distribution is
not random. ItisevidentthatthemorehydrophobicVAcpartsmayincrease the
adsorption on a hydrophobic interface by enthalpic or entropic effects. The
former refer to preferential interactions of the VAc groups with the interface
(e.g.van der Waals forces). The latter may arise either by the release of solvent
molecules with a relatively low entropy upon adsorption of VAc, or by a more
disorganized conformation of the adsorbed copolymers.
Although it is very probable that not only the VAc content but also its
intra-molecular distribution plays an important part in the adsorption process,
very few investigations have been performed on this subject. HAYASHI et al.
(1964& 1965)werethe first whodid someexperimentswith blocky and random
PVA-Ac. They found that at high concentrations the blocky copolymers were
stronger interface-active, whereasat verylowconcentrations the opposite held.
The inaccessibility of the Japanese literature and the difficulty of establishing
this distribution for the commercial samples mostly in use are probably the
reasons that noattention hasbeen paid tothispoint inthemany studies dealing
with the interfacial properties of PVA-Ac. In ch. 3.3 and ch. 6we shall further
investigate the influence of the acetate distribution on the solution and interface properties of PVA-Ac.

3.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMERCIAL P V A - A C TYPES USED

Because of the extensive experience with Polyviol PVA-Ac samples in our
laboratory (LANKVELD, 1970; FLEER, 1971; KOOPAL, 1977),some of these were
also selected for this study. They are listed in table 3.2-1, together with their
degree of polymerization and acetate content. A more comprehensive description of them isgiven by KOOPAL (1977).
Poval PVA-Ac samples (table 3.2-1) were used to investigate whether or not
the effects measured with Polyviol (and ascribed to copolymer adsorption,
see ch. 4.3) were attributable to an accidental property of those preparations.
20
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TABLE 3.2-1. Properties of Polyviol and Poval PVA-Ac samples.
sample code

acetate content0)
(mol %, number
average)

degree of
polymerization*)
(unknown average)

acetate content*)
%

Polyviol:
V03/20
V 48/20
V 03/140
V40/140

300
2000
300
2200

1.5
1.5
12
12

1.5
1.3
12.1
11.6

Poval:
105
124
205
224

500
2400
500
2400

1-2
1-2
11-13
11-13

1.9
1.4
10.0
12.2

*) according to the supplier.
°) measured according toJapan Industrial Standard K6726-1965 (FINCH, 1973p.565).

Itappeared that Povalsampleswithapprox.2mole %acetategroups(105and
124) have quite different interfacial properties from the comparable Polyviol
PVA-Actypes(ch.4.3).Thisdiscrepancyininterfacial activitymaybebrought
about byirregularities inchemical structure or byadifferent acetate distribution,asthere isnoclueto thiseffect in theiroverall acetatecontent. Spectroscopic and thermal-analytic methods can supply a greater insight in these
presumed structural differences.
UV spectra were recorded with a Beckman Acta C III spectrophotometer.
All aqueous PVA-Acsolutionswere0.1%byweight.
The spectra of pure PVA-Ac should only exhibit a small absorption peak
at about 213 nm, due to the acetate groups present. All Polyviol samples,
however, displayed very strong absorption bands at 225, 280 and 330 nm.
According to MATSUMOTOet al. (1958)and HAASet al. (1963)these should be
assigned to conjugated carbonyl groups of the following form:
O

II
- (C = C)n - C -

with n = 1, 2 and 3, referring, respectively, to the wavelengths mentioned.
Haas et al. showed convincingly that the presence of acetaldehyde or oxygen
duringthe polymerization of vinylacetate bringsabout polyunsaturated aldehydegroups.TSUNEMITSUand SHOHOTA(1968)showed that these hydrophobic
groups increase the interfacial activityofthe polymer. Molar optical densities
determined by NISHINO(1961)enabled theestimation of thecarbonyl content
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-7(1977)
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ofthesamples.Onthebasisofthedegreeofpolymerization thisresulted,inour
case, in approximately oneconjugated group per Polyviol molecule.Thisalso
suggests, that these conjugated carbonyl structures may be present as end
groups.
Poval PVA-Ac samples did not exhibit any of these peaks. As expected,
the height of the peak at 213nm appeared to be roughly proportional to the
acetatecontentofthecopolymers.TheUVspectraoftwocomparablePVA-Ac
samples,viz. V03/20and 105,canbeseeninfig.3.2-1.

molar extinction

10.000

5000

200
300
400 nrn
FIG. 3.2-1.The molar extinction coefficient of Polyviol V03/20and Poval 105asa function
of the UV wavelength.

In order to study themicrostructureofthePVA-Accopolymers, IR spectra
were taken. They were run on a Hitachi EPI G-3 spectrophotometer. The
sampleswereground,sieved(mesh0.05mm),mixedwithKBrandcompressed
into wafers with a hydraulic press.
Fig. 3.2-2 shows the IR spectra of PVA-Ac 105and 205as examples. We
shall only discuss the relevant characteristics, as a more comprehensive summary of the main features of the IR spectrum of PVAcan befound in FINCH
(1973a p.214).
The absorption peaks are all quite broad. According to PRITCHARD(1970),
this is probably caused by differences in symmetry between molecules in
crystalline and inglassy regions.There may evenexist regions of intermediate
crystallinity. All these regions themselves have a mixed symmetry due to
different placement of hydroxyl (and acetate) groups along the (co)polymer
chain.Thisgivesa set of slightly shifted equivalent frequencies that result ina
broad absorption peak.
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FIG. 3.2-2. IR absorption spectra of Poval 105and205.

The peaks at 916 and 850c m - 1 (skeletal vibrations) enable a semiquantitative estimation of the stereoregularity ofthe (co)polymers (MURAHASHI et al.,
1966; KENNEY and WILLCOCKSON, 1966). As the 916c m - 1 peak is strongly
influenced bythecrystallinity, andthus alsobythepresence ofacetate groups,
this estimation is only applicable to samples with low acetate content. The
samples under investigation all yielded values of ^916/^850*) between 0.25
and 0.30. This implies roughly equal percentages ofisotactic and syndiotactic
diadsandtriads,irrespective whether the relation ofMurahashi etal.orthatof
Kenney et al. was used. Thus, these samples can be qualified as essentially
atactic.
The intensity ofthe 1144c m " 1 peak hasbeen correlated with thedegreeof
crystallinity ofthe PVA sample(TADOKOROetal., 1957; HAAS, 1957).Itis also
influenced, however, by the moisture content and the thermal history ofthe
sample (HAAS, 1957; KENNEY and WILLCOCKSON, 1966).

Polyviol samples exhibited stronger absorption at 1144 c m - 1 than comparable Poval PVA-Ac's. However, the spectrum of a cast film of the Poval
sample (prepared asdescribed inch. 3.3.2) showed anabsorption peak that was
similartotheequivalent Polyviol copolymer. Thus,theobserved differences in
absorption ofcomparable PovalandPolyviol samplesinKBr are probably due
to a different thermal history and/or moisture content andnotto pronounced
differences in crystallinity. This was further affirmed by the fact that the
volatile content ofthe Povals (4weight %)was higher than that ofthe Polyviol
samples (2weight %). Asexpected, theabsorption of the peak of 1144c m -*
decreases with increasing acetate content. This isascribed tothelower crystallinity ofthecopolymer duetothepresence ofbulky acetate groups.
A simple qualitative estimation of the intra-molecular acetate distribution
has been suggested by NAGAI and SAGANE (1955). They attributed theshift of
the ester carbonyl peak from 1735 to 1715 c m - 1 to hydrogen bonding ofthe
>C= O group with anadjacent hydroxyl group (seealso TUBBS, 1966; GULBE*) The absorbance A ( = 10log (/„//)) wascalculated from the interpolated background
intensity, /„andthemeasured intensity, /.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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KIAN and REYNOLDS, 1973).PVA-Ac samples that are partly hydrolysed with
an alkaline catalyst (creating blocky copolymers) have a peak at 1735 cm - 1 ,
which corresponds to PVAc. Randomly reacetylated samples have a peak at
1715cm - 1 with a shoulder at 1735cm - 1 . The 1735cm - 1 peak shifts to 1715
cm - 1 when the blocky copolymer isdissolved in D2O(COHEN STUART,1976),
also supporting the hypothesis that this shift isdueto hydrogen bonding.We
have analysed our spectra bearing all thisinformation in mind, together with
thefact that the spectrum ofa blockycopolymer willdisplay moreclearly the
aspects of the spectrum of a mixture of the two homopolymers than that due
toarandom copolymer.
In our case, the samples with low acetate content exhibited a peak at 1715
cm~' andashoulderat 1735cm~',whereastheothershadapeakat 1735cm~1
cm - 1 and a shoulder at 1715cm - 1 . The shoulder at 1735 cm - 1 of the low
acetate Polyviol samples was slightly stronger than for comparable Poval
samples. The shoulder at 1715cm - 1 for the samples with the higher acetate
content wasslightly stronger for thePoval samples.Thus,itcan beconcluded
that the acetate distribution is blocky for the PVA-Ac samples containing
11-13% acetate (slightly more blocky for Polyviol than for Poval). Although
allsamplesweresaponified byalkalinealcoholysis (WACKER, 1975; KURARAY,
1976),the almost completely saponified samples seemto havea more random
acetate distribution (Poval slightly more than Polyviol). At very low acetate
content, the differences in absorption frequencies of the blocky and random
PVA-Ac's decrease. In the limiting case of one or two acetate groups per
molecule,allcarbonyl groupshaveanadjacent hydroxylgroup and, therefore,
it seems likely that the method does not discriminate between two separate
acetategroups and oneblock of twoacetategroups.The fact that, in general,
Polyviol PVA-Ac samples seem to be slightly more blocky than comparable
Povalsmay beduetosmalldifferences intheconditionsofhydrolysis.

The melting point of a semicrystalline copolymer depends on the mean
sequence length of the crystallizable units. FLORY (1955)treated this problem
theoretically, and experimental evidence has been obtained in reasonable
agreement withthistheory (JACKSON, 1963;TUBBS,1965&1966).Inprinciple,
the acetate distribution in PVA-Ac can be estimated from the difference in
melting point between the copolymer and its (PVA) homopolymer, and
its acetate content (TUBBS, 1966; this study ch. 3.3.3). In this section, only
qualitative conclusions are possible, since the corresponding homopolymers
wereneithercommerciallyavailablenor prepared.
Melting points were determined with the Du Pont 990 Thermal Analyser
(Differential Scanning Calorimeter).Eachdetermination required asampleof
approximately 20mgwhich washeated at a rate of 5or 10K.min -1 under a
nitrogen atmosphere. Melting points were identified with the minimum
ofthemeltingendotherm (seealsoch.3.3.3).Thispoint appeared tobereproducible and is probably very close to the point at which the melting process
ends, which is, by definition, the melting point of a (co)polymer. The rate of
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TABLE 3.2-2. Dependence of the melting points of thecommercial PVA-Ac samples on their
acetate content.
sample code
Polyviol:
V 03/20
V48/20
V 03/140
V40/140
Poval:
105
124
205
224

acetate content
mole %

melting point (DSC)
K

1.5
1.3
12.1
11.6

1.9
1.4
10.0
12.2

492
497
460
458
500
502
471
460

heating had no influence on the melting point in this trajectory. Table 3.2-2
summarizes the sample codes, their acetate content and their melting point.
The meltingpointsof Poval PVA-Ac's aresystematically higher than thoseof
comparable Polyviol samples, except for the 224. This may be due to some
branches in 224that may occur at higherconversion and that havebeen split
offinPVA-Ac 124.ThelowermeltingpointsofPolyviolPVA-Ac'smaybedue
to a higher 1,2-glycolcontent, more branching, or the presence of conjugated
carbonyl structures (especially important for V03/20 and V03/140), as the
tacticity isalmost thesame for allsamples.
An attempt was made to fractionate the various samples and to determine
their molecular weight distribution by means of gel permeation chromatography (GPC). GARVEYet al.(1974)successfully used Sephadex G-75 to fractionate PVA-Ac with a polymerization degree between the low and high
molecularweight products ofthisstudy.
Therefore, a K 25/100 column was packed with this gel, as described by
FISCHER (1971). The column was thermostatted with a jacket at 25.0°C. To
prevent bubble formation in the column, all solutions and the eluant were
deaerated before use.Thesampleswereapplied withasyringein thetubingof
the lower adaptor. The flow wasupward in order to decrease the tendencyof
the bed to pack. The fractions were collected with an LKB 3400 B Radirac
fraction collectorwitha9.8mlsyphon.
Before use,thecolumn packing waschecked with a Blue Dextran solution.
We also checked that the samples did not adsorb at the gel. The optimal
sample concentration was determined by applying different sample volumes
and concentrations, keeping the total amount of (co)polymer constant. The
elution patterns at high sample concentrations changed with the sample concentration.Thiseffect wasascribedtozonebroadeningduetoatoohighrelative
viscosity of the solutions. Sinceno broadening wasdetectable at sample concentrations belowapprox.0.5weight %(depending on themolecularweight),
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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a concentration of0.3weight %waschosen for allexperiments at a flow rate
thatwasneverhigherthan 60mlperhour.However,theelutioncurvesofBlue
Dextran and the PVA-Ac solutions appeared to bealmost identical, although
their average molecular weights differ by at least a factor 100. The samples
with the lowest polymerization degree were the only ones exhibiting different
elutiondiagrams,theirlowmolecularweighttailbeingmuchlonger.Therefore,
it wasconcluded that the fractionation range of Sephadex G-75 for PVA-Ac
liesatmolecularweightsbelow20000.
Further investigation of the GPC applicability wascarried out by packing
aK50/100columnwithG-200.Thefractionation rangeofthisgelliesatmolecular weights that are about five times higher than for G-75. As the elution
diagrams of BlueDextran and alsoofhighand lowmolecularweight PVA-Ac
samples were different now (see fig. 3.2-3), the usefulness of this gel was investigated further.
To achieve the highest possible concentration in the collected fractions, we
determined themaximumsamplevolumethatdidnotgiverisetopeakbroadening.After havingassessed that theelutioncurveswerereproducible,wefractioned Poval 124byapplying 50mlsamples (0.3weight %). Asthemaximum
yield in one fraction amounted to only 10 mg PVA-Ac (after 10-15 hours
elution),thecorresponding fractions of20different runswerecombined and a
fewofthesesolutionswerefreeze-dried (Leybold HeraeusGT2).
These fractions and all unfractionated commercial samples were analysed
with an analytical gel permeation chromatograph (Waters Associates). The
columns were calibrated with highly monodisperse polystyrene (PS) samples
from Pressure Chemical Company, Pittsburg, since well-defined narrow
molecularweight fractions ofPVAwerenot available.Detailsofthecolumns,
eluant and calibration procedurearedescribed by KOOPAL(1977).
The molecular weight of PVA-Ac was estimated by assuming an identical
stretched chain length for PVA-Ac and PSat every elution volume.Although
thissimpleapproachisperhapsnotthemostrealisticone,wefeltitwassuitable
for the comparison of the resulting molecular weight distributions of the
k copolymer
Iconcentration

extinction of *
Blue Dextran I
1.0

1000
224
105
BlueDextran

0.5

500

'400
600
800 ml
FIG. 3.2-3. Elution curves of Blue Dextran, Poval 224and 105ina K50/100column packed
with Sephadex G-200.
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TABLE 3.2-3. GPC results of the commercial PVA-Ac samples.
samplecode
Polyviol:
V03/20
V48/20
V03/140
V40/140

M„

A?.*)

M,

Mw/M.

10000
29500
9000
34000

22000
151000
26500
444000

25000
189000
32000
645000

2.4
6.4
3.6
19

21000
91000
19500
68000

41500
194000
39000
165000

46500
220000
43500
191000

2.2
2.4
2.2
2.8

167000
122000
84000

276000
216000
163000

301000
241000
186000

1.8
2.0
2.2

Poval:

105
124
205
224
Poval124**):
124/51
124/56
124/64

*) calculated using a = 0.7.
'*) fractionated with Sephadex G-200in a K 50/100 column.

different PVA-Ac samples and for a rough determination of the efficiency of
the preparative fractionation method. Table 3.2-3 summarizes the average
molecular weights thus obtained. No correction was made for the Gaussian
peakbroadeningthat was duetotheimperfection^"theinstrument(theelution
diagrams of PSwith M„/Mn < 1.1 yielded My„/Mm = 1.4 with this analytical
GPC). Thevaluesfor V40/140maybe notcorrectduetoaslightlyshifted base
line.
Generallyspeaking,itcanbestatedthatPolyviolPVA-Achasaconsiderable
broader molecular weight distribution than comparable Poval PVA-Ac's.
Moreover, thevariations inmolecular weightdistribution aremuch larger for
Polyviol than for Poval samples. These are probably caused by the different
polymerization methods employed for Polyviol samples: those with a low F
being produced bybulk polymerization, and thosewith a high Pbyemulsion
polymerization (WACKER, 1975). Thismeansthat itisimpossible to determine
the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada^relation for the Polyviol preparations based on
their Mw or M„ values, which conclusion is supported by the unsuccessful
efforts ofFLEER(1971)and KOOPAL(1977)toestablishthisrelationforPolyviol
samples. In addition, the high molecular weight preparations may contain
interface-active admixtures that werenecessary to emulsify the monomers. In
contrast, the Poval samplesareallprepared bycontinuous solution polymerization (KURARAY, 1976),and thusthewidthoftheirmolecularweightdistributionisaffected onlybythe different degreesofconversion (FLORY,1953 p.334),
resultinginslightdifferences betweenthese,withoutanyadmixturespresent.
Obviously, PVA-Ac can be fractionated with GPC, but the improvement
is limited and the yield is poor. The sharpness of the fractions may be enMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7 (1977)
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larged by using longer or multiple columns and smaller sample volumes.
In general, copolymer fractionation may be attended by special difficulties
dueto theuneven distribution ofthemonomers overthemolecules.Although
one of the monomers may be present in the copolymer in a large excess, the
amount and distribution of the other monomers may also play an important
partduring fractionation. For thisreason,differences inadsorption behaviour
(mainlyofimportance infoam fractionation and GPC),insolubilityinagiven
solvent (primarily inprecipitation fractionation), and inmolecular dimensions
in solution (in GPC) will result in additional fractionation on chemical composition. These difficulties may be avoided for PVA-Ac by fractionating the
homopolymers(PVAorPVAc).Thefractions canbeconverted tocopolymers
afterwards. If PVAc isused ashomopolymer, it should havebeen hydrolysed
completely and reacetylated to avoid a later influence of hydrolysable sidechainsonthemolecularweight.
Summarizing, the following conclusions can bedrawn. From UVspectra it
wasgathered that all Polyviol samplescontain approximately one conjugated
carbonyl group per molecule. The acetate distribution in Poval PVA-Ac isin
allprobability slightlymorerandom thaninPolyviol,aswasinferred from the
IR spectra. Nevertheless, the melting points of Polyviol PVA-Ac's are lower
than those for comparable Poval samples. As the tacticity was identical, this
was attributed to a higher content ofchain irregularities in Polyviol samples.
Weinferred from GPC that the molecular weight distribution of Poval PVAAc's approaches the most probable distribution. The Polyviol PVA-Ac's,
however, have a much broader distribution, while the emulsion polymerized
samples may contain interface-active admixtures. Therefore, taking all these
observations into account, Poval samples seem more suitable as model compounds than Polyviol samples.

3.3. PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PVA-AC COPOLYMERS
WITH IDENTICAL DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION BUT WITH
DIFFERENTMONOMER COMPOSITION

3.3.1.Introduction
The acetate content and distribution in PVA-Ac have a pronounced influence on the interfacial activity of the copolymers, much more so than differences in molecular weight. Wemadea systematic study on the influence of
thesetwofactors bychangingthem independently.
For that purpose, copolymers were prepared in two different ways by
reacetylation of a completely hydrolysed PVA.This ensured that the starting
material did not contain further hydrolysable sidechains which could change
the molecular weight distribution during the reaction. A Kuraray sample
(PVA-H, Lot no.340345)waschosen for reasonsexplained inch.3.2.PVA-H
has a mean degree of polymerization of 1700-1800and adegreeof hydrolysis
higher than 99.9 mole % (KURARAY). The polymer is hygroscopic (it con28
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tained 9.2 weight % moisture before use) and containes about 3 weight %
ashes. These ashes consisted of absorbed salt and salt formed between PVA
and sodium ions.Theabsorbed saltismainlysodium acetate(inferred from its
IR absorption band at 1570cm - 1 ) that could be removed by extracting the
polymerthoroughly withacetone.
Blocky copolymers were prepared by partial reacetylation of PVA-H,
swollen in pyridine, with acetic acid anhydride. A detailed description of the
experimental conditions can be found in appendix A. The five samples are
numbered B1-B5.
Two random copolymers (Rl and R2) were prepared by a homogeneous
reactionofaceticacidwithPVAinwater,asdescribed inappendixB.
Thesepreparative methodsensured that allsampleshad anidentical degree
of polymerization and tacticity. In table 3.3-1 wehavecollected someof their
properties. The absorbance refers to the colouring intensity of the complex
between the ester oxygens of PVA-Ac and I2 (PRITCHARD et al., 1972). It is
wellknown to increasewithacetatecontent, especiallywhentheacetatedistribution is blocky (NORO, 1970).These results are a first indication that theB
samplesaremoreblockythan the Rpreparations.
Oxidation or dehydration might have taken place during acetylation at
the elevated reaction temperatures, in spite of the almost oxygen-free atmosphere.The UV spectra of the acetylated samples showed them to be free
ofany conjugated carbonyl structures.
To further characterize the (co)polymers, IR spectroscopy and thermal
analysiswereapplied.Theexperimentaldetailswereidenticaltothosedescribed
inch.3.2.Inaddition westudied thesolution propertiesofthese (co)polymers
inwaterandwabu,andtheirinterfacial propertiesatthewabu-buwa interface.
3.3.2. IR spectroscopy
Unfortunately, the R samples could not be ground into fine particles (a
necessity for IR measurements with KBr wafers), probably because of the
TABLE 3.3-1. Some specifications of PVA-H and of the reacetylated samples.
sample code
PVA-H
Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5
Rl
R2

volatile content
(weight %)

degree of hydrolysis
mole fraction VA

absorbance A*)
(at 480 nm)

0.8
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.8
0.8

>0.999
0.976
0.932
0.880
0.787
0.733
0.937
0.834

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.5
1.6
1.8
0.1
0.2

*) The solutions measured consisted of2mlaqueous solution of0.006mol.1 " l h and 0.018
mol. 1"' K.I,added to8mlofanaqueous (co)polymersolution of0.5%by weight.
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low level of crystallinity. Therefore, films were cast on a metal plate out of
0.5% aqueous solutions.Thefilmsweredried in an oven at 80°C(B4and B5
weredried atlowertemperatures withaventilator, astheyprecipitate in water
at 80°C) and they were removed carefully from the plate before they were
cooleddown, to prevent tearing.
An increasing intensity of absorption at 606, 950, 1250 and 1380 cm - 1
with acetate content was similar for the Band R series.These wave numbers
are ascribed to the out-of-plane bending of CH3COO-, the CH3- rocking,
the C-O- stretching and the CH3-wagging vibration respectively, in analogy
with the IR spectrum ofPVAc (STOKRand SCHNEIDER,1963).
Differences between B and R samples were observed at 916, 1144, 1715
and 1735cm - 1 . In fig. 3.3-1, wehave plotted the absorbance of all samples
at these wavenumbers. The skeletal vibration of PVA at 916 cm - 1 has been
decreased morestronglyin Rthan inB samples.TheB samplesarethusshowingmoreofthe spectrum characteristic of PVA,indicative ofablocky acetate
distribution. Thiseffect isstill more pronounced with the crystalline-sensitive
1144cm"* band:B5showsanabsorption peak,whereasR2doesnot.
Further evidence for the assumed distributions was obtained from the
C = O stretching vibrations at 1715and 1735cm - 1 . The R samples have a
high absorbance at 1715 c m - 1 with a shoulder at 1735 cm - 1 , whereas all
Bsamples (except B1which has a very low acetate content) display a strong
peak at 1735 c m - 1 with a shoulder at 1715 cm - 1 . The B samples are thus
showing more of the spectrum of PVAc, again indicative of a blocky acetate
distribution. Atverylowacetatecontent,itisdifficult todiscriminate between
blockyand random copolymers,asbotharealmost homopolymers.
These measurements and the observed differences in crystallinity indicate
alsothatthe B sampleswereindeedmoreblockythantheRpreparations.
3.3.3. Thermalanalysis
The melting process of a crystalline homopolymer occurs over a range
of a few degrees when the rate of heating is slow enough. The temperature
at which this process ends abruptly iscalled the melting point (7^). In copolymers, the range of melting is much broader and the melting point (7M) is
ill-defined. This isdue todifferences in sequence sizeofcrystallizable unitsby
the presence of non-crystalline comonomer units.
Itisknown that thecrystallinity and meltingpointofPVA-Acvarywith the
tacticity, 1,2-glycolcontent and with thecontent and distribution of residual
acetategroups(TUBBS,1966;TuBBSetal.,1968).Thegreatertheportionofthese
bulky acetate groups and themorerandom their distribution ina givencopolymer,thelesscrystallineitisandthemoreitsmeltingpointhasbeendecreased.
Data on the melting point depression caused by non-crystalline copolymer
unitscanbeanalysed according totwodifferent theories (FLORY, 1955;BAUR,
1966a&b).
Flory assumed that the crystallization process proceeded according to an
ordered selection: as the melt iscooled, the longest sequences will crystallize
30
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FIG. 3.3-1. IR absorption peaks of PVA-H and its reacetylated copolymers. The transmittanceaxisisshifted forthedifferent spectrainordertocomprime them intoonegraph.

first, followed bysuccessivelyshorterones.Themeltingprocesswasconsidered
to proceed in a reverse way. Flory derived the following expression for the
meltingpoint ofacopolymer:
(TM)~l - (T&)-1 = - (RJAH) In pA

(3.3-1)

where T isexpressed in K;
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R = thegas constant (8.315 J . K - 1 . m o l _ 1 ) ;
AH = theheat offusion permoleofcrystallinesegments (J.mol - 1 );
PA — the sequence probability of thecrystallizable monomer (vinyl alcohol);
it is supposed to be independent of the number of preceding A groups
in the sequence.
Baur treated this problem by a different approach. He assumed that all
sequence lengths were present in the melt and in crystalline parts during any
part of the melting process. His expression for the melting point depression
was:
(TM)'1

- (7j&) _1 = -(R/AH) (InPA -

2(1-PA)XA)

(3.3-2)

where XA is the mole fraction of crystallizable monomers.
BAUR (1966) and TUBBS et al. (1968) showed that the latter theory predicted
a valueofAH that compared better with resultsobtained with other techniques.
We shall demonstrate that the differences in monomer distribution, as predicted by both theories, are less pronounced.
For random copolymers,/)^ equals the mole fraction XAof the crystallizable
groups,and for blockycopolymersPA isgreater than XA (FLORY, 1955). Melting
points of random copolymers (with known PA) enable the calculation of AH,
using (3.3-1) or (3.3-2). When the melting point of the blocky copolymer is
known, thesame formulas enable thecalculation ofPA for that copolymer.
TUBBS (1966) suggested a method to calculate the sequence length distribution of a blocky copolymer from this value of PA. He assumed an identical,
normalized sequence length distribution of crystallizable units for copolymers
that melt at the same temperature. This assumption means that the number of
vinyl alcohol - vinyl acetate pairs, normalized to the amount of vinyl alcohol
units present, isthe same for allcopolymers with thesame TM. This leadsto the
sequence probability of the vinyl acetate units (/7B), as the number of A-B
pairs is equal to the number of B-A pairs:
XA(\ -PA) = XB(\ -PB)

(3.3-3)

When maximum randomness is also assumed for the determination of the
sequence distribution of the B units, the molecular weight fractions W\ and
W\ofagiven sequencelength nofAand Bmonomersmay,according to FLORY
(1953 p. 320), be calculated with:
W"A = I U M ( I -PA)2PA-1
2

m -nxB(l -pB) pr

x

(3.3-4)

(3.3-5)

These considerations lead to the conclusion that the melting point of a
PVA-Ac copolymer may yield direct information on the acetate sequence
length distribution if two reasonable assumptions are made. There must, of
course, be no admixtures present in the samples that might influence the
melting point, and the copolymers must have identical tacticity. This was
guaranteed for all acetylated PVA-Ac copolymers by their method of preparation.
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FIG. 3.3-2. Thermal analysisof PVA-H (explanation isgiven in thetext).

The DSC measurements were combined with a thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA,witha DuPont 950),inorder tomakesurethat theendotherm wasdue
to the melting process and not to decomposition. In allcases, decomposition
started at temperatures above 580K; thus,it can beconcluded that the meltingpoint wasnot affected bydecomposition. Atypicalexampleofa DSCand
aTGAplot(for PVA-H)isshowninfig.3.3-2.
The melting points of all samples were determined, except for R2. This
sample did not show an endotherm. The statistically divided acetate groups
were probably so effective in decreasing the crystallinity, that no crystalline
regions were present anymore.The results of the measurements are collected
in fig. 3.3-3, where the observed melting points of the samples are plotted
againsttheiracetatecontent.TheAHforvinylalcoholsegmentswascalculated
melting point

blocky copolymers

random copolymers

1

,
0.1

i
0.2

mole fraction VAc — »
.
0.3

FIG. 3.3-3.MeltingpointsofPVA-H and ofthereacetylatedcopolymersasafunction oftheir
acetate content.
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TABLE 3.3-2. Melting point and sequence length distribution of PVA-H and the PVA-Ac
copolymers.
sample code
PVA-H
Rl
R2

Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5

mole fraction
vinyl alcohol
1.00
0.937
0.834

0.976
0.932 ,
0.880
0.783
0.733

7"M(K)

LvA*)

LvAc*)

508
470
-

16
6

1.1
1.2

LVA°)

LVAc°)

52
26
14
12
11

1.3
1.7
1.9
3.3
3.9

496
484
464
458
453

LVA+)

'54
26
13
11
9

LVAS)

1.3
1.9
1.8
2.9
3.3

LVA = number averaged vinyl alcohol sequence length.
LVAC = number averaged vinyl acetate sequence length.
*) Thedistribution ofthe random copolymerswascalculated directlywith(3.3-4) and(3.3-5)
usingPA = XA and/>« = XB°) Calculated with (3.3-1).
+
) Calculatedwith (3.3-2).

from themeltingpointsofPVA-Hand Rl usingbothmethods.Next,pxcould
becalculated for all copolymers with (3.3-1) or (3.3-2).using known values
for TM, Th, AH and XA. The vinyl acetate sequence length distribution was
calculatedwith (3.3-5),using(3.3-3)todeterminepa. Table3.3-2 summarizes
theresultsofthesemeasurementsandcalculations.Itcan beinferred, thatthe
valuesof the mean vinyl alcohol and vinyl acetate sequence lengths (LVA and
LVAC respectively) of the copolymers are not very sensitive to the method of
calculating/!^. Thisisin contrast with the values of AH, for which wefound
3.4 kJ.mol -1 with Flory's theory, and 9.6 kJ.mol -1 with Baur's theory. Fig.
3.3-4 contains the vinyl acetate sequence length distribution using Baur's
method.
Themeltingpointof the fully hydrolysed PVA-Hcorrespondswelltovalues
found for atacticPVA(500-513K; TUBBSand Wu, 1973).Our valuefor AH,
calculated with Baur's method, agrees well with the values of 8.4 and 10.5
kJ.mol -1 found by HAMADAand NAKAJIMA (1966),using thediluant method
withethyleneglycolandwaterrespectively,and isabout 30 % higherthan that
found by TUBBS(1966).Thisdiscrepancymaybeduetoadifferent tacticityor
1,2-glycol content of the samples or to a difference in the detection of the
meltingpoints.
The absolute values of the mean sequence lengths calculated with this
method may be open to somedoubt becauseof several assumptions that had
to be made to interpret the measurements quantitatively. At any rate, the
resultsareveryuseful foramutualcomparison.Onceagain,itcan be inferred
thatthe BsampleshaveamoreblockydistributionthantheRsamples.
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FIG. 3.3-4. Sequence length distribution of VAc monomers in the copolymers. The molefraction vinylacetate that forms sequencesoflength n, W", isplotted against n.

3.3.4.Viscosimetry
3.3.4.1. Theory
Viscositymeasurementsconstituteexperimentallyoneoftheeasiest methods
for determining mean molecular weightsofhigh polymers,but they suffer the
disadvantageofyieldingonlyrelativeresults.However,theresultsmayalsobe
interpreted in terms of solvent quality and mean molecular dimensions of the
polymers insolution.Allthesefacts together makethemethod very attractive
andwidelyused.
The concentration dependence of the viscosity of dilute polymer solutions
canbeexpressed inanempirical powerseriesintheconcentration:
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r\= r\0+ hir\0c + hir\„c2 + /i3f/oC3 + ...

(3.3-6)

where r\ denotes the viscosity of the solution (at concentration c, usually in
g.dl"'),t]0theviscosityofthesolvent,andhi,hi, hi ...areconstantsfor agiven
polymer-solvent-temperature combination. Rearrangement leads to the more
familiar equation
- ^ = ^ ^ = 5= = M + f *ifo] , + ! c 1
(3.3-7)
J7«c
c
c
where f/r isthe relative viscosity, r\re the viscosity ratio excess, [r]] the intrinsic
viscosity ( d l . g - 1 ) , ki isa dimensionless parameter that takes into account the
influence of i+ 1 polymer-polymer interactions and ki is usually called the
Huggins coefficient.
The intrinsic viscosity of a polymer solution is related t o the viscosity
averaged molecular weight (Mv) bythe empirical Mark-Houwink-Sakurada
(MHS)equation:
[rj]= k Mi

(3.3-8)

where k anda areconstants depending o n thepolymer andon the quality
of the solvent. They can beestablished bydetermining [r\]of monodisperse
fractions. The Mv ofany sample can thus be calculated with (3.3-8), provided
that k and a are known for a polymer-solvent-temperature combination.
Qualitatively, the solvent power can be inferred from a, the value of which is in
between 0.5 (0 solvent) and 1.0(good solvent).
Many theories have been proposed to relate thesolvent power with the
values of [rj],k and a. The treatments we follow have been described by F L O R Y
(1953), T A N F O R D (1961), K U R A T A a n d STOCKMAYER (1963) and Y A M A K A W A
(1971).
The dimensions ofa flexible, linear polymer coil of random configuration
in solution can bedescribed bythe root mean square (r.m.s.) radius of gyration, ( P ) 1 / 2 , that can beobtained from light scattering measurements, o r by
the r.m.s. end-to-end distance (h1)112. These parameters can be correlated with
the unperturbed chain dimensions (in a0 solvent) b y :
? = <x2s ?o
h2 = <rf hi

(3.3-9)
(3.3-10)

The parameters a* a n da* arethelinear expansion factors. They express
the extent t o which the molecular dimensions are perturbed bythe excluded
volume effect. In a solvent that isbetter than a 0 solvent, a, and a* increase
slowly with molecular weight. The subscript orefers to the unperturbed chain.
Provided that we know the fixed bond lengths, the valence angles between the
backbone atoms a n dthe restriction in rotation, hi canbe calculated with
random flight statistics:
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(hi)112 = P^L
(3.3-11)
P represents the number of monomers in the molecule, and L the effective
monomer length. Under the given conditions, the following relation holds:
i ! = hl/6

(3.3-12)
1/2

All theoretical approaches try to relate [q] to (A|) and to the excluded
volumethat isimplied ina*.
InFlory'smodel,thepolymer isregarded asacontinuouscloudofsegments
distributed around the molecular centre of mass according to a Gaussian
function. In thismodel,asand a* cannot bedistinguished from eachother:
as = a*= a

(3.3-13)

Flory and Fox derived the following equation, representing a polymer as an
equivalent hydrodynamicsphere,impenetrable tothesolvent:
[//]= a3 A:* Ml12

(3.3-14)

with
3/2

w)

<"-|5>

$ istheso-called universal Floryconstant. Itdepends,however,onthesolvent
quality (and therefore on a) and on the molecular weight distribution of the
polymer,soitisnotaconstant.Thislimitstheapplicability of(3.3-15)seriously-

Thisdrawbackcanbepartlyremovedbyintroducingtheviscosityexpansion
factora,defined by
M = a3 Mo

(3.3-16)

where [rj]0denotesthe intrinsic viscosity ina &solvent,sothat
[r,] = a 3KSMl12

(3.3-17)

with
/p\3/2

Kt^Qo =M

(3.3-18)

\Mv'

Now $oisindependent of the solventquality but stilldependent on themolemolecular weight distribution, and A? is a constant that relates Mv to the
unperturbed coil dimensions. However, a new unknown parameter has been
introduced:a,. Itcaneasilybeshownthata, < abyintroducing theconceptof
an equivalent hydrodynamic sphere with radius R. A better solvent causes a
lower segment density but alsoa greater freedom of motion for thesolvent in
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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thecoilandthusasmallerincreaseinRthanin(h%)l/2.KurataandYamakawa
were the first to emphasize the difference between a, and a. They developed
an approximate first-order perturbation theory for the intrinsic viscosity on
basis of the Kirkwood-Riseman theory, describing the polymer as a string of
monomers.Theyarrived at onlyaveryslightdifference between a, anda*. We
shall ignore this and assume that (3.3-13) isapplicable. The excluded volume
effect on thefrictional properties wasapproximated by:
a 3 = l + 1.55z

(3.3-19)

that holdsfor \z\ <0.15; zistheexcluded volume parameter defined by:

z-yy'V'

awn

where /?isthe binary cluster integral and f$P2 isjust twice the total excluded
volume between the segments. /? has large positive values in good solvent
systemsand iszeroin a 0 solvent. Itcan beseen that, at positivevaluesof/J,
a, increases with P (and therefore with A7„),a fact commonly observed for
['?]/['?]<'• From the dependence of a, on Mv it can be seen that (3.3-17) is
equivalent totheMHSequation (3.3-8).Kurata and Yamakawa proposed the
followingsemi-empiricalclosedexpressionfora,asafunction ofa.:
a3 = a 2 4 3

(3.3-21)

The approach of Kurata and Yamakawa provides us with the tool to calculate,unequivocally, themoleculardimensionsofa polymerinsolution when
[r)]0, or Kt and M» areknown.With (3.3-16)or (3.3-17),a3, can becalculated
and, under the proper conditions, a with (3.3-21). Since a 0 solvent is not
always known for a polymer, some graphical methods have been proposed
to estimate K%. These methods are only applicable when the constants of
the MHSequation areknown for the polymer-solvent combination. Thesimplest method (that of Stockmayer and Fixman) consists of the elimination
ofa,from (3.3-17)withtheuseof(3.3-19).Thisresultsin
[n]/Ml12 = Kt + 1.55 AT? Z
12

(3.3-22)
/2

12

As z is proportional to Mi , extrapolation of [t]]/Ml against Ml to zero
molecularweightyieldsA3 asthe intercept.
At higher values of z, this approach may still yield the correct value of
Kt, but z(and thus a, that isa function of z; YAMAKAWA, 1971p.91)willbe
underestimated. The correct relation between a, and zfor thesecases has not
yet been derived theoretically. However, empirical relations suggest that the
factor 1.55 in (3.3-19) must bereplaced by a factor inbetween 1.05 and 1.55.
Therefore, equation (3.3-19)willonly loseitsabsolute significance, and itcan
stillbeused togiveuseful relative information.
The last link in the chain relating viscosimetric properties with the solvent
quality istherelationshipbetween z,ora, and thepolymer-solvent interaction
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parameter %. The valueofxis0.5 for 0 solventsand lowerfor better solvents.
Flory derived the following approximate relation:
a 5 - a 3 = 2CM(l/2-x)Mj'2
or

(3.3-23)

z = (4/33/2) G,(l/2 - X) Ml12

(3.3-24)

for a given polymer-solvent-temperature system. CMisa constant factor that
can be calculated from simple physical properties (FLORY, 1953 p. 599).
However, since the definition of CM is still open to doubt (STOCKMAYER,
1955; YAMAKAWA, 1971)the x parameter derived from viscosimetryhas only
significance atverysmallvaluesofzorelseasarelativemeasure.
The next section reviews methods of obtaining values for the intrinsic viscosity [t]] and the Huggins coefficient An.Evaluation of [rj] and Anfrom experimental r\, cand t]0 data isbased on various empirical equations of closed
form thatallassumeadifferentfixedrelationshipbetweenktandAn. Byaseries
expansion to an equation similar to (3.3-7),thisrelationship can be obtained.
Themainempirical equationsaresummarized intable 3.3-3,togetherwiththe
relation of their An with the Huggins coefficient of (3.3-7) and the intrinsic
connection between Anand kz of each equation.
Application oftheseequationsyieldsmutuallydifferent resultsforthevalues
of [t]]andtheHugginscoefficient. Differences amongtheintercepts [rj]arenot
very serious, but the tangents may differ significantly. Dividing this slope by
the intercept [r]] enlarges the differences in Huggins coefficients that may
amountuptoafewhundred percent.
SAKAI (1968a) showed with a simulation method, that the extrapolation
must belimited toadefinite concentration range (0.1 < [ri] c ^ 0.5),and that
all equations have systematic errors. The inherent relation between An and
&2of each equation imposes a definite curvature on rjre/c as a function of c.
Ofcourse,an appropriate extrapolation isonlypossiblewhenthecurvatureof
the equation to which the experimental points belong (that is unknown a
priori)coincideswiththecurvature oftheusedequation.That different curvatures lead to different valuesof [r]] and especially of An can be seen from fig.
TABLE 3.3-3. Empirical viscosity-concentration relationships.
Method
Huggins
Schulz & Blaschke
Martin
Kraemer
Arrhenius

Equation
(H)
(S)
(M)
(K)
(A)

tjre/c = [rj]H + kH[r\]lic
Ire/C = [q]s + kslnhty
ln(>/„/c') = ln[ri]M + ku[r]]uc
\nri,/c = [}J]K -kn[>i]lc
In rjr/c = [tj]A + kA[ri]A In t\r

k*)

k„
ks
k*
1/2- -kK
1/2--kA

A:2*)
0
k\

kill

A-i-1/3
k\-\j\2

*) Defined in equation (3.3-7).
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/
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/
FIG. 3.3-5. The influence of thecurvature oftwoempirical equations on the values obtained
for [>/] and ki.

3.3-5. Sakai showed that the Huggins plot always underestimates [ri] and
overestimates the Hugginscoefficient. Theopposite istrue for the Schulzand
Blaschke plot. The other plots are all useful in somecases (for certain values
ofki). Sakairecommendsasimpleandconvenientmethod.Reliableresultsfor
poor solvent systemscanbeobtained byusingtheMartin plot orbyaveraging
thevaluesof [rj]resp.ki derivedfrom theHugginsandtheSchulzand Blaschke
plot.
A fundamentally different approach is that of MARON and REZNIK (1969).
They assumed that the differences inherent in the Huggins and the Kraemer
extrapolation methods are only due to the fact that the general relationship
(3.3-7) is approximated by series that have been terminated too soon. They
suggestedthatthe Hugginsresp.Kraemerequation should read:
Ire/C = [ri]H + km [fj]H C+ &H2W& C2

(3.3-25)

Inr\r\c = \Y\\K- kKl [n\k c - kK2[r]]lc2

(3.3-26)

and

They argued that [t]]H should be equal to [ri]K. By series expansion of the
logarithmic term in (3.3-26) and by equating comparable terms of (3.3-25)
and (3.3-26),theyfound ultimately:
A/c2 = (r,re- Inr,r)/c2= [r,]2/2 + (kHl - 1/3) [r,]3 c

(3.3-27)

A plot ofA/c2 versuscyieldsa straight line,and from the intercept [rj] can be
derived. Insertion of this D/]in (3.3-25) and (3.3-26), rearrangement of both
equations and division by c yields two equations linear in c, from which the
values of the four kfs can be obtained.
This method provides the key todetermine thecurvature oftheequation to
which the experimental points belong without any presupposition on a rela40
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tionshipbetween k\ and ki. The only assumption that wasmade is,that both
(3.3-25) and (3.3-26) are able to describe the experimental observations
satisfactorily.
3.3.4.2. Experimental
Solutionsweremadeupasdescribedinch.3.3.6andwerealwaysusedwithin
24hours. Solutions and pure solvent werefilteredthrough a membranefilter
(pore size0.8 x 10 - 6 m)under N2pressure.To avoid any dust, allwork with
these solutions and the cleaned capillaries was done in an anti-dust cabinet
(Slee).After theusualcleaningprocedure,allglasswarewasrinsed with filtered
distilled water.
Themeasurementswereperformed withanautomaticviscometer(ViscomaticMStype53000,Fica)withelectronicmeasurementoftheefflux time(± 0.01
s).Thecapillarieswith dilution vesselwerethermostatted within0.005°Cwith
a HaakeFEthermostat.Threecapillarieswereused withefflux timesfor water
at25°Cof270, 180and97srespectively.Thecapillaryconstantswereobtained
by repeated measurement of the efflux time of distilled water at 15.00, 20.00
and 25.00°C. The density and viscosity of water at those temperatures were
obtained from the HANDBOOK(1972).Anautomaticdilution modulewasused
when water wasthesolvent. Itsreproducibility wasthoroughly tested and was
within 0.05%. The dilution with wabu of 25.00°C was performed with a
calibrated pipette.
Twodifferent solutionsweremadeupforeachsample,whilethe(co)polymer
concentration always was in the range 0.1 < [r\]c ^ 0.5. Each solution was
measured withtwodifferent capillariesat25.00°C.Theweight averaged mean
ofthese results wasused for extrapolation. Intheworstcase,thedifference in
thevaluesofrjre/c was1.5%,butoften itwaslessthan0.3%.Shearcorrections
were not applied at these relatively low molecular weights (BERESNIEWICZ,
1959b;PRITCHARD,1970).
A PTS-BASIC program was written to fit the empirical extrapolation
methods to the experimental data, using a linear regression analysis. Weight
factors wereattributed totheexperimental points ineach plot,inorder togive
alldata identical absoluteerrors,a requisitefor properanalysis.
3.3.4.3. Results and discussion
Aviscometricstudywasundertaken todetermineboth theMvofthesamples
used and the influence of the VAcgroups on theconformation of the copolymers. In addition, westudied theinfluence ofbuOH on themolecular dimensionsand onthesolvent quality.
The values of [rj] and ki as obtained from measurements at 25.00°C by
application of the different empirical equations (seetable 3.3-3) are collected
in table 3.3-4 and 3.3-5*). For the sake of comparison, the coefficients An
*) Sample B5 was not used in these experiments because its solutions were not stable at
25°C(seech.3.3.6).Theviscometric parameters for Bl wereonlydetermined in water.
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TABLE 3.3-4. Intrinsic viscosity and Hugginscoefficient valuesin water at 25.00°C.
Extrapolation
method:

Huggins Schulz&
Blaschke

Martin Maron &
Reznik

foKdl.g-1):
PVA-H
Bl
B2
B3
B4
Rl
R2

0.803
0.863
0.878
0.831
0.654
0.799
0.757

0.836
0.900
0.906
0.861
0.669
0.830
0.779

0.822
0.888
0.895
0.848
0.664
0.816
0.772

0.821
0.883
0.892
0.847
0.662
0.815
0.768

kf.
PVA-H
Bl
B2
B3
B4
Rl
R2

0.683
0.629
0.567
0.586
0.72
0.609
0.551

0.426
0.388
0.376
0.379
0.51
0.384
0.373

0.524
0.470
0.448
0.462
0.59
0.475
0.436

0.536
0.498
0.464
0.467
0.61
0.480
0.459

Kraemer

0.14
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.16
0.12
0.09

Arrhenius

0.826
0.887
0.894
0.849
0.666
0.819
0.770

0.826
0.888
0.895
0.850
0.666
0.819
0.770

0.493
0.462
0.445
0.450
0.56
0.457
0.440

0.493
0.460
0.442
0.448
0.56
0.456
0.437

*) Thissecondcolumncontainsthevaluesofk%determined with(3.3-25).
TABLE 3.3-5. Intrinsic viscosityand Hugginscoefficient valuesinwabuat25.00"C.
Extrapolation
method:

Huggins Schulz&
Blaschke

Martin

Maron &
Reznik

Kraemer

0.924
0.964
0.898
0.53
0.896
0.762

0.925
0.966
0.899
0.54
0.898
0.763

0.431
0.418
0.426
1.0
0.413
0.425

0.426
0.410
0.420
0.9
0.405
0.421

Arrhenius

M(dl.g- 1 ):
PVA-H
B2
B3
B4
Rl
R2

0.902
0.942
0.878
0.48
0.880
0.751

0.940
0.986
0.915
0.54
0.913
0.773

0.925
0.967
0.899
0.51
0.900
0.760

0.922
0.964
0.897
0.50
0.896
0.762

Jti:
PVA-H
B2
B3
B4
Rl
R2

0.564
0.537
0.551
1.9
0.513
0.518

0.348
0.326
0.340
0.8
0.327
0.350

0.427
0.407
0.421
1.2
0.397
0.431

0.445
0.420
0.433
1.4
0.416
0.417

*)
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.6
0.07
0.11

*) This second column contains the valuesofki determined with (3.3-25).

obtained with thedifferent equations areexpressed inthe Huggins coefficient
ofequation (3.3-7).Thevaluesofkt obtained with themethod of Maron and
Reznik are also collected. In most cases, the standard deviation in [tj] isless
than 0.002dl.g - 1 in water and less than 0.003dl.g - 1 in wabu (except in the
case of B4 where it amounts to0.009 dl.g -1 ). The standard deviation of ki
amounts to0.005or lessinwaterand wabu (except for B4inwaterand wabu,
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and for R2 in wabu, in which cases it amounts to 0.015, 0.07 and 0.010 respectively).
The differences in our results, inherent to the empirical equations, are
analogous to those described by SAKAI (1968a). From the values of ki it
can be concluded that water and wabu are rather poor solvents for PVA
and PVA-Ac. Therefore, the Martin extrapolation seems most reliable. As
expected, its results compare very well with those obtained with the more
generally applicable method of Maron and Reznik. The valuesobtained with
the Kraemer and Arrhenius extrapolation also agree satisfactorily with the
resultsofbothprecedingmethods.Thiscloseagreementiscausedbythealmost
identical values of ki in thedifferent equations (these can becalculated from
therelationsbetweenki andki asgivenintable3.3-3).Nounambiguousrelationbetweenk\andki canbeinferred from ourresults.Evenchangesin [rj]and
ki arenotalwaysrelatedinthesameway(anincreasein [/;] should correspond
with adecrease inki). Thevaluesof [rj] andk\ that willbeused from now on
are theaverages obtained according to Martin, and Maron and Reznik.They
arecollectedincolumns2-5oftable3.3-6and infig. 3.3-6.
Provided that the constants of the MHS equation are known, we can calculateMvof PVA-H from its [r]\ value. Actually, many different sets of constantsfor PVAinwaterhavebeenpublished (PRITCHARD,1970; KURATAetal.,
1975), but most of them were determined with poorly defined polymers of
unknown molecular weight distribution. In previous work in our laboratory
(LANKVELD, 1970;FLEER, 1971; BELTMAN, 1975;VAN VLIET, 1977),the specifications of Kuraray were used, however, without knowing whether the given

0
0.1
02
0
0.1
02
FIG. 3.3-6. Viscometric properties as a function of the acetate content of the (co)polymers;
Aisinwater, Binwabu (25.00 ± 0.02°C).
O, D: intrinsic viscosity of the blocky respectively random copolymers
A, V: Huggins coefficient of the blocky respectively random copolymers.
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TABLE 3.3-6. Viscosimetric properties of PVA and PVA-Accopolymers (for explanation see
text).

PVA-H
Bl
B2
B3
B4
Rl
R2

I f Jwafer

k 1 water

[lj]walm

k\ wabu

0.822
0.886
0.894
0.848
0.663
0.816
0.770

0.53
0.48
0.46
0.46
0.60
0.48
0.45

0.924
0.965
0.898
0.51
0.898
0.761

0.44
0.41
0.43
1.3
0.41
0.42

M„
118 x l O 3
121 x 103
126 x 103
132 x 103
142 x 103
125 x 103
137 x 103

fo]S

Otworer

&-wabu

0.546
0.552
0.564
0.577
0.600
0.562
0.588

1.20
1.26
1.25
1.18
1.04
1.17
1.11

1.33
_
1.34
1.23
0.92
1.26
1.11

molecular weights were Mn,A7„or Mw(Mvwas assumed, but this is incorrect).
Perhapsthe only determination of theseconstants that isreally satisfactory
stemsfrom MATSUMOTOand OHYANAGI(1960).TheMwandM„oftheirsamples
weredetermined withdifferent methods(lightscattering,osmoticpressureand
end group analysis). Their MHS equation, recalculated to 25°C (PRITCHARD,
1970)reads:
[r,] = 4.67 x 10" 4 M° 6 4 (dl .g _ 1 )

(3.3-28)
3

-

Application ofthisequation to PVA-H yieldsMv= 118x 10 (g.mol ')*).Of
course,thisrelation can alsobeused todetermine A?and [rj]„ with the Stockmayer-Fixman plot (eq.(3.3-22)).ThisleadstoK% = 15.9 x 10 - 4 (dl.mol1'2.
g - 3 / 2 )and fo]. = 0.546(dl.g- 1 ).Using*.= 2.1 x ^"(mol-'XKuRATAetal.,
1975),wecalculated (hi)1/2= 31 nm.OurvalueofK%isingoodagreementwith
thatof WOLFRAMetal.(1968)and GARVEYetal.(1974).
WecannowcalculateMvofallcopolymers,assumingagain (asintheanalysis of the melting points) that the blocks of VAc monomers are distributed
randomly overthemolecules.Underthiscondition, thecalculation isstraightforward from the M„ of PVA-H and the degree of acetylation (column 6of
table 3.3-6).
Inorder to examine the influence oftheacetatecontent and distribution on
the molecular dimensions, we would like to compare values of a or x of all
(co)polymers. Therefore, we needed the value of [r\]0 for all preparations.
However, asno©solvent wasavailable,and asnovalueofA?could bedetermined experimentally, the best procedure seemed to assess avalue for A-?.To
thatend,wecouldassumethateitherAlorK% areconstant forallsamples.The
correctvaluesofA"?willveryprobablybeinbetweentheseapproximations.By
assumingA-? tobeconstant,weobtained themaximum valueforthecalculated
intrinsicviscosityina0 solvent, [rj]„, andthusminimum valuesfor a,, zand a.
Actually, we thus calculated [rj]0 for PVA homopolymers with an Mvequal
*) The values of JV?» calculated with this equation are in reasonable agreement with those
obtained with GPC (ch. 3.2). From the MHS constants which Kuraray use (KURARAY,
1976),weinfer that their molecular weightsareA?»values.
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to that of the copolymers (column 7in table 3.3-6). Now, a,wo«er and a^wabu
couldbeestimated forallcopolymersfrom columns2and 7,respectively4and
7,usinga? = [r{]l[r\]i.
In most cases, the application of equations (3.3-19) and (3.3-21) was unfit
toobtainz,respectivelya,from a,sincezappearedtobelargerthan0.15.But,as
wewereinterested indetermining theminimumeffect oftheacetategroupson
the solvent quality, westill applied (3.3-19) to calculate z, and this valuewas
used intheoriginal expression ofaasafunction ofz (YAMAKAWA, 1971 p. 91).
Theresultsarecollectedincolumns8and9oftable3.3-6.
Itmustbeborneinmind that,byapplication ofequation (3.3-19),allvalues
obtained for z and a are probably too low.Moreover, theassumption ofconstant Kt for all copolymers means that the values are the more too low, the
higher the acetate content is. Although a, is also a smooth function of the
molecularweight(for PVA-H,a, ~ MS 0 5 ,compare(3.3-14)and(3.3-28)),we
canneglectthiseffect asitwoulddecreasetheinfluenceoftheacetategroupson
a,withatmost 1 %(for B4).Therefore,thedifferences inthecalculateda'scan
beattributed totheinfluenceofspecific interactionsduetotheVAcgroups.
The influence of acetate groups on the molecular dimensions in water can
be deduced directly from <xwater- Only Bl and B2 are more expanded than
PVA-H, while all other copolymers display a greater contraction at higher
acetatecontent.Thelowvalueofafor Rl ascompared to Bl and B2,that has
analmost identical acetatecontent, isstriking.Thismay possiblybeexplained
as follows. It is well known that two kinds of polymers may show incompatibility. This is caused by the relatively small gain in entropy of mixing for
polymers ascompared tolowmolecular weightmaterials.Thesame reasoning
applies to copolymers (STOCKMAYER et al., 1955; DONDOSet al., 1974).This
means that block copolymers with a few long blocks exhibit segregated conformations to avoid any contribution of energetically unfavourable interactions between two chemically unlike blocks of the chain. The presence of a
largenumberofsmallerblocksmakesthissegregation impossibleinspace,and
expansion of the coil will result to avoid these unfavourable interactions. In
random copolymers, the differences in chemical structure within a chain
between two unlike segments become less distinct due to the many nearneighbour interactions.Therefore, itcanbestated that whetheracopolymeris
more expanded than its homopolymers depends on the balance of three contributions: the solvation free energies of the different monomers, the nearneighbour interactions, and the interactions between two chemically unlike
blocksofthechain.
Of course, the second effect is less important in blocky than in random
PVA-Ac copolymers, as the former have less VA-VAc neighbour contacts.
The net effect, therefore, is an expansion for the blocky copolymers (due to
the repulsion of unlike VA and VAc sequences), until at higher acetate content the greater number of unfavourable interactions prevails (the VAc-VA
near-neighbour and the VAc-FhO interactions). In the random copolymers,
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-7(1977)
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almost all VAc monomers have two VA near-neighbours, and these unfavourable interactions dominate the balance, resulting in a net shrinkage.
Ofcourse,the observed facts cannot beexplained bythedestructive influence
of the bulky VAc groups on inter- or intra-molecular H-bonding in the
solution. This would lead to an opposite dependence of a.water on the acetate
distribution. Probably, this effect, although present, plays only a minor
part in samples with 1-2% acetate as can be deduced from extrapolation
ofawateroftherandom copolymers to0% VAccontent. From theseresultswe
mustalsoinferthatthemechanismthatcausesanincreaseintherateofdissolution istotally different from the mechanism that improves the stability of the
solution, afact never reported previously for PVA-Ac.
In relation to the above discussion, it isworth mentioning that AMAYAand
FUJISHIRO (1956) found a minimum in the dilution enthalpy of aqueous
solutionsofPVA-Accontaining6-8%acetategroupsandasharpincreasewith
higher acetate content. Very probably they used blocky copolymers. These
results also suggest a maximum expansion of the PVA-Ac copolymer at that
acetatecontent.
In literature, only two studies were found in which the influence of acetate
content on [q] and k\ was determined systematically. TOYOSHIMA (1968)
reported a behaviour similar to that of our blocky copolymers. He used
commercial samples that were blocky too. BERESNIEWICZ (1959b) described a
dependence very similar to that of our random copolymers, although the
distribution in his samples also was probably blocky. The reason for this
difference isnot clear.
TheinfluenceofbuOHontheconformation ofPVAand thecopolymerscan
beinferred from the last twocolumns of table 3.3-6 and also from fig. 3.3-7,
where the fractional increase in a dueto buOH (= a » * / a w w ) isplotted asa
function of theacetate content.
T<*wabu/ a water

mole fraction VAc

0
0.1
0.2
03
FIG. 3.3-7. The ratio of the calculated expansion factors in wabu and water as a function
of the acetate content of the copolymers.
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Addition ofbuOH to anaqueousPVAsolution increasesa,and thusaand,
in addition, the stability of the solution (seech. 3.3.6).This can becaused by
thefact that thehomogeneouswabu phaseissimplyabetter solvent for PVA,
or by preferential orientation of buOH at the PVA molecules. The very fact
that PVA is insoluble in pure buOH provides some support for the latter
mechanism.Thus,byhydrophobicinteractionsbetween apolarpartsofbuOH
andthebackboneofthe(co)polymers,unfavourableinteractionsoftheseparts
with water are prevented. Another effect that also supports thisviewmust be
mentioned. During all viscometric experiments, a few drops of buwa were
present on the wabu solution in order to guarantee saturation with buOH.
During thefirstfew hours ofanewmeasurement, weobserved a steady slight
increaseint]ofthePVA(-Ac)solutions(upto1 %),butthiswasneverseenwhen
only pure wabu was measured. Probably, the adsorption of buOH onto the
-CH2-CH-backboneresulted inaslightundersaturation ofthewabusolution.
Ofcourse, the solution was not diluted until theefflux timebecame constant.
After dilution theseeffects werenolongerfound.Theseobservationsand their
interpretation very much resemble the results of WOLFRAMand NAGY(1969),
who studied the influence of lowmolecular weight alcohols on the conformation ofPVA.
Theintroduction ofacetategroupsinthePVAchain makesthesystem very
complicated and the effects to be expected from this, obscure. A copolymer
chain that is more expanded or stiffer in wabu will be less influenced by the
incompatibility of unlike segment blocks. This is indeed found (compare
PVA-H and B2in table 3.3-6, columns 8and 9). Still, the decrease inaw«i«/
atwaier (and thus the relative increase inacaused bybuOH) seems independent
oftheacetatedistribution.Thiscanbeexplained byassumingthatVAcgroups
prevent theadsorption ofbuOH at that placeofthechain.Asthemean VOH
block length is much longer in blocky than in random copolymers (see ch.
3.3.3). we may expect a higher stabilization of the blocky copolymers. Apparently, this last effect, accidentally,just compensates thedecrease in expansion dueto incompatibility. This mechanism alsoexplainsthat <*,«,»«decreases
more steeply with acetatecontent than aw„ter.
Although many attempts have been made to derive a theoretical correlation between the Huggins coefficient (k\ in equation (3.3-7)) and the solvent
quality, none isyet satisfactory. The problem isverycomplex, particularly as
ki isindependent of molecular weight, whilst a (and therefore %) isnot. In 0
solvents, ki can be estimated to be in between 0.5 and 0.7 (SAKAI, 1968b),
whereas its valuedecreases with increasing solvent quality.
Most relationsbetween ki and a,areempirical (e.g. SAKAI, 1968b;DREVAL
et al., 1973) and are, therefore, of restricted applicability to other polymersolvent systems. Thus, the use of these relations cannot compete in accuracy
with thedetermination ofa, from [»/].
However,itmust beborneinmind that k\ yieldsinformation onthesolvent
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quality from peripheral coil-coil interactions. In homopolymers, thechemical
composition of the molecule is homogeneous. However, the peripheral composition of a copolymer coil is not necessarily the same as the mean overall
composition,thatdeterminesa,.Therefore,itisobviousthat,forcopolymers,a
decreaseina, willnot havetocoincidewith anincreaseinAn. Inbuwa,thisat
first sightconflicting behaviourwasobservedfor B3,Rl andR2.
Provided thisreasoning iscorrect,wemayconcludethat thesolvent quality
of wabu at the periphery of thecoilsisabout equal for all samples,except for
B4and B5.This also implies that, for the former copolymers, the mean peripheralacetatecontent islessthanthemeanoverallacetatecontent.
It must be stressed again that the preceding discussion will give analogous
results for comparison of the copolymers when other values are used for [n]o
or for the numerical factor in (3.3-19).
We think that the values of a provide a good means to mutually compare
the perturbed dimensions of the blocky and random copolymers. Calculation
of the x parameters provides no new information, as their values will also
haveonlyarelativesignificance.Thisiscaused bytheuncertainty inthevalues
of z, a and CM-However, for PVA-H wecan apply (3.3-24), as its value for
KS is rather certain. The originally proposed definition for CM(by Flory)
yields x — 0.484, whereas the relation proposed by Stockmayer yields x—
0.469. Thus, there values also support the conclusion that water is a poor
solvent for PVA.
3.3.5. Interfacialtension measurements
3.3.5.1. Introduction
Because of the relatively low interfacial tension between wabu and buwa
(at 25°C: 1.8 mN.m" 1 ; DAVIESand RIDEAL, 1961),not all measuring techniques are equally suitable for the determination of the effect of adsorbed
copolymers on this interfacial tension. To that end, the drop-volume and the
drop-shape method wereselected inthisstudy.Thefirstmethod isverysimple
and accurate, but its use for polymer solutions has been disputed recently
(LANKVELD, 1970). The latter one is a static method. In the range of 0-2
mN.m - 1 ,bothmethodsmaybereproduciblewithin0.02 mN.m - ! .
With the drop-volume method, a drop of the heavier liquid (density pi) is
formed (extremely)slowlyinthelessdensephase(densitypi). Atthemomentof
detachment from the tip of the tube (of radius r), by gravity only, the drop
volume Kisgiven by:

V=J*LLL

(3.3-29)

(Pi -P*)g
where y is the interfacial tension between the two phases,g the gravitational
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acceleration, and/an empirically determined correction factor depending on
r/V113 (STRENGE, 1969; WILKINSON and KIDWELL, 1971). HARTLAND and
SRINIVASAN(1974) introduced the theoretical basis for this correction factor:
both the interfacial tension and the negative excess pressure force due to the
curved interface maysupport thedropatthepoint ofdetachment, the relative
contributions depending on the tip radius. Recently, PIERSONandWHiTAKER
(1976) and WHITAKER (1976) showed that the method is also applicable to
surfactant solutions. They determined the time required for the surface to
reach 95%oftheequilibrium state(normally much lower than thelife timeof
thedrop) and showed that thestabilityofapendant drop isnot dependent on
thesurface viscosityorelasticitybutonlyonitsshape.
The shape of a liquid drop, being acted upon by gravitational and interfacial forces, isgoverned byan exactly known differential equation. ANDREAS
et al. (1938) showed that the interfacial tension y can be calculated from the
pendantdropprofile by:
7 = (pi-P2)gd1e/H

(3.3-30)

wherede is the largest diameter of thedrop and H isa correction factor that
dependsontheshapeofthedropand canbecalculated exactly.Andreasetal.,
however, preferred to relate the shape of the drop with l/H by empirical
evaluation of l/H using liquids of known surface tension. Later, Fordham,
and Niederhauser and Bartell(seeADAMSON, 1967p.33)independently solved
the differential equation by using numerical integration techniques.Thisprovidesatheoreticallysoundbasistothemethod.TheshapeofadropcanbecharacterizedbyS„ = ^„/rfe.Here,</„isthediameterattheheight(n/10) x defromthe
bottom of the drop. The tables in ADAMSON(1967) were determined for n =
10; ROE et al. (1967) calculated l/H vs. Snfor n = 8, 9, 10, 11,and 12.As
indicated byROE, theexperimental errorsarenot simplyadditive.Thehighest
accuracy is obtained with drops having a shape that corresponds to low l/H
values,usingn = 12.
3.3.5.2. Experimental
The experimental arrangement, identical for both methods, is shown in
fig.3.3-8. Alight beam from a 12Volt, 100Wattiodine lamp (1)entered the
measuring cell (2) through a blue filter (3).A 35mm Nikkormat camera (4)
with aNikkor-H lensof50mmfocal length wasfixedonabellowsof 120mm.
Thewhole set-up wasmounted on an optical bench (5)that wasplaced on an
anti-vibration table.Thewindowsofthecellcould not beglued tothedoublewalled glass cylinder, as the adhesive would have been affected by chromic
acid.Therefore, theywereclamped paralleltooneanotherwithabutyl rubber
O-ring between the window and the cylinder. The lower entrance of the cell
could beused for a thermometer, the upper one wasclosed bya cover witha
hole just large enough for the dropforming tip to enter. A modified ultraprecision micrometer syringe (Gilmont) (6) was used to feed the solution to
thetip.Itwasfound thatthewidelyusedAglasyringewasunsuitable for these
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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FIG. 3.3-8. Experimental set-up for the interfacial tension measurements (explanation of the
numbers isgiven in the text).

measurements, as evaporation through the space between the piston and the
syringecould bedetectedafter afewminutes.Aspecialmicrometerwasmounted on thesyringe, so that wecould obtain an accuracy in drop volume better
than 10"5ml.Thepiston ofthesyringethat determinestheexpelled volumeof
the wabu solutions was found to have the appropriate cross-sectional area
within l°/oo.Thesyringe with adapter waskept ina doublewalled brass tube
(7). In order to guarantee constant temperature, water was pumped from a
thermostat (8)through both doublewalled cylinders (25.00 ± 0.02°C). Vibrations caused by the pump were absorbed by flexible rubber hosepipes and by
theplugs(9)that sustained thethermostatted bath (10).Justbefore ameasurement (adropfall or apicture),thethermostat wasstopped.Thecylindricalcell
alwayscontained buwaandwabuontopofeachother,toguaranteesaturation.
Forthehighestprecision,asetoftipswithvariousdiametersisrequired.We
usedfivestainless steel hypodermic needles.Their ends were ground flat and
perpendicular totheverticalaxisbymeansofawhetstone.Theirtipradiuswas
measured withamicrometerineightdifferent directions(table 3.3-7).
Allmeasurements wereperformed with at least twodifferent tips,chosen in
suchawaythatthecorrection factors/and Hweremostaccurate(0.5 < rjV1/3
< 0.9;0.3< H< 0.5).For/, weusedtherelationgivenby STRENGE(1969)asa
thirdorderpolynomialofr/V1/3. //wasdeterminedfrom theproperaverageof
Sio (ADAMSON, 1967p. 36) and S12 (ROE et al., 1967).The formation of the
dropswasobserved withthesamecamerathat wasused totakepicturesofthe
drop shape.Wealwaysthoroughly checked that thetipswerevertical, that no
creepofthesolution took placeat theoutsideofthedroppingtip,and that the
wholetipwaswet.
The measurements with the drop-volume method were performed as follows.After the approximate volume of adrop at agiven timehad been deter50
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TABLE 3.3-7. Details of the dropping tips.
tip no.:
1
2
3
4
5

diameter (cm):
0.1835
0.1505
0.1238
0.1047
0.0697

standard deviation (cm):
0.0003
0.0004
0.0002
0.0002
0.0003

mined, drops were formed successively uptoabout 95 % oftheirfinalvolume
in 5-10 s.Approximately 30sbefore thedrophad to fall off, thevolumewas
increased very slowly. For each determination, the average of 10-20 successively formed drops was taken (the first three values were always excluded).
Whenychanged rapidlywithtime,theprocedure was different. Afixedvolume
was expelled and the time until detachment was measured. By varying the
volume,y(t)could bedetermined. Withthismethod, thestandard deviation in
ywas0.02mN.m" l at most.
For the drop-shape method, the light beam was directed parallel to the
optical axisof thecamera,perpendicular to thewindowsofthecell.When the
interfacial tension was rather independent of time, one drop with a proper
volumecould bephotographed after 1,5and 10 minutes.Whenthedropshape
changed quickly with time, different volumes were required to get a proper
shape after these periods. In order to guarantee a fresh interface, always two
dropswereexpelled quickly before ameasurement. Foreach measurement, at
least three pictures were taken from different drops. The optimum resolving
power of the lens is obtained with diaphragm 5.6 (about 150lines per mm;
VORST, 1972).We used Agfaortho 25professional films (better than 300lines
per mm).The measurement ofde,dn and r from the negatives was performed
with a Quantimet 720 (Imanco), connected with a Leitz microscope. The
magnification of thenegative wassoadjusted, that theresolvingpower wasat
least 0.5%. The total magnification (approximately a factor 50) was determined from the ratio between the diameter of the magnified image of the tip
andtheactual diameter.
With these precautions, wecould obtain a standard deviation in y of 0.03
mN.m _1 atmost.
3.3.5.3. Results and discussion
Although interfacial tensionmeasurementsarenotaveryexploratorytoolto
measure polymer adsorption (see ch. 1),they may yield some qualitative information on the differences in interfacial activity between thecopolymers at
hand. Comparison of the different y(t) curves may elucidate the role of the
acetategroupsintheadsorption mechanismatthewabu- buwa interface.
Wabu solutions with a (co)polymer concentration of 5.0 g.l - 1 were made
up. Probably,thesolutionof B5 containedcopolymerswithanaverageacetate
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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FIG. 3.3-9. Interfacial tensions between buwa and wabu ( = 0), and between buwa and
(co)polymer solutions in wabu (5.0 g.l - 1 ) as a function of time at 25.00 ± 0.02°C; A as
determined with thedrop-volumemethod, and B with thedrop-shape method.

contentlessthangivenintable3.3- 1 , asonly52%ofthesamplewassolublein
wabu at 25°C.Asyappeared to berather insensitive to the acetatecontent in
therange of22-26% acetategroups,wedid not determine theactual average
acetate content of the dissolved copolymers.The interfacial tension measurementsbetweenwabuandbuwawerecarried outat25.00± 0.02°C.Theresults
aregiven asy(t)curvesinfig.3.3-9.
Ally(t)valuesdetermined with thetwomethodsareequal within theirlimits
of accuracy. This is consistent with the findings of PIERSON and WHITAKER
(1976) and WHITAKER (1976), who showed that the drop-volume method is
also applicable to surfactant solutions. Because of its relative simplicity, the
drop-volume method is very attractive for the measurement of interfacial
tensions that change in time. Webelievethat, in the present case, this applicabilityisduetothefactthat,attheconcentration used,thediffusion relaxation
timeofthe(co)polymerstotheinterface isnegligiblecompared toits reconformation relaxation times. This diffusion relaxation time could be estimated
to be much less than 1s (PIERSON and WHITAKER, 1976), whereas the reconformation relaxation time,ascan beestimated from they(t)graphs,isat least
in the order of minutes.Probably, thismethod isno longer applicable at very
low (co)polymer concentrations. In that case, the reconformation relaxation
processmaybefaster than diffusion ofmaterial from thebulk tothe interface,
resulting in a different conformation of the adsorbed (co)polymers at the
pointof detachment.
The decrease in interfacial tension varies substantially with acetate content
and distribution. Generally, anincrease intheacetatecontent causesalowery
ateachpoint intime;butyisreduced muchmoreeffectively byblockythanby
random copolymers (compare e.g. B3,R2and B4!).From these results itcan
beinferred thatthevinylacetatesegmentsadsorbpreferentially atthisinterface.
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Thisfits in with the viewthat VAcismorehydrophobic than VA.Thesecond
effect isevenmoreinteresting.SeveralVAcmonomersgrouped togethermake
the molecule much more interface-active than when they are statistically
spread over the chain. From thisweinfer that interjacent VAgroups prevent
theformation oflongertrainsinrandom copolymers.
Comparison of these results with the solvent quality ofwabu for the copolymersasdeducedfrom viscometryyieldsanotherinterestingresult.Apparently,there isno distinct connection between the solvent quality that can be inferred from viscosimetry (ch. 3.3.4.3) and the decrease in interfacial tension.
Accordingtothetheoriesofreversiblehomopolymeradsorption, theadsorbed
amount willbe smaller in a better solvent.Qualitatively, wefindthe opposite
for B2,Rl and R2ifweinfer thesolventqualityfrom awa*».Atthefirststageof
adsorption (before reconformations start to play a part),it isobviousthat the
peripheral solvent quality of a macromolecular coil will primarily determine
the interfacial activity of the adsorbing coils.From the valuesof the Huggins
coefficients, weinferred that thisperipheral solvent quality isalmost equal for
all samples except B4and B5.Therefore, only slight differences in interfacial
activity would have to be expected. However, this is in contrast with theexperiments;therefore, onlythoseadsorption theoriesthat takeintoaccount the
amphipathic character originating from the sequences of the different monomerswillbeapplicable tocopolymer adsorption.
At any rate, the observed time effects can partly be caused by unfolding
of the copolymer coils at the interface. This unfolding may be explained by
the higher internal acetate content of thecoil as compared to that at its periphery (ch. 3.3.4.3).
In fact, the wabu-buwa interface isa very peculiar one with smaller differences in hydrophilic-hydrophobic character than most oil-water interfaces.
Besides,the interfacial tension isvery low,soadsorption at this interface will
only result in a small gain in free energy. Perhaps this is the reason for the
distinct differences in adsorption behaviour of the copolymers. The observed
anchor effect of VAcblocksdoesnot havetobesopronounced at other interfaceswhereahigherfreeenergygainisalsopossiblefortheVAmonomers.
The time scale of our measurements is,of course, too small to predict the
steady statevaluesofy. Therelaxation timesareintheorderofminutes,much
smaller than found by LANKVELDand LYKLEMA(1972) for the water-paraffin
interface. This may also be related to the small absolute change in y that is
possibleinoursystem.
3.3.6. PreparationofPVA andPVA-Acsolutionsandtheirstability
As PVA is hygroscopic, all samples were stored in flasks in a dessiccator
above CaCh. Solutions were prepared by dissolving a weighed amount in
water.The(co)polymerconcentrationofthesolutionwasbasedonthisamount,
taking into account themoisture content of the sample.To achieve complete
dissolution, the solutions of samples with less than 17 mole % VAc were
stirred for twohoursat95-98°C.B4and B5could onlybedissolved byrepeatMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen77-7(1977)
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edheatingandcoolingofthesolutionduringstirring.Theelevatedtemperatures
are apparently necessary to dissolve themicro-crystalline regions still present,
while the copolymers as a whole are only soluble at low temperatures. The
dissolutionwasalwaysperformed underN2topreventoxidationofthesamples.
All aqueous solutions werestable at 25°C,except those of PVA-H and B5.
Small flakes had been formed in PVA-H solutions after about 24hours. We
only used aqueous PVA-H solutions for viscosimetric experiments, and care
wastaken to measure theefflux timedirectly after preparing thesolution. The
differences in rjrbetween the first and the second series of measurements
(about 5 hourslater)wereneversignificant. SampleB5exhibited phaseseparation at 25°C but was soluble in water at lower temperatures. Therefore, this
solutionwasneverusedfor experiments in water.
For theinterfacial tension and viscosimetric measurements weused (copolymer solutions in wabu. These were prepared from aqueous solutions by
adding 8.6 ml buOH per 100ml wabu solution at 25°C. At this temperature,
buOH hasastabilizingeffect onthecopolymerswhichhaveanacetatecontent
lower than about 16.4mole %: PVA-H solutions did not exhibit flakes even
after weeks. The influence of buOH on R2 was negligible, but it destabilized
B4 and B5 (ch. 3.3.4). B4 was fully soluble, but formed flakes after several
days. This solution was always used directly after preparation. Only 52%of
B5stayed insolution inwabuat25°C.
The solutions used to spread copolymers at theinterface (ch.4and 6)were
prepared from anaqueoussolution byadding7mlbuOH,5ml1-propanoland
waterupto 100ml.Additionof 1-propanolimprovesthespreadingcapacityof
the solution (CRISP, 1946). Thecomposition of thesolution of B5wasslightly
different: 4 ml buOH and 8 ml 1-propanol were added. All these solutions
werestable for months.
Although PVA-H is insoluble in buOH, we determined the distribution
coefficient between wabu and buwa at 25.0°C for two copolymers. These
amounted to 103and 4 x 102for Bl and B4resp..Therefore, it can beconcludedthatthecopolymersarealsopracticallyinsolubleinbuwa.
The quantitative determination of (co)polymer concentrations was always
performed either colorimetrically, as described by FLEER (1971), or interferometrically. Theformermethod isapplicabletosolutionsinwaterandwabu
with(co)polymerconcentrations between0and40x 10~4weight %,thelatter
only to solutions in water, up to (co)polymer concentrations of 1weight %
(thiswasused inparticular for theanalysisoftheGPC fractions).

3.4. CONCLUSIONS

The structure of PVA and PVA-Ac has been surveyed, especially with
respect topossiblestructural irregularities,theacetatecontent and itsdistribution.Thesepropertieshavebeenrelated totherateofdissolution,thesolubility
ofthe(co)polymersinwater,andtotheirinterfacial activity.
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Differences in adsorption between Poval and Polyviol copolymers containing 1-2 mole %acetategroupsaremainlyduetothepresenceof conjugatedcarbonyl structures, interface-active admixtures and a slightly moreblocky
acetatedistribution inthePolyviolsamples.Themolecularweight distribution
for allPovalsamplesisapproximately themostprobableorFlorydistribution.
The Polyviol samples have a broader distribution that varies with molecular
weight.
Five blocky (B1-B5) and two random (Rl and R2) PVA-Ac copolymers
have been prepared from a completely hydrolysed Poval sample. Therefore,
these copolymers differ, irrespective of molecular weight, only in acetate
content and distribution. Their acetate distribution has been analysed colorimetricallyaswellaswithIRspectroscopyandthermalanalysis.
The solution properties of these copolymers in water and wabu have been
studied by viscosimetry. Special attention has been paid to the methods of
processing the experimental data. For PVA(-Ac) in water and wabu, the
generally applicable method suggested by Maron and Reznik and the Martin
extrapolation yield themost reliableresults.
For random copolymers, the linear expansion factor in water steadily
decreases with acetate content, whereas it passes through a maximum for
blockycopolymers.Thedecrease isrelated tothemorehydrophobic character
of the VAcgroups. The initial increase of a for the blocky copolymers isexplained by the incompatibility between longer VA and VAc sequences, that
dominates the intramolecular interaction balance over that range of acetate
content and distribution.
BuOH has a stabilizing influence on PVA in solution, probably due to
preferential adsorption of buOH molecules onto the C-C backbone of the
polymer.Thisstabilizingeffect decreaseswith acetatecontent, which hasbeen
ascribed to a lower influence of the incompatibility in an expanded molecule
andthepreventionofbuOHadsorption onthosepartsofthechaintowhichthe
acetategroupsareattached.
Anattempthasbeenmadetodeterminetheperipheralsolventqualityforthe
(co)polymersfrom the values of the Huggins coefficient. Probably, the mean
peripheral acetatecontent islessthan themean overallcontent for allcopolymers studied.
The interfacial activity of PVA and of the copolymers has been studied by
measuring the interfacial tension between a(co)polymersolution inwabu and
buwa.Thedynamicdrop-volume and thestaticdrop-shape method havebeen
compared together. It hasbeen shown experimentally, that the more accurate
and much more simpledrop-volume method isalsoapplicable to (co)polymer
solutions,provided theirconcentrationsarenottoolow.
The interfacial activity of PVA-Acincreaseswithacetatecontent, especially
for the blocky copolymers. It has been concluded that longer VAc sequences
aretheanchors that adsorb at thewabu-buwa interface. Thetimeeffects have
been ascribed to unfolding of adsorbed copolymers, so that the longer VAc
sequencesoftheinnerpartofthecoilcanadsorb.
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4. A SEMI-EMPIRICAL STUDY ON MASS TRANSFER
BETWEEN TWO LIQUID PHASES

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Oneofthesimplestmodelsystemsthathaseverbeenproposed toinvestigate
the permeability of biological membranes is the solute transfer through a
water-oil interface (e.g. ROSANO et al., 1961; TING et al., 1966; SCHULMAN,
1966; ROSANO, 1967; SHANBAG, 1973).A slightly more realistic simulation of
this very complex process was obtained by the introduction of a protein
attheinterface (KUIPER, 1968;MOORE,1968).
Inallthesestudies,atransport vesselwasusedcontaininganaqueousphase,
usually comprising the transferring material, with on top of it an oil layer
(often buwa).Thesephaseswerestirred relativelyslowly(20-50min~').Thus,
the transport to the interface was increased without disturbing the interface
too much. It was always assumed, without any convincing proof, that the
rate-determining step of this mass transfer process was the actual transfer
through theinterface.Thediffusional resistancestothesolutetransport toand
from the interface were, thus, considered to be negligible. This substantially
unsupported hypothesis wasused to relatethemeasured transport rate(usuallydetermined atonlyonestirringspeed)totheactivationfreeenergyofpassage
through theinterface. Byvariation ofthetemperature,someinvestigatorseven
went so far as to separate the free energy into an enthalpic and an entropic
contribution (TINGetal., 1966;SCHULMAN,1966).
Thisveryspeculativebutfrequently usedhypothesisisincontrasttoobservations of DE JONGE-VLEUGEL and BIJSTERBOSCH (1973), who investigated the
transport rate ofelectrolytes through the wabu-buwa interface, also in such a
stirred vessel. However, they observed an appreciable dependence of the
transfer rate on the stirring speed. They proposed an improved rate equation
by introducing two diffusional resistances for the 'unstirred layers' in the
vicinity of the interface. Nevertheless, they were unable to estimate the actual
magnitudesofboththeresistancetotransferandthetwodiffusional resistances.
They alsofound that theintroduction of PVAintheaqueouselectrolyte solution decreased the transfer rate drastically. An analysis of the quotient of the
transport rate without and with PVA present, caused them to relate this
quotient to the fraction of the interface covered with polymer segments.
However, by this approach they had also assumed implicitly (although they
wereunaware ofit)that thediffusional resistanceswerenegligible.
In our opinion, the precise mechanism of retardation can only be decided
upon oncethe 'clean' transfer process isunderstood inalldetails.Anessential
problem that hastobesolved is:which istheratedeterminingstepin the 'clean
transferprocess'1. Only ifthe resistanceof passing the interface isat least comparable inmagnitude to thediffusional resistances,willtheexplanation ofthe
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retarding effect be possibly found in a simple covering of the interface. The
basic problem can be tackled by an analysis of the influence of the rotation
speed on the measured transport rate. This will be shown in the next section.
Subsequently,thissemi-empirical analysiswillbeapplied totheactual transfer
process. In addition, the influence of several macromolecular and low molecular weight substances on thetransfer ratewillbe investigated.

4.2. PRINCIPLE OF THEMETHOD

Assuming ideal mixing in both bulk phases, DE JONGE-VLEUGEL and BusTERBOSCH(1973)derivedageneralrateequationforthesolutetransfer from one
phase (wabu) to the other (buwa):
- Vb In(1 - did) =

A(l

+ ambw)t

= AKbt
mbw/kw+ mbw/ka + l/kb

(4.2-1)

where Vb means the buwa volume, d the mean concentration of transferring
solutein that phaseat timet, d thesameat equilibrium, A the cross-sectional
area of the interface, athe ratio between thevolumesof buwa and wabu. and
mbw thedistribution coefficient of thesolute between buwa and wabu;kwand
kb are theliquid phase mass transfer coefficients in thewabu and buwa phase,
ka istheinterfacial masstransfer coefficient (for transfer from wabu to buwa)
and Kb the overall mass transfer coefficient with respect to the buwa phase.
In ch. 5.2.3, these mass transfer coefficients will be defined from the basic
principlesofmasstransfer.There,itwillalsobeindicated thatthederivationof
(4.2—1)isessentially analogoustothetwo-film theory of LEWISand WHITMAN
(1924),butincludinganinterfacial resistance.
At the moment, it suffices to know that both liquid phase mass transfer
coefficients constitute the rate constants of the solute transport to and from
theinterface intherespectivephases.Itcanbeshownthattheyarebothdependent on the hydrodynamics in the vicinity of the interface. A semi-empirical
approach was proposed by SCHOLTENS and BUSTERBOSCH (1976) by writing
kwandkbasafunction oftherotation speed,N(equalfor bothphases):
kw= bwN*;kb = bbN*

(4.2-2)

bwandbbareproportionalityconstantsthatdependonthediffusion coefficients
inand thekinematicviscositiesofboth phasesand, inaddition,on thegeometry of the transport vessel and the hydrodynamics in the vicinity of the interface. The valueofadependson the stirringconditions (often 0.6 < a < 1.5is
found; the more turbulent the flow, the higher the value of a; DAVIES, 1972
ch. 5).Substitution of(4.2-2)in(4.2-1)yields:
- VbIn(1 - did) = A

t = AKbt
m ^ + BN-'
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with
C — 1 + ambw

(4.2-4)

B = mbw/bw + l/bb

(4.2-5)

Band Careconstants provided the variation in soluteconcentration duringa
transportexperimentisnottoolarge(sinceD,mandvareallefunctionsoff). By
keeping the stirring speed low enough so that the interface is not severely
disturbed bywaves,A can beconsidered aconstant too. Under theseassumptions,Kbcanbedetermined from theslopeoftheplotof-Kbln(l-c*/d)against
/,provided A isknown.From (4.2-3),weobtain then:
(4.2-6)
(Kb)'1 = mbwl(CK,) + (B/Q AT
1
This means that, provided the value of a is known, a plot of (K*)" against
thecorrespondingN~*willyieldaninterceptthatcanprovideK,directly.
Thisapproach mightenableustoseparatetheinterfacial transfer coefficient,
Jc, from the overall transfer coefficient Kb, and to establish experimentally
which part of the total process is rate determining. In the same way, the influence ofanyadsorbed material canbeanalysed:achangeintheintercept of
(4.2-6)canbeexplainedbyassumingabarrierattheinterface,whereasachange
in the slopemust mean different hydrodynamic conditions near the interface.
In thenext section, weshall applyan empirical method todetermine afor the
electrolyte transfer through the wabu-buwa interface. In addition, we shall
attempt to examine the influence of some copolymers and low molecular
weightsurfactants on theseparate coefficients.

4.3. EXPERIMENTAL, RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

The transport rate of KC1from wabu to buwa was measured at 25.00 ±
0.01°C.Theexperimental arrangement asdrawn schematically infig.4.3-1 is

FIG. 4.3-1. Outline of the experimental arrangement for the mass transfer measurements,
consistingofa600mlbeakerthatcontains225ml0.102MKC1inwabu andontopofit225ml
buwa;theglassstirrer issymmetrical with regard to the interface.
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essentiallyequaltothatofTINGetal.(1966).Thedimensionsandthemeasuring
techniquehavebeendescribed byDEJONGE-VLEUGELand BUSTERBOSCH(1973).
Here, it suffices to mention that cfa was measured conductometrically as a
function oftimeduring 15-60minutes.Alltherelevantpropertiesofthewabu
and buwa solutionshavebeendescribed inch.2.2and 2.3.From thevaluesof
thetime-dependent cfCl,Kbcouldbecalculated with (4.2-3),sincethe rotation
speedwasalwayskeptsolowthat A wasnot increased considerably bywaves.
Usually, the measured value of c£ a varied between 0.2 and 1.0 mM (the
startingvalueofc$a wasalways0.1017M).ThusBand Cof(4.2-3)can safely
betaken constant during themeasurements (seealsoch.2.3).
In spite of all precautions, the transport measurements were not very
reproducible. Since for most rotation speeds the standard deviation inKb
wasrather large(approximately 5%), theaverage valuesofseveral determinationsweretaken. These results,with their standard deviation, arecollected in
thefirsttwo columnsoftable4.3-l.
Inordertobeabletouse(4.2-6),amustbeknown.Sincethehydrodynamics
in this transport vessel are very complex, a cannot be predicted theoretically.
Therefore, it must be determined experimentally; it seems reasonable to use
that valueofathat givesthebest straight linefor the(K*)-1 against N~* plot.
However, not each value ofa isacceptable:its physical significance and consequences must besound. For example,a negative intercept in theplot hasno
physicalmeaningforthissystem.Itmightbecausedbyspontaneousinstabilities
intheinterface (ch.5.4),but thesewillbeproved tobeabsent (ch.6.1).Therefore, theintercept must beat leastzero.
The line with the highest correlation factor yielded a large negative intercept. Thus, no unambiguous value of a could be obtained experimentally.
Tworeasonablealternativesremained:eitherthatvalueofathatgaverelatively
the best line with a physically sound value for the intercept, or the value that
resulted in the smallest standard deviation in the intercept. These values of a
appeared tobeclosetogether,0.61 and0.67respectively.Theformer valuegave
TABLE 4.3-1. Overall mass transfer coefficients asa function of the rotation speed.
W
min" 1

10* x K„
m.s" 1

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60

5.9 ± 0.1
6.7 ± 0.2
7.9 ± 0.2
8.9 ± 0.2
9.5 ± 0.2
10.7± 0.2
11.4 ±0.2
12.1± 0.2
13.3± 0.2

10* x KB
m.s-1

0.91± 0.05
1.07 ± 0.05
1.32 ± 0.05
1.54 ± 0.06
2.12 ± 0.09
2.69 ± 0.08
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K»/K8

6.5 ± 0.4
6.3 ± 0.4
6.0 ± 0.3
5.8± 0.3
4.5 ± 0.2
4.0 ± 0.2
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an intercept deviating insignificantly from zero,and thusnomeasurable interfacial resistance; the latter yielded as intercept (1.0 ± 0.25) x 104s.m - 1 and
fc = (1.7±0.4)x 10" 6 m.s - 1 . Although this method did not provide an
unambiguous valuefor ka, itcould stillbeinferred that theactual influence of
fc, on the transfer ratewasnegligible.Asafirst approximation wecan further
assumebw « bb(equation (4.2-2)).Sincem*wisonly 1.72 x 10" 2 (ch.2.3),we
come to theconclusion that the transfer rate isalmost completely determined
bythevalueofk*. Closeranalysisleadstobw > bb, astheviscosityofthebuwa
phase ishigherthan thatofthewabu phase.Thisonlymakestheroleoffc»still
more dominant. Our conclusion that the contribution of kaisnegligible isin
sharp contrast to the usual assumption as mentioned in ch. 4.1,namely that
kaistherate-determining factor.
MeasurementsofDEJONGE-VLEUGELand BIJSTERBOSCH(1973)demonstrated
that very small amounts of PVA, present in the wabu phase, could decrease
Kb down to 1/6 of its original value. In fact, they used copolymers (PVA-Ac),
containing 2 or 12mole % vinyl acetate monomers. In their interpretation,
theyassumedimplicitlythatk,wasrate-determining inthisprocess,incontrast
to the present results.
Although the method wehaveapplied did not provide unambiguous values
forka,itcanstillbeusedtoanalysetheinfluenceofanyadsorbed materialatthe
interface.Aprioriitseemsratherimprobablethattheobservedretarding effect
canbeexplainedbyabarriermechanismattheinterface,asthatbarrierwillonly
decrease by far the largest transfer coefficient, and this will hardly affect Kb
(seeequation (4.2-6)).However,itmaystillbepossiblethattheextrapolations
as described above will yield higher values for the intercept. In that case, the
change in kacan, asyet,beinterpreted in termsofa fractional covering ofthe
interface.
Toelucidatetheeffect ofPVA-Ac,wedetermined, for different values ofN,
the overall mass transfer coefficient at constant amount of PVA-Ac present,
Kg.For that purpose, PVA-Ac V03/140 was used, the relevant properties of
which have been treated in ch. 3.2. At the beginning of an experiment, an
wabu PVA-Ac solution was poured very slowly down the stationary stirrer
shaft, in order to allow it to spread most effectively at the interface. Thefinal
PVA-Acconcentration inwabu was 1 ppm,whereasitsconcentration inbuwa
wasnegligiblysmall(ch.3.3.6).
AveragevaluesofKgarecollected incolumn 3oftable 4.3-1, and the ratios
of Kb and Kgin column 4. From this last column we can already infer that
(Kg)-1 against N~"will not yield a straight line for a = 0.61 or 0.67. This is
illustrated in fig. 4.3-2, where (Kb)'1 and (Kg)"1 are plotted against N~061.
This rather poor result might have been caused by the stirring rod that sticks
through theinterface. Especiallyat highervaluesofN,therod willdisturb the
adsorption layer, thereby decreasing its retarding influence. This effect isstill
stronger at lower PVA-Acconcentrations:at0.13ppm, Kb/KB variesfrom 5.5
at 15min - 1 down to 1.3 at 50 min - 1 .
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However,from theresultsat verylowN, whereKb/Klisalmostconstant,we
canstillinferqualitativelythatmainlytheliquidphasemasstransfer coefficients
arechangedsincetheslopeofthecurvehasbeenincreasedstrongly.Weshowed
above that, very probably, ki, istheratedetermining factor ina 'clean'experiment. Therefore, we must primarily ascribe the observed effects of PVA-Ac
to itsinfluence on kb. From the present results, however,wecannot draw any
definiteconclusionabouttheinfluenceofPVA-AconIc.Tothatend,wewould
need an experimental set-up with an undisturbed interface and probably also
a flow situation that isamenable to approximate calculations.Thismight also
provide amore sound theoretical basisfor thesemi-empirical method used.A
thorough knowledgeofmasstransfer phenomena seemsindispensible both to
decide which is the most promising flowfieldfor these model measurements,
and tobeabletopredictthehydrodynamiccontributions theoretically.Therefore, we made a study on the fundamentals of mass transfer, which will be
discussed inch.5.
Up to now, the retardation of mass transfer has been ascribed to PVA-Ac
adsorption at the wabu-buwa interface, but without any direct proof. However, theverylowPVA-Acconcentrations used,aswellastheinferred change
inkb(whereas PVA-Acisalmost insoluble inbuwa)both point strongly inthe
direction of adsorption as the cause of the retardation. Of course, the best
proofwouldbetodemonstrate adsorption forretardingagentsandnoretardation for non-adsorbing agents.
Therefore, weperformed some exploring measurements with several 'interface-active' agents. It appeared that a lot of theseagents did not influence Kb,
whether they were dissolved originally inone of the phases or spread directly
at the interface (e.g. PEG 4000, 1-octanol, 1-decanol, Span 80, stearic acid,
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co-aminocaproic acid and sodium oleate)*). Interfacial tension measurements
withthesesubstancespresentineitherthewabuorthebuwaphaseshowed that
none of them decreased yWb(thedrop-weightmethodwasapplied,asdescribed
in ch. 3.3.5). Sodium dodecylsulphate wasable to decreaseKb down to about
2/3 of its original value, and it did feature a decrease in ywi,of 20%(both at
10~4 Minwabu).All Polyviol samples used (ch.3.2)wereableto decrease Kb
ultimately to approximately 1/6 of its original value; the PVA-Ac concentrations needed were the lower the more interface-active the samples were (as
inferred from theireffect onywi>,thatwasstrongerforthepreparationswiththe
higher VAccontent).
A very interesting result was obtained with Poval PVA-Ac preparations.
Twosampleswithlowacetatecontent (Poval 105and 124,seech.3.2) neither
adsorbed,norretarded themasstransfer.ThisisincontrasttoPolyviolV03/20
andV48/20,twopreparationsthatcloselyresemblethePovalsamples,bothin
acetate content and in molecular weight. The cause of this intriguing discrepancy in interfacial activity has been analysed further in ch. 3.2. During that
investigation, the hypothesis wasintroduced that not only theacetate content
would influence the interfacial properties of PVA-Ac, but also the acetate
distribution. Thishasbeeninvestigated moresystematically inch.3.3.
From alltheseresultstogether,wecansafelyconcludethat theretardation is
indeed caused by an adsorption layer of PVA-Ac, spread or adsorbed at the
interface. However, any explanation of this retardation on a molecular scale
requires first of all a thorough understanding of the principles of both mass
transfer, together with interfacial and polymer chemistry. After a short introduction tothefirstdiscipline(ch.5),weshallcombinethesethreeaspectsin
ch.6inordertointerpretthemorequantitativeinvestigationdescribedthere.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS

Inthischapter,theKC1transport from wabutobuwahasbeen investigated.
Withasemi-empirical procedure,wehaveattempted toseparatethe interfacial
from the overall mass transfer coefficient. Although this method does not
provideanunambiguousvalueforka, itcanbeinferred thatktandnotk„isthe
rate-determining factor in the transfer process.
The retarding influence of PVA-Ac ismost likely to be of a hydrodynamic
nature.With thepresentexperimental set-up,morequantitative resultscannot
beobtained, but thehypothesis that adsorption isthecauseofretardation has
been confirmed.

*) Transport measurements in the presence of ionicinterface-active agentswereanalysed by
withdrawing regularly small samples of buwa. The K + concentration of these was determined with an Eppendorf flamephotometer.
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F U N D A M E N T A L S OF LIQUID-LIQUID
MASS TRANSFER

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the transfer measurements being described in this
study istogainabetterunderstanding oftheretardingeffect ofadsorbed (co)polymerson thetransfer rate.Inch.4.itappeared impossible to draw correct
conclusions from the measurements without a thorough insight in the fundamentalsofmasstransfer.Therefore, thesewillbetreated inthischapter.
Sincemasstransfer isanirreversibleprocessbyitsverynature,wecannotuse
classical thermodynamics to describe it. However, phenomenological laws
existthat relateanyflux withitsdrivingforce(s).Weshallconfine ourselvesto
isothermal liquid-liquid mass transfer studies without chemical reaction. In
addition,thetransfer ofonlyonesolutebetweentwomutuallysaturated phases
willbetreated.Thus,therelevantlawsare:Fick'sdiffusion lawthat relatesthe
flowofmatterofacomponentinamixturewithitsconcentration gradient,and
Newton'sfriction lawthatrelatestheshearstresswiththevelocitygradientina
fluid.
In this chapter, weshall first focus our attention on the basic principles of
thesetwolawsandintroducethetermsmasstransfer coefficient andresistance.
Next, we shall indicate how these principles can be applied to experimental
situations. We shall review the current theories of mass transfer in static,
laminar- and turbulent-flow systems, and check their applicability with experimental resultsfound in theliterature.In addition, theeffects of interfaceactivemolecules(IAMs)onthesetransport processeswillbediscussed.Finally,
weshall pay attention to spontaneous instabilities that mayariseduring mass
transfer asa result of the non-equilibrium situation of the system. Within the
restrictions of our system, density- or interfacial-tension-driven disturbances
mayoccur,whichincreasemasstransfer processesdrastically.Weshalloutline
their effect, their conditions of occurrence, and the influence that IAMs exert
uponthem.
5.2. BASICPRINCIPLES

5.2.1. Diffusioninliquidmixtures
In an isothermal and isobaric system, any difference in chemical potential
acrossboth sidesofaboundarycausesanetmassflux through that boundary.
Thisisdue to thestatistical Brownian motion of all molecules:the bruto flux
from the side with the higher concentration will override that from the other
side.
In general,a difference inchemical potential for anycomponent iimpliesa
driving force for allcomponents of thesystem (Gibbs-Duhem). Therefore, all
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components arediffusing, and it isnecessary to define the rate ofdiffusion of
each speciesrelativetoalocalvelocityofthemixture (BIRDetal., 1960 ch. 16).
Weshallusethemolar-average velocityv*, defined by:
v

*= (t c'Alc

(5-2-1)

ctisthemolarconcentration (kmol.m -3 )ofspeciesithatmoveswithavelocity
n

v,- (m.s - 1 ); c — Y, ct and n is the number of components of the mixture.
i=i

NowFick'sfirst lawofdiffusion isdefined by:
J* = Ciiyt - v*) = -c £ Dik Vx*

(5.2-2)

k=l

J* (kmol.m~2.s~1),isthemolarflux relativetov*, Dik thediffusion coefficient
that corresponds to thediffusional flow of i (relative to v*)caused bythedifference in chemical potential of speciesk, and x* isthe molefraction ofcomponent k(xk= ct/c). Inatwo-component system,A 2 iswelldefined, butinan
n-component system.Dmisacomplexfunction ofthepartialderivativesofthe
chemical potentials of all specieswith respect to the concentration ofcomponent k (e.g. FITTS, 1962ch.8).
We can write the total molar flux of component i relative to stationary
coordinates.<|>1 (kmol.m _2 .s _1 ), as the sum of a diffusional flux (J*) and a
convectiveflux (a v*):
W = civ,-= cdyi - v*) -f civ* = J? + a v*

(5.2-3)

and since
cv* = £ <j>T
1= 1

<K= - / £ DA Vxk + x, £ <J>T
*=i

(5.2-4)

i=l

In a two-component system with equimolar diffusion (this means that
<|>i + <>
| 2 = 0,sothat v* = 0),thisequation reduces,atconstant c,tothemore
familiar formalism ofFick'sfirstlaw:
<K= - D12Vci

(5.2-5)

At smallconcentration differences ofcomponent iina mixture,(5.2-4) can
also be approximated by (5.2-5) as v* w 0 in that case.Then, D12 mustbe
replaced byD'm, thediffusion coefficient ofspeciesiinthat mixture (analogous
to e.g. BIRD et al., 1960 p. 571).

Application ofthelawof conservation of massof speciesito a volumeelement results intheequation ofcontinuity for component i:
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?£i+ V-<|>7= 0
dt

(5.2-6)

as we only consider systems with zero rate of production of i. Insertion of
(5.2-2) and (5.2-3) in (5.2-6) yields:
^ + V-(a v*) = V- (cY Dik Vx*\
St
\ t=1

(5.2-7)
/

This equation describes the concentration profile of component i in an n
component mixture.Assuming cand Dik to beconstant, whichholdsapproximately in dilute solutions of i at constant temperature and pressure, (5.2-7)
reducesto:
d

-£l + v* . v f | = "Y, Dik V2a

St

(5.2-8)

*=i

At small concentration differences of component iin the mixture, this equation maybeapproximated by:
!t-l

~ = X Dik V2n

i

(5.2-9)

Dcwhere —'-,the substantial derivative,isgiven by:
Dt
^£! = ^ + v• Va

(5.2-10)

and v isthemass-averageor barycentric velocity.
Inabinary mixturewithzerovelocity,(5.2-9) reducestoFick'ssecond law:
^ ! = £>, 2 V 2 o
dt

(5.2-11)

5.2.2. Fluid flow
From (5.2-8)or(5.2-9) itcanbeinferred that thevelocityofthefluid plays
a very important part in the equation of conservation of mass, the master
equation for the description of mass transfer processes. In a large number of
mass transfer studies, some kind of convective transport is present. We shall
distinguish between laminar and turbulent flow.
During laminar flow, fluid elements with different velocities move along
parallelstreamlines.TheBrownianmotionofthemoleculesthenresultsinanet
flux of momentum from the faster flowing to the slower flowing parts. This
momentum flux canbeinterpreted asastressat theboundary of two different
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streamlines. Newton's law of viscosity relates the momentum flux to the
velocity gradient by:
y0

8vx
y y»

8

(5.2-12)

I,*(N.m -2 ) representsthefluxofjc-momentuminthej-direction aty0 caused
bythevelocitygradient dvx/dy at that position,r\ istheviscosity (kg.rn- 1.s~1)
andvx(m.s~')thevelocityinthex-direction.
Laminarflowofapureisothermal incompressiblefluidcan,inprinciple,be
completely described by the equations of conservation of momentum and
continuity. For liquidswithconstant pandr\, thisresultsinthe Navier-Stokes
equations (BIRDetal., 1960;SCHUCHTING, 1968).Inmulticomponentsystems,
a full description of flow is obtained from the equations of conservation of
momentum and of continuity of each chemical species (equation (5.2-6)).
Usually, even the Navier-Stokes equations cannot be solved because of their
enormous mathematical complexity. In practice, the equations must be simplified bycareful consideration oftherelativemagnitudesofthevariousterms,
before asolutioncanbeobtained for asimplified flow system.
In mass transfer studies, the flow in the immediate vicinity of the interface
requires special attention. For the description of viscous flow in that region,
wemaytake recourse totheboundary layer approaches,asgivenby SCHLICHTING(1968), LEVICH(1962), BIRDetal.(1960)and BEEKand MUTTZALL(1975).
In turbulent flow, the velocity fluctuates about itsmean value. Momentum
is not only transmitted by molecular interactions, but also by the velocity
fluctuations (eddies).It is useful to introduce here the Reynold's number, Re,
defined by:
Re = vpL/r]

(5.2-13)

where visthe mean bulk velocity and L a characteristic length of the system.
When, ina given situation, Reexceedsacritical value (approximately 3x 103
forflowinpipes,5 x 105for theboundarylayeralongaflatplate),theordered
laminarflowisnolongermaintained.Anadditional,rapidlyfluctuatingvelocity arises, perpendicular to the streamlines. Thus, turbulent transport of
longitudinal momentum occurs, perpendicular to the flow direction and
characterized by the turbulent momentum flux t. The tensor t can only be
handled semiempirically (HINZE, 1959; SCHLICHTING, 1968; DAVIES, 1972).
Therefore, the momentum balancecannot besolved exactly:only time-averagedequationscan beobtained thatcontainaterm with t.
A number of theories have been proposed to approximate the complex
hydrodynamic situations for turbulent flow in the vicinity of the interface by
more or less simple physical models.The main concepts of these models and
theirrelevancetomasstransfer studieswillbediscussedinch.5.3.3.
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5.2.3. Definitionsofmasstransfer coefficientsandresistances
Let us consider a solute A, dissolved in phase 1,that isin contact with an
immiscible phase 2, in which A is soluble too. The essential quantity in mass
transfer studiesistheaverageflux ofAthrough theinterface, <f>A. Henceforth,
weshall omit the superscript - and the subscript A for the sake of simplicity.
However, it must be borne in mind, that, throughout this section, average
quantitiesaretreated,referring to soluteA.
Now, wedefine the average partial mass transfer coefficient of A in phase
1, ki (m.s -1 ), by:
ki =

*"

(5.2-14)

Cl - C\,

Thus, <j>" is the experimentally accessible average molar flux of A through
the interface, and c\ and c\a are the average molar concentrations of A in
thebulkandattheinterface,respectively.Sinceweconfine ourselvestosystems
with very small values of XA, insertion of (5.2-4) and omission of negligible
termsyields:
t

_ -Z)i (3ci/flz)»-o

(5.2-15)

Cl - C l ,

wherethe plane z = 0isthe interface and D\ isthe diffusion coefficient ofA
inphase1.
Completely analogously, the partial mass transfer coefficient ofA in phase
2reads:
k2 =

-D»(*c,/cfe).„

{52l6)

C2a ~ Cl

In general, there may also exist a finite average interfacial transfer coefficient, k„.It may becaused by akinetically slowprocessduring thetransfer of
A crossing the interface from phase 1to phase 2 (desolvation, permeation
throughamonolayer,ordesorption),anditisdefined by:
K, =

£

(5.2-17)

C\„ - mi2 C2a

wheremi2 isthedistribution coefficient ofA between phase 1 and 2atequilibrium conditions (W12= da/fir).
As the average interfacial concentrations of A are generally unknown, we
eliminatethem from theexpressionsofki,ki and k„.Provided mn isconstant
forthestudiedconcentration rangeofA,thisresultsin:
mn (ci* - cz)

*' = »(k,)"
, - .1:+;(.M
7-,".
,. = MO. - o
_1
+mi2/k

(5.2-18)

2

where C2* isdefined by:
ci* = ci/mi2
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andK2isthemeanoverallmasstransfer coefficient ofAwithrespecttophase2.
Completelyidenticallywecanderive:

*' = n^-ii^Vi1*!—IT =Kl(ci -^

i52 20)

'

(ki) + (k,) + mi2/k2
It must beremarked that thisquitegeneral approach is,in fact, similar to the
derivation of the two-film theory by Lewis and Whitman (discussed in ch.
5.3.3).
In analogy with an electrical circuit, we can also introduce average mass
transfer resistances, defined by the ratio of the average driving force (the
concentration difference) and the average molar current density (= </>").So,
theyarejust thereciprocalsofthepartial masstransfer coefficients*) (s.m _x ):
n = (ki)'1
r„=(M"

(5.2-21)
1

(5.2-22)

i

r2 = (k2y
(5.2-23)
Thus,theoverallmasstransfer resistancewith respecttophase2,R2 {= \/K2),
canberepresented byaseriesofthethreepartialmasstransfer resistances.
R2= ri/mi2 + r„/mi2 + r2

(5.2-24)

From thisequation wecan infer that, provided n , r„ and r2areofthe same
order of magnitude, at largevaluesofmi2, R2 (and Rianalogously, ofcourse)
will be mainly determined by n and, at small valuesof m\2, by n and ra. So,
the partial resistance of the phase in which A is least soluble is relatively the
most important factor.
The liquid phase resistances (n and r2) can be considered as diffusional
resistances governed by the diffusion coefficient of A and the effective diffusionpath5, overwhichtheconcentrationdifference ispresent:
r, = S1/D1

(5.2-25)

r2 = 52/D2

(5.2-26)

Although we can infer qualitatively from these equations that the liquid
phase resistances are, amongst others, a function of the hydrodynamics near
the interface, it must be stressed that 5 is not a hydrodynamic layer, as 5
represents the thickness of a mathematically equivalent layer through which
stationary diffusion isassumed. The valueof8can only beobtained from the
solution of the equation of conservation of mass for that phase under the
appropriateboundaryconditions.Inch.5.3,weshalltreatmorequantitatively
theinfluence oftheinterfacial hydrodynamicsonthesolutionofthat equation.

*) It should be borne in mind that r„ refers to the interfacial resistance that A meets with
during thetransfer through theinterface from phase 1 tophase2,
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5.3. REVIEW OFLIQUID-LIQUID MASS TRANSFER STUDIES

5.3.1. Introduction
In thefollowing sections, weshall indicate how, for some particular cases,
the basic principles of mass transfer maybe used to relate the liquid phase
mass transfer coefficients with the diffusion coefficients, time, system geometry
and the hydrodynamic conditions in the vicinity of the interface. For convenience, weshall distinguish between mass transfer studies instatic aswellas
in laminar- andturbulent-flow systems, mainly with plane interfaces.
Indiscussing the methods and resultsfound inthe literature,weshall emphasize twosubjects: thesuitability ofeach method forthedetection ofan interfacial resistance (seeequation (5.2-22)) and theinfluence of IAMsonthetransfer process.Wherepossible,anexplanation willbegivenon molecular scale.We
shall restrict ourselves here to systems that do not exhibit any interfacial
instabilities. It will beseen that many conflicting results have been published
even on identical systems. This only indicates that ourknowledge and understanding ofthese processes isstill farfrom complete.
As totheinterfacial resistance, even itspresence, notto mention itsmagnitude, can hardly be predicted for a given system. In general, an interfacial
resistance can only be determined by comparing the measured overall mass
transfer coefficient, Kexp,with the partial liquid phase mass transfer coefficients
derived from theory. Instatic systems,onecan test, inaddition, whether ornot
equilibrium exists on both sides of the interface. For that purpose, optical
methods can be applied (WARD and BROOKS, 1952; DAVIES and WIGGIL, 1960;
MUDGE and HEIDEGER, 1970; TRAHER and KIRWAN, 1973). When equilibrium
prevails at theinterface, it must beconcluded that r„= 0. In systems where
convective transport ispresent, onthecontrary, thevariation ofKeXpwiththe
hydrodynamic conditions near theinterface mayprovide a means to estimate
r„(this study, ch.4and 6).

5.3.2. Static systems
The concentration profile, necessary to calculate k\ andkz (with equations
(5.2-15) and (5.2-16)) is obtained by solving Fick's second law, equation
(5.2-11). Asan instructive, simple example, weshall treat thediffusion ofA
out of the plane z = 0 into an infinite stagnant liquid, assuming a constant
interfacial concentration of A, ca, during the process. Thus, the boundary
conditions are:
c = Co forz > 0 at t ^ 0
c = c forz = 0 at / > 0
c = Co forz —ooat t > 0
Equation (5.2-11) reducest o :
dc _

d2c

dt~

J?
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The solution of this homogeneous second order partial differential equation
underthegivenboundaryconditionsis(CRANK, 1964):
c(z,t) = ca - (c„ - Co) erf(z/y/4tD)
with
2
erfcr = —= fexp(-x 2 ) dx
Therefore,
dc
= - (cc - c0)/y/niD
dz z = 0
This leadsto the following equation for the liquid phase mass transfer coefficientandresistanceofA(equations(5.2-15)and(5.2-21)):
1/2

= ' = (-)
r

(5.3-1)

\7i//

Thus, r increases with y/1. Approximate values for r in water are, assuming
D » 10 - 9 m 2 .s - 1 , 5x 104s.m -1 at / = 1 s,increasing to 5x 105s.m -1 after
100s.
Many hundreds of problems described by Fick's second law have been
solved (CRANK, 1964; CARSLAW and JAEGER, 1947; SCOTTet al., 1951; AUER
and MURBACH, 1954; DAVIES and WIGGIL, 1960; VIGNES, 1960).So, in most
cases the liquid phase resistances can be predicted from theory. Still, the
determination of an interfacial resistance isalmost impossible when its value
is lower than approximately 5x 104 s.m -1 (MUDGE and HEIDEGER, 1970).
This iscaused by two reasons: the liquid phase resistances become very large
after short time, and there exists a 'blind' zone near the interface, for which
concentrations can only beobtained by extrapolation.
Staticliquid-liquid masstransfer processeshavebeen studied onlyoccasionally, mainly on account of the extreme accuracy required to obtain reliable
results. Their main objective has been the investigation of the interfacial
resistance and the influence of IAMs on it. However, it seems very difficult
to draw any definite conclusions from the very different and sometimes even
completelyconflicting resultsofthesestudies.
Thiswillbeillustrated forthemostfrequently studiedtransfer process,acetic
acidtransferring from watertotoluene.Theresultsfortheinterfacial resistance
vary from not detectable (WARD and BROOKS, 1952; DAVIES and WIGGIL,
1960) via 4 x 104 s.m"' (VIGNES, 1960) up to 106 s.m - 1 (CHANDRASEKHAR
and HOELSCHER, 1975). The influence of IAMs varies from not measurable
(DAVIESand WIGGIL, 1960)to an increase in ra up to 3timesitsoriginal value
(VIGNES, 1960). These conflicting results must be caused by differences in

experimental conditions or interpretation. The claimed inaccuracy of the
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methods also varies considerably: from 2x 103 s.m -1 by Vignes up to 105
s.m -1 by Daviesand Wiggil,although theirreported accuracy in observations
and control of experimental conditions would suggest an opposite order of
inaccuracy. There is not even agreement as to whether or not spontaneous
instabilities occur during this static transfer process (DAVIES and WIGGIL,
1960;VIGNES,1960).
Theresultsfor other systemsdo notoffer moreclarity:veryhigh interfacial
resistances have been reported (TUNG and DRICKAMER, 1952; SINFELT and
DRICKAMER, 1955), but also zero resistances (BOGUE et al., 1975). In some
cases, spontaneous turbulence has been observed that waseliminated by low
concentrations of IAMs (HUTCHINSON, 1948; MUDGE and HEIDEGER, 1970).
From theforegoing, weconcludethat, in principle,the static systemcan be
used to determine interfacial resistances, but the demanded extreme accuracy
in experiment and interpretation have not been attained in all cases. Any
general conclusions on the existence of an interfacial resistance and on the
influence of IAMs thereupon seem unpermitted.
It isworth mentioningheresomeresultsobtained for interfacial resistances
toevaporation:withthemostsensitivemethods,thesecanbedetermined tobe
very small,even in thepresenceofinsoluble monolayers (ra^ 5x 102 s.m - 1 ;
BARNES and LAMER, 1962; BLANK, 1972). It seems improbable that r„ for
liquid-liquid transfer differs orders of magnitude as compared to liquid-gas
transfer, unless,ina special case,a veryslow processtakes placeat the liquidliquid interface (slowdesorption dueto interfacial activity,or a slowchemical
reaction).
5.3.3. Systems withlaminar boundary layers
Laminar boundary layers exist in all laminar flow situations where the
critical value of Re (equation (5.2-13)) is not reached. We shall define the
term boundary layerto bethat layeroverwhich 99%ofthegradient exists(as
inSCHLICHTING, 1968).Sincediffusion usuallypenetratesmuchlessdeeplyinto
the bulk of the liquid phases than momentum does, the diffusion boundary
layerofspeciesAdiffusing into liquid 1,SDU ismuch smallerthan thehydrodynamic or momentum boundary layer,<5vi.For laminar boundary layers, it
canbeshown(e.g. BIRDetal., 1960p.606)that:
* i = ( l i Y " = (Sc,) 1 ' 3
SDI

(5.3-2)

\DIJ

where visthe kinematic viscosity, defined by v= n/p,and Sci represents the
Schmidt number for the transferring material in phase 1. Therefore, solutes
with different values of D\ will have different values for SDI under identical
hydrodynamic conditions.
The presence of a liquid-liquid interface (say at z = 0),has a pronounced
influence on the hydrodynamics by implication of the following boundary
conditions:
1) thetangentialvelocitycomponentsareequalinbothphasesatz= 0;
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2) thenormal velocitycomponents vanish at z = 0;
3) the momentum flux perpendicular to the interface is continuous, thus
( T Z X ) I , Z =0 = ( T Z X ) 2 , Z = 0 .

The interfacial tension can only influence the motion when the interface is
curved, or when its value varies from point to point along the interface. The
second mechanism ismainlyof importance eitherwhen IAMsare transferred,
which may give rise to spontaneous interfacial convections (ch. 5.4),or when
IAMs are compressed at the interface by flow phenomena in either of the
phases. In the latter case, the interfacial pressure that isinduced opposes the
fluid movement (Marangoni-effect), resulting in an increase in kinetic energy
dissipation intheboundarylayersandadecreaseinboththeinterfacial velocity
and the momentum transport through the interface. Similar effects may be
brought about by the excessinterfacial shear viscosity of amonolayer. However,inmostcasesthelattereffect isofminor importance,asonlyaverysmall
part ofthetotalenergyisdissipated bytheviscousmonolayer.
For a number of relatively simplelaminarflowconfigurations, solutionsof
equation (5.2-9) are available in theliterature (e.g. BIRDet al., 1960;LEVICH,
1962; BEEKand MUTTZALL,1975). Here,wewilltreattwocasesthatarerelevant
to flat liquid-liquid interfaces: a uniform velocity parallel to theinterface and,
secondly,aflowparalleltotheinterfacewithaconstantvelocitygradient.More
complicated cases,e.g. with an interfacial velocity,canoften be approximated
by one of these, without introducing serious errors (BEEK and BARKER, 1961;
UEYAMAetal.,1972).
In fact, the non-stationary diffusion ofsolute Aout ofthe interface (z = 0)
intoa liquid element with uniform velocityv parallel to theinterface hasbeen
solvedby HIGBIE(1935).Heused theresultfor thedevelopmentofthepenetration theory (ch.5.3.3).buthisresultcan alsobeapplied toflow witha uniform
velocityparalleltotheinterface. Inthatcase,thelocalmasstransfer coefficient
forA,kx,isafunction ofthecontact time,tx.atanypointoftheinterface:

wherexisthelengthofthepathcoveredbytheliquidelementfrom thepointof
firstcontact with the interface.
LEVEQUE(1928)treated the case inwhichaconstant velocity gradient exists
(Vx= a:,vz = 0).The solution reads:
kx= 0.538 I— I

(5.3-^t)

The advantage of laminar flow situations isobviousfor studies on thepresenceofanyinterfacial resistance:thepossibilitytopredicttheliquidphaseresistanceswithsomeaccuracy(iftheexactboundaryconditionsfortheflowsystem
can be defined) is combined with much smaller values of these resistances
(compare (5.3-3) with (5.3-1)).Therefore, much lower interfacial resistances
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are detectable (down to approximately 5 x 103s.m ! ), ascan be derived from
(5.2-24).
Although laminar liquid-liquid interfaces havebeen studied extensively (free
falling drops, laminar jets, the dropping mercury electrode), they have not
frequently been used todetermine thepresenceofinterfacial resistances without
or with IAMs present.
Most laminar flow studies have been performed with drops. One of the
first attempts to explain the drastic reduction in Kexp by poorly soluble IAMs
wasbased on a barrier mechanism. The barrier wasassumed tobe proportional
to the fraction of the interface covered (GARNER and HALE, 1953; LINDLAND
and TERJESEN, 1956). However, it isnow generally accepted that the inhibition
of internal circulation and, if present, of spontaneous turbulence, constitute
the main retarding effects of IAMs (LINTON and SUTHERLAND, 1957; D AVIES,
1963; BROWN, 1965;JOHNS et al., 1965; DAVIES, 1972 ch. 8).This inhibition is
mainly induced by the compressibility modulus of the monolayer. At higher
bulk IAM concentrations, this effect decreases, as the interfacial pressure is
being cancelled out by diffusion of IAMs from the solution to the uncovered
spots of the interface (LEVICH, 1962; DAVIES and RIDEAL, 1961).
Several studies have been performed with laminar jets or similar equipment
(QUINN and JEANNIN, 1961; WARD and QUINN, 1964 & 1965; BARKER, 1966;
FOSBERG and HEIDEGER, 1967). Quinn et al. determined a small interfacial

resistance for the transfer of isobutanol from isobutanol saturated with water
into water, but is it very likely that the theoretical values for the interfacial
velocity they used were too high (FOSBERG et al., 1967).This results, of course,
in an apparent r„, see equation (5.3-3). The presence of IAMs had no effect.
Ward et al. studied some binary and ternary transfer systems with a modified
laminarjet set-up. For none ofthesesystems,an appreciable resistancecould be
detected (r„ < 103s.m"'). Fosberg et al.studied three binary systems with the
laminar jet (one also comprising isobutanol-water). They arrived at the conclusion that interfacial equilibrium prevails in all those systems. Bakker also
investigated the transfer of isobutanol into water. The measured transfer rates
agreed well with the theoretical ones, again supporting the existence of equilibrium at the interface.
Dynamic interfacial tension measurements with a laminar contracting liquid
jet have also been proposed as a means to measure the influence of adsorption
accumulation and adsorption or desorption barriers on the diffusion rate of
I A M S ( E N G L A N D and BERG, 1971). Analytical solutions were given for a static
system. However, although the measurements were made with a laminar jet,
they were still interpreted on the basis of these analytical solutions. Thus,
whereas in several cases no appreciable barrier could be detected, this might
havebeen caused bythehighertransfer rate asaconsequence of theliquid flow.
A method that also seems useful for mass transfer studies is the dropping
mercury electrode (MILLER and GREAT, 1970). However, its applicability
to this field of research seems to have received relatively little attention up to
the present time.
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Perhaps the only extensive investigation on mass transfer through a flat
interface with laminar boundary layer flow is being performed by Nitsch and
coworkers (NITSCH, 1968; RAAB, 1971; NITSCH et al., 1972; NITSCH et al.,
1973a&b ; KNIEP, 1974; NITSCH et al., 1976a &b).They showed that an inter-

facial resistance is detectable when the transferring agent undergoes a very
slow chemical reaction at the interface. Unfortunately, the influence of IAMs
on this interfacial resistance has never been measured. The influence of IAMs
on transfer processes in which interfacial resistances were assumed to be
absent, could be shown to be a purely hydrodynamic effect. This result was
obtained from heat transfer measurements and from application ofthe analogy
between heat and mass transfer. The conclusions drawn from the measured
effects of IAMs are interesting, but of a speculative nature as they still lack
sufficient proof (e.g. KNIEP, 1974).
5.3.4. Systems with turbulent boundary layers
Forced turbulence in the vicinity of a flat liquid-liquid interface may be set
up indifferent ways,e.g. when the velocitiesof both phases differ in magnitude
and direction; then, couples arise at the interface, which may cause rotation of
the interfacial layers (e.g. KAFAROV, 1961). Another source of turbulence is a
rapidly flowing liquid injected in the same slow moving liquid (e.g. from a
stirrer blade). This causes eddies in the bulk liquid which may reach the interface when they arestrong enough. Movement ofthestirrerbladealsocauses eddies in its wake. Finally, the transition of a laminar to a turbulent boundary
layer always occurs after Re has reached acertain critical value.
As turbulent single phase flow can only be handled semi-empirically, turbulent boundary layer flow can also at best be described in that way. We shall
now review briefly the main theories that describe mass transfer in turbulent
boundary layers, the hydrodynamics of which can, from necessity, only be
treated approximately. Thus, most theories contain at least one empirical
parameter, or make simplifying assumptions on the spectrum of turbulence
near the interface. Rather comprehensive descriptions of these theories have
been given by LEVICH (1962), ROZEN and KRYLOV (1966) and D AVIES(1963 &
1972).
LEWIS and WHITMAN (1924) proposed a model in which the turbulent bulk
phase maintains a homogeneous concentration. Two laminar sublayers extend
toadistance3from theinterface, thethicknessesofwhicharesolely determined
by the hydrodynamics of the bulk phases (analogous to the Prandtl-Taylor
sublayers). Through these laminar sublayers, steady state diffusion is assumed
to take place, while equilibrium is assumed at the interface. In this simple
picture, the two values for Sare empirical parameters. Although this two-film
theory has been proven to be physically incorrect, its conclusion as to the
additivity of the liquid phase resistances still retains its value in most cases
(deviations of this additivity have been treated by KING (1964) and SZEKELY
(1965)).
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HIGBIE (1935) assumed that eddies penetrate into the interfacial region,
constantly renewing it with fresh liquid from the interior of the phase. He
proposed an equal residence time,(*, for all eddies at the interface, which
ismostly quite unrealistic, and no influence of theeddy velocity on the diffusion process. Insertion oft* in (5.3-3) and integration over t*yieldsthe time
averaged partial masstransfer coefficient:

-W

(5.3-5)

where t*isan empirical parameter.
KISHINEVSKI et al. (1949)and DANCKWERTS(1951) independently proposed
modifications of the penetration theory. Kishinevski et al.developed a model
forthelimitofextremeturbulence,wherediffusion isnolongerrate-controlling.
They assumed that the liquid phase mass transfer coefficients are practically
only determined by the average velocities normal to the interface and not by
the diffusion coefficient. Danckwerts improved the penetration theory by
proposing a more realisticdistribution of residence timesfor theeddiesat the
interface. Heassumed thatthepossibilityofremovalofaliquid elementatany
instant isindependent of the contact time of that element with the interface.
However, the empirical character of the theory was not altered by this often
more reasonable picture. The main drawback of both improved renewal
theories remains, that they still contain an unknown parameter. For small
values of the Fourier number (Fo—Dt/d1 < 0.05, wheredis the eddy size),
the Danckwerts' theory seems justified, whereas the extreme turbulence in
Kishinevski'stheoryisalmostneverreachedinpractice.
TOOR and MARCHELLO (1958) proposed the film-penetration theory, in
which thefilm and the penetration theory areactually assumed tobecomplementary. At high Sc-values and short contact times, the penetration theory
holds for the liquid elements at the interface, whereas at lower Sc-valuesand
longerresidencetimesthematerialisnotaccumulatedanymoreinthatelement,
but only transferred through it. In thelattercase, the(stationary)filmtheory
appliestotheelementsattheinterface.
Someattempts havebeen madetorelatetherenewal frequency-distribution
with thebulk turbulence,either on thebasisofempirical correlations (DAVIES
etal., 1964,1965&1974;BRAGINSKIIand PAVLUSHENKO, 1965), oronthebasis
of assumptions as to the structure of the turbulent field (PROCHAZKA and
BULICKA, 1971).However, thesetheoriescanat bestgiveonlyrelations for the
veryspecialstirringconditionsandgeometryofthetransport vesselused.
Levich and Landau (LEVICH, 1962ch. 3)developed a hydrodynamic theory
ofagradual dampingofeddies(and thusofturbulent diffusion) inthe vicinity
ofa solid-liquid interface. It wasassumed that, incontrast to thefilmtheory,
the turbulent motion does not suddenly disappear in the viscous sublayer.
In the vicinity of the wall, the theory distinguishes between 3 regions with
different effective diffusion coefficients (seealsofig.5.3-1):
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tn:

FIG. 5.3-1. Time averaged concentration and velocity profile ina turbulent boundary layer.

1. The'turbulentboundarylayer'(<5i < z < 5),azonewhereallmasstransport
is provided by eddy diffusion, identical to the bulk phase, but where the
turbulence is damped yet.
2. The'viscoussublayer'(5z< z < <5i), azonewhereallmassisstilltransported by eddy diffusion, but where the Prandtl-Taylor mixing length of the
eddy istaken proportional to thedistance from the wall (this proportionality
hasbeenexamined by DEVANATHANetal.,1973).
3. The 'diffusion sublayer' (0 < z < Si), the innermost part of the viscous
sublayer, where molecular diffusion dominates overeddy diffusion.
As molecular and turbulent diffusion are compared in this model, the
thickness of the diffusion sublayer for each component is a function of the
diffusion coefficient ofthat species,incontrast with thethickness of5and<5i.
Thesmaller thediffusion coefficient, thesmalleralsoistheratio82/S. Athigh
Sc values, the diffusional resistances for these three regions can be approximatedseparately.Theycanberelatedtotheoverallresistancethroughthemass
flux, that must be the same in all three zones at steady state (LEVICH, 1962;
DAVIES, 1972app.2).Inthisway,theliquid phasemasstransfer coefficient can
beestimated asafunction ofmeasurablehydrodynamicandphysicalquantities.
DAVIES(1972 ch. 5)extended the use of this method to liquid-liquid interfaces. Thus, both liquid phase resistancescan alsobeestimated from measurable(time-averaged)quantities.
Sinceturbulent boundary layershavethesmallestliquid phaseresistancesas
compared to laminar-flow or static systems, turbulently stirred systems
should,from thispointofview,bemostsuitablefor themeasurement ofraand
the influence of IAMson its value. However, ascan beinferred from thedifferent theoretical approaches, the hydrodynamic conditions near an interface
are very complex and they vary widely for different experimental set-ups. In
addition, even if it is yet known which theory describes the transfer process
correctly, the empirical parameter which is inherent to that theory must be
estimated from the experiments. Thus, it is verydifficult to predict turbulent
flow liquid phase resistances theoretically.
Therefore, Kexp has often been expressed as an empirical function of the
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stirring speeds, geometry, diffusion coefficients and kinematic viscosities of
both phases by using several liquid-Iiquid(-solute) combinations in the same
experimental set-up (LEWIS, 1954; GORDON and SHERWOOD, 1954; M C M A N A MEY, 1961; MAYERS, 1961; OLANDER and BENEDICT, 1962; SAWISTOWSKI and
AUSTIN, 1967).These authors all obtained different functions which described

their experiments best, probably due to experimental inaccuracies and to
differences in the geometry of the transport vessel and in the spectrum of
turbulence. Usually, this relation described the transfer rate for the different
liquid-liquid(-solute) combinations to within 20-40%.
Thus,aninterfacial resistancecould onlybeascribed to liquid-liquid(-solute)
systems for which the transfer rate was appreciably lower than the empirical
functions predicted.Therefore, alsowith thismethod onlyrelatively large interfacial resistances could be detected. Rates appreciably lower than predicted
were only found to occur in a few cases where the solute might reasonably be
expected to beinvolved ina slowchemical reaction attheinterface (e.g. LEWIS,
1954; BLOKKER, 1957; KREMNEV et al., 1965).
In general, most ofthe proposed theories can,because ofthe presence ofan
empirical parameter, only be verified experimentally from the dependence of
Kexp on D. On this basis, it can be concluded that the very simple two-film
concept isincorrect, and that Kishinevski'stheory isalso almost never applicable. As to the other theories (e.g.the surface renewal theory of Danckwerts),
their empirical parameter (e.g. renewal frequency) can,in principle, be approximated from a comparison with the empirical equations for Kexp. This parameter is, of course, a function of the very geometry of the set-up and of the
spectrum of applied turbulence. Most empirical equations for Kexp are also
approximately of the type expected according to the Levich-Landau-Davies
approach (DAVIES. 1972 ch. 5). This treatment has been further confirmed
by results of MCMANAMEY et al. (1973 & 1975).
As rahas been found to be negligible in most cases, IAMs can, in general,
mainly affect the Kexp by their influence on the hydrodynamics in the vicinity
of the interface, and thus on ki and kz (equations (5.2-14) and (5.2-15)).The
damping influence of a monolayer on penetrating eddies can be explained
analogously toitsinhibiting effect on small waves,oncirculation indrops,and
on spontaneous turbulences (DAVIES and RIDEAL, 1961chs. 5 & 7; LEVICH,
1962 ch. 11; DAVIES, 1972chs. 6 & 8). The pressure fluctuation of an eddy
approaching a covered interface is resisted not only by the capillary pressure
resulting from thedeformed interface and bya gravitational force, but alsoby
theelastic stressthat originates from theinterfacial pressure,setupattheinterface when an eddy renews the interface (Marangoni-effect). DAVIES (1966)
formulated a quantitative theory for this phenomenon. On the basis of this
theory, itcan be predicted that, at higher bulk concentrations of film-forming
IAMs, this monolayer effect becomes short-circuited by diffusion to the clean
areas. Thus, with increasing bulk concentration of IAMs, Kexp passes through
a minimum. Itcanalso beshown that thereduction ofmass transfer bythefilm
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decreases with increasing degree ofturbulence. Thus,atvery high turbulence,
even aninsoluble monolayer iswithout effect: allthe material issweptout
of the interface. However, also at very low turbulence the effect decreases,
asthere arealmost noeddies penetrating intothestagnant interface.
Experimental evidence forthisretarding mechanism byIAMs has frequently
been obtained: the value ofKexp may bereduced byasmuch as80% byan
insoluble monolayer (LEWIS, 1954; BLOKKER, 1959; DAVIESand MAYERS, 1961;
D AVIES and DRISCOLL, 1974). The effect becomes negligible atlow degree of

turbulence or high IAM bulk concentrations (ultimately, allstatic systems,
ch. 5.3.2; SJOLIN, 1942;GORDON and SHERWOOD, 1954; DAVIES and MAYERS,
1961; MAYERS, 1961; DAVIESet al., 1964). However, a completely quantitative
verification ofthe theory ofthe damping ofeddies, asproposed byDavies,
hasnotyetbeen given.

5.4. SPONTANEOUS INSTABILITIES

Up tothis moment, we have only been dealing with forced convectionin
stable systems. However, a vast amount of systems exists that may show
spontaneous instabilities during mass transfer (ahistorical review has been
given by SCRIVEN and STERNLING, 1960). These instabilities are caused by the
non-equilibrium state ofthe system andmayincrease themass transfer rate up
to more than ten times. Ofcourse, they are very inconvenient during the mass
transfer measurements which are used to relate Kexp with external hydrodynamics, diffusion and interfacial resistances (HUTCHINSON, 1948; LEWIS, 1954;
SIGWART and NASSENSTEIN, 1956; BLOKKER, 1957; BAKKER et al., 1966;
SAWISTOWSKI and AUSTIN, 1967).

In general, wemay distinguish between density- and interfacial-tensiondriven instabilities as well as spontaneous emulsification. Firstly, we shall indicate the conditions oftheir occurrence, and how they are influenced by the
presence ofIAMs; secondly, we shall discuss how their existence can bedemonstrated.
During mass transfer, density-driven instabilities may occur due toa considerable change in density of oneof the phases either with the concentration
of transferring material or with thetemperature (asaresult ofthe heat evolved
during solvation ofthat material). Itcan easily be shown that concentrationdriven density instabilities may occur when Adiffuses from (the lower) phase
1 to (the upper) phase 2,provided that dpijdci > 0 or dp2/Sci < 0.The
opposite conditions hold forthetransfer from (theupper) phase2to(thelower)
phase 1,whereasacompletely analogous reasoning canbeapplied to temperature-driven density instabilities.
IAMs will particularly influence the onset ofthese density gradients, that
arises at the interface, aswell asthe flow ofliquid along the interface that
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replaces the moving liquid elements.Thus, density-driven instabilities will be
diminished byIAMs,butnotcompletely eliminated.
Thedynamicinterfacial tension ofaninterface through whichmass transfer
takes placecan vary from point to point. Thiscan bebrought about not only
bytheinfluence offlow onamonolayer, but alsobythevariation ofthe static
interfacial tension with solute concentration or temperature. The two latter
effects may both be responsible for interfacial convections, better known as
Marangoni instabilities. As the gradients in the interfacial tension (y)due to
temperature fluctuations are usually at least one order of magnitude smaller
than thosecaused byconcentration fluctuations, weshallconfine ourselves to
the instabilities that arise from concentration-driven interfacial tension gradients.
These concentration variations arecaused by the ever present fluctuations,
that can, under certain conditions, be self-amplifying in a non-equilibrium
system. Qualitatively, a great deal is known about the factors that amplify
these fluctuations into 'roll cells', 'oscillatory instabilities', 'eruptions' or
'interfacial turbulence' (see e.g. the reviews of SAWISTOWSKI, 1971 & 1973).
Factors that are of primary importance for the self-amplification of instabilitiesduring thetransfer ofAfrom phase 1 to2are:
1) the sign of theinterfacial tension gradient(dy/dc*);
2) theratio Di/Di = r 2 ;
3) the ratio V1/V2= e1.
Secondary factors that mainly influence theintensity are:
a) themagnitude of dyfdcA;
b) theconcentration levelsofAinphase 1 and 2;
c) thevalueof thedistribution coefficient ofA, mii;
d) thevaluesofDi, Di, vi and V2",
e) the presence of IAMsat the interface.
For small initial disturbances, hydrodynamic stability theories have been
applied (STERNLING and SCRIVEN, 1959; BRIAN and Ross, 1972; GOUDA and
Joos, 1975),from which the conditions of their occurrence may be predicted.
However, these predictions do not always agree with experiment, as can be
anticipated from the approximate character of the theories. A completely
different approachhasbeenmadebyOSTROVSKIIetal.(1967,1968&1973)who
assumedthatconvectionsarisewhenthedrivingforceofmasstransfer exceeds
theinterfacial free energy. However, thismodel isunrealisticly simple:itdoes
not evenpredicttheexistenceofany'growthconstant' oftheinstabilities. Due
totheapproximatecharacterofallthesetheories,themostconvincingproofof
absenceorpresenceofinstabilitiesstillremainstheexperiment.
The presence of an equilibrium amount of IAMs at the interface has a
pronounced damping influence on interfacial-tension-driven instabilities:
primarily,theIAMswillresistgradientsinybythecompressionalmodulusthat
arises(Marangoni effect), but their presence may alsodecrease the magnitude
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of dy/dcA. This problem has been analysed theoretically by BERG and ACRIVOS
(1965), and by BRIAN and Ross (1972). Of course, when the transferring substance itself isa strong interface-active substance, the instabilities may be very
large as a result of the high value of dyldcA.
In a three-component mass transfer process, spontaneous emulsification
frequently occurs either by the mechanism called 'diffusion and stranding'
( D AVIES and RIDEAL, 1961 ch. 8; D AVIES and WIGGIL, 1960), or by violent
interfacial turbulence.
These mechanisms can be affected by IAMs in several ways. IAMs reduce
the boundary layer flow, thus the diffusion rate of transferring material will be
decreased and therefore also the rate of emulsion formation. However, the
emulsion that isformed will bestabilized bythe IAMs.It isobvious,that IAMs
will reduce the violent interfacial turbulences that cause emulsification analogously to what has been described before,
decreased and therefore also the rate of emulsion formation. However, the
The existence of interfacial instabilities can be proven either optically or
from the value of Kexp. A liquid-liquid interface undergoing spontaneous instabilities is optically non-uniform; the refractive index, being a function of
composition and temperature, varies from point to point. Thus, interfacial
instabilities can be demonstrated with interferometry or with the Schlieren
method (seee.g. BERG et al., 1966; SAWISTOWSK.1, 1971). However, the fact that
no instabilities can be seen is not yet a waterproof evidence that they are not
operative: they may very well be invisibly small.
Fortunately, their existence can also be inferred from the value of KexP,
particularly in the following ways:
1) Provided that K can be estimated a priori, interfacial instabilities are
operative when Kexp > > K.
2) The spontaneous convections are weaker at smaller concentration differences.Thus,when Kexp isdependenton theconcentration level,orwhen Kexp
changes more strongly with time during an experiment than according to
theory, instabilities are operative.
3) In the presence of interfacial turbulences, the value of Kexp is primarily
governed bytheintensityoftheseconvections,and lesssobythe hydrodynamics of the bulk phases.
4) As the occurrence of instabilities depends on the direction of transfer, the
equality of Kexp in both directions may be an indication that instabilities are
absent.
5) IAMs that are present in high concentrations may affect the instabilities
by changing the value of dy/dcA, whereas their influence on the hydrodynamics is negligible due to the mentioned short-circuiting effect of diffusion
on the compressibility modulus of the monolayer.
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5.5. CONCLUSIONS

Thetotal resistancetomasstransfer ofasubstanceAthroughaliquid-liquid
interface can be described phenomenologically as a series of three separate
resistances: two diffusional resistances for both phases and an interfacial
resistance.Thelatterrefers toanyslowtransfer processofAthrough orat that
interface: desolvation, permeation through a monolayer,chemical reaction or
desorption.Thepresenceofaninterfacial resistanceimpliesthat the interfacial
concentrations of A are not in equilibrium with each other. In all cases, the
liquid phaseresistanceofthat phase,inwhichAislesssoluble,dominates.
Whereas the liquid phase resistances can be predicted for a number of
systems with simple geometry and boundary layer flow, the value of the
interfacial resistance is unknown a priori and is neglected in most cases. In
principle, its value can be obtained from comparison of the experimentally
determined overall resistance with the calculated values of both liquid phase
resistances. In practice, however, either the experimental accuracy must be
extremely high (static systems)or theboundary layer flow verywellknown to
make this procedure successful. For only a few special cases in the literature
could aresistancebedetermined unambiguously.
Model mass transfer measurements can be severely disturbed by spontaneous instabilities that may arise as a consequence of the non-equilibrium
situation.Theconditionsthat favour theiroccurrencehavebeentreated,anda
few methods have been proposed to demonstrate their existence during the
transfer process.
In most cases, IAMs may reduce mass transfer rates drastically. Either the
hydrodynamicsof the boundary layer are changed (a reduced momentum
transport through'the interface or the damping of spontaneous instabilities),
or a physico-chemical retardation may occur (blocking of the interface or a
chemicalinteraction withthetransferring material).Onlyinliquid-gassystems,
thelattermechanism hasbeenproven unambiguouslybyspecial,veryaccurate
techniques.
Obviously, themost suitable system for masstransfer studies would feature
aflat phaseboundary withlaminarliquid flow thathasexactlyknown velocity
profiles. This makes the transfer process amenable to model calculations,
whereastheliquid phaseresistancesarenot too hightodetect any appreciable
interfacial resistance. In addition, theabsence of any spontaneous convection
duringthetransport processmustbechecked thoroughly.
It will also be clear now, that completely wrong conclusions have indeed
been drawn in the model studies on biological membranes, as mentioned in
ch. 4.1.In fact, purely hydrodynamic effects have been measured, but these
have been attributed to the transfer process at the interface. Therefore, the
interpretation of those results in terms of a free energy of activation for the
transfer itselfarealsocompletelywrong.Apparently,ourapproach ofestimatingthediffusional liquid phase resistancesfrom theirdependence on the rotation speed (ch.4.2)constitutes asemi-empirical method of separating thevery
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important hydrodynamic effects from the contribution of the actual transfer
processthrough the interface.
It seems very probable that the retardation of mass transport which has
beenobserved inch.4.3,isprimarilycausedbyachangeinthehydrodynamics
near the interface, as already proposed there. This hypothesis will be further
tested in ch. 6, where we shall describe transport measurements in a system
that ismore suitable tomodelcalculations.Thisenablesustodetermine more
unambiguously the valueof r„without and with PVA-Acpresent at the interface. In addition, the results may provide a deeper insight into the behaviour of (co)polymers at a liquid-liquid interface that is not in mechanical
equilibrium.Therefore, thismethod maybecome auseful tool in investigating
the dynamical properties of adsorption layers.
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6. MASS TRANSFER BETWEEN TWO LIQUID PHASES
AND ITS RETARDATION BY PVA-Ac COPOLYMERS

In this last chapter, weshall apply theresultsof theexperimental and theoretical investigations described in the preceding chapters to explore the influenceof copolymers on mass transfer between the two phases. First, the
stability of the experimental system will be analysed in several ways.Then, a
transport vesselwillbedescribed thatfeatures moreoftheattributes necessary
foramodelsystemthantheoneusedinch.4.Theuseofthisvesselguaranteeda
betterdefined liquid flow inthevicinity oftheinterface.Thiswillenable usto
predict, with some accuracy, liquid phase resistances from a simple physical
model and from liquid-flow measurements. These results, combined with a
higherreproducibilityofthetransportratemeasurements,willallowustomake
moredefinite conclusionson thevalueoftheinterfacial resistance.
After analysis of the experiments with a clean interface, we investigated
the influence of PVA-Ac copolymers on the transport process. For that purpose, the random and blocky copolymers described and characterized in ch.
3.3 were used. An attempt will be made to analyse the effects of VAc contentanddistribution onthe(dynamic)interfacial propertiesofthecopolymers.
Thedependenceoftheobserved effects onthehydrodynamicconditions inthe
vicinity of the interface will be shown to contain a key to understanding the
relevant interfacial phenomena inamoreconclusivemanner.

6.1. STABILITY ANALYSISOF THE SYSTEMUSED

One very important requirement for model mass transfer studies is theabsenceofanyinterfacial instability(ch.5.4).Inprinciple,oursystemmayexhibit
density- as well as interfacial-tension-driven instabilities, and that because of
thefollowing reasons:
1. Since dpb/dc§a is negative, density-driven instabilities may arise during
transfer of KC1 from wabu to buwa.From themeasured value ofdpb/dc$ct
(ch.2.3) and the maximum possible valueof (cLa - c§c/), itcan becalculated
that pbamaybedecreasedby at most l%o.
2. Interfacial tension measurements (with thedrop-weight method, described
inch. 3.3.5)yielded dy/d(Ina5cl) = 0.13mN.m" 1 for 0.04 < da < 0.15
mol.l"\ and thusdy/ddcl = 1.3 x 10~3mN.m 2 .mol"' at c£c' = 0.1 mol.l - *
(thismeansthat a 'fluctuation' of 10%inc*clresultsinAy= 0.013 mN.m" 1 ).
Sincev„/vb — e2 < 1 and D$a/D$a = r2 > 1, theinstability theoryof STERNLING and SCRIVEN (1959) predicts that interfacial-tension-driven instabilities
(oscillatory cells)mayoccurfor KC1 transfer from wabu tobuwa, whereasthe
reverse transfer direction corresponds to a stable system. Application of the
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instabilitytheoryofGOUDAand Joos(1975)yieldsthatinstabilitiesarepossible
for transfer inbothdirections.
Although, theoretically, both kinds of instabilities are thus possible, their
drivingforces (gVApand /Ay,respectively,where Vis therelevant volumeand
/ the interfacial periphery of the fluctuation) are so extremely small that it is
doubtful whether they willdevelopduring theexperiments.
Fortunately, allexperimental investigations led totheconclusion that these
spontaneous instabilities were not operative at the concentration levels used,
provided both solutionswereproperly saturated withtherelevant component.
Thus, the retarding influence of PVA-Ac can certainly not be ascribed to its
inhibiting effect on spontaneous instabilities.Themost convincing arguments
supporting theseconclusions are:
1. Schlieren observations in a thermostatted cell (controlled within 0.05CC)
only showed instabilities in the buwa phase when the starting c»c' > 0.2
mol.l -1 (their intensity increased with c$a, but at c„a —0.5 mol.l -1 no instabilities were visible when a starting t^ a of0.003mol.l -1 , instead of 0,was
used).
2. Since spontaneous convections are very dependent on the existing concentration difference, thefollowing observed facts are pertinent:
a) Kbappeared to betime-independent.
b) Kb appeared to be independent of the starting value of c£cl for 0.04 <
da ^ 0 . 2 mol.l"'.
c) Some experiments were performed with NaCl instead of KG. In these
cases,Kb wasFirstdetermined in theusualconductometricway,after which
both phases were equilibrated. Next, Kb was determined for Na22Cl. after
injection of a very small amount of Na22Cl in the wabu phase (cX"" was
increased with lessthan 0.1%o, sochemicalequilibrium could beassumed for
this case). Both values appeared to be equal within their limits of accuracy,
and also in the latter experiment Kb was decreased similarly by the addition
of small amounts ofPVA-Ac.
3. As has been shown in ch.4.3,Kb was positively dependent on N, contrary
towhatwould beexpectedifinterfacial instabilitiesweredominant.
4. The Kb value for KC1 transfer in the opposite direction appeared to be
equal to that for a normal experiment, and also an equal retardation was
observedduetothepresenceofPVA-Ac(thestartingcfc' was10mmol.l"1).
5. During the Schlieren experiments, it was observed that, when instabilities
were visible, saponin waseffective at damping their onset at the interface:
instead of rather violent convection currents, only slow rising density instabilities remained. At the same concentration (5 g equilibrated between
500mlwabu and 500mlbuwa),noeffect at allwasobserved on Kb (probably
becauseof theshort-circuitingeffect ofsaponin diffusion from thebulk tothe
interface, asmentioned inch.5).
6. Since interfacial instabilities are influenced by the values of vand m, some
experimentswereperformed withisobuOH instead ofbuOH.Whilevofthe
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organic phase ishigher (v,*= 4.1 x 10~6m 2 .s _ 1 ; QUINN and JEANNIN, 1961)
and m$fi,1 lower (ch. 2.3). a similar retarding effect ofPVA-Ac was still observed;only theabsolute valuesofKa> and K» wereabout 35%lower. In this
case, no instabilities were observed with the Schlieren set-up, not even at
starting valuesofc£cl ashighas0.4 mol.l - l .

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL

In order to fulfil the demands of a suitable model system as much a possible, a new transport vessel was designed, rather similar to the one used by
NITSCH et al. (1972). We selected large propellers to obtain relatively high
overall flow rates with little turbulence. Draft tubes with baffles guaranteed
the most systematic flow patterns near the interface and the most complete
participation ofallliquid elementsofboth phasesintheexchangeprocess.The
construction onto which two vessels, identical within the given limits of accuracy,werefixed,isdrawntoscaleinfig.6.2-1togetherwithascaled-upcrosssection ofavessel;allpartsaredescribed inthelegends.
Two Motomatic D.C. motors (Electrocraft Co.), fixed rigidly against a
wall, were used to drive the propellers by means of toothed belts (Synchroflex). The rotation speeds were independently adjustable between 0 and 100
min - 1 by two ten-turn potentiometers. The reproducibility of their rotation
speedswasverygood,whileaservo-amplifier ensured avery high stability. In
order to suppress interfering vibrations in the vessels as much as possible,
the wholeconstruction was mounted on a heavy concrete slab that rested on
rubber plugs. The glassjackets were connected to a thermostat (Tamson TX
100),controllingthetemperature to within 0.01 °C.
Both vessels were always used simultaneously. However, it appeared to be
very difficult to obtain identical and reproducible mass transfer rates.Therefore, all parts that could influence the velocity profiles in both phases were
fixed in the same place. Before an experiment wasstarted, thepositions ofthe
plugs,draft tubesandpropellerswerealwayschecked withacathetometer.
After installation of the clean and dry apparatus, both vessels werefilled
with225mlwabuof25.0°C,withc£cl = 0.1016mol.l"'.Withaspecialdevice,
210mlbuwa of 25.0°Cwaspipetted verycarefully on top of the wabu phase,
so that mixing wasavoided as much as possible. These volumesfixc% at 1.72
mmol.l"1.
The value of c£cl was always determined conductometrically. Two conductance cells(Philips PR 9510)wereused, with their protecting glassjackets
removed to increase the buwa flow between both plates; the cell constants
were checked regularly. A modified conductance transmitter (Electrofact,
type 43000) with a low measuring frequency (73 s - 1 ) could be connected
subsequently withanyoftheseconductancecells(and withaknown resistance
for control) by means of a relay box. All measuring cables were screened
separately. The transmitter signal was fully processed by an automatic data
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transport vessel

FIG. 6.2-1. Vertical crosssection ofonetransport vesseland thesupportingconstruction; 1:
conductance cell; 2: upper stirring shaft ( 0 = 0.60 cm) with a three-blade, right-hand
propeller ( 0 = 5.1 cm, 2.7 cm above the interface), both stainless steel; 3: stainless steel
shaft connected to a baffle of the draft tube; 4: PVC cover with butyl rubber O-ring; 5:
thermostatted double-walled Pyrexglassvessel(inside 0 = 8.08 ± 0.02cm);6:upper draft
tube(inside0 = 5.90cm,outside0 = 6.36cm,height = 2.50cm)with six baffles (2.60 x
0.75 cm2), the lower edge 1.2 cm above the interface; 7: identical lower draft tube, resting
withthreebaffles inholesintheplug;8:butyl rubbergasket ring; 9:stainlesssteel plug( 0 =
5.8 and 1.5 cm, height = 0.6 and 3.4 cm) with a butyl rubber O-ring, fixed by a PVC nut
(20); 10:lower stirring shaft, identical to2; 11: toothed belt (Synchroflex), tooth = 0.5 cm;
12:toothed pulley( 0 = 3cm); 13:Teflon slide ring; 14:brassslidebearing,fixedon 15with
insulating material; 15 upper aluminium plate (thickness 0.6 cm); 16: locking ring; 17:
brass column ( 0 = 1.0 cm, height = 20cm); 18:shaft with nut to fix the cover (length =
15 cm); 19:lower aluminium plate (33 x 22 x 0.3cm3) with twoinsulating rubber mats;20:
PVCnut; 21: insulating PVCcolumns;22:aluminium support (33 x 20 x 0.3cm 3 ).
Both propellors and draft tubes are situated symmetrically with regard to the interface.

acquisition system, consisting of a PDP 11/10 minicomputer (Digital) and
a Camac Crate Interface (Borer).Thissystem willbedescribed by DE KEIZER
(1977).Byusingan averagevalueof 70conductancemeasurements(obtained
within 5 s), the accuracy and reproducibility of these measurements were
within l°/oo.
Beforeanexperiment,itwasalwayscheckedthatnoconductingpartsofthe
vessel were connected to the earthed aluminium construction, which screenedboth vessels.Whenthemeanconductanceinthetwo(homogeneous)upper
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phases corresponded approximately with c§a = 0.2 mmol.l -1 , both motors
were started, driving the propellers with afixedand specified speed. In order
toachievecomparable hydrodynamicconditions at both sidesofthe interface,
wekeptNb/Nw — 2.78,sothatthevaluesofRewereequal.Thepropellerswere
alwayscounterrotating, in order to obtain themost systematic,mainly radial,
flow patterns (as sketched in fig. 6.2-1). Both pumped the fluid away in the
centreoftheinterface, whichwasusuallyveryflat. Byprecoatingtheglasswall
with traces of silicone spray (Ambersil), the contact angle between the interfaceandthewallwasalmost90°.Onlyatthehighestrotation speedsweresome
smallwavesvisible,buttheincreaseininterfacial areacouldbeestimated tobe
always less than 1 %. During an experiment, thejacket temperature was kept
between 24.94°C for Nb = 90 min - 1 and 24.99°C for Nh = 40 min - 1 , to
compensatethefrictional heatthatevolved inthevessel.
Subsequently, the conductance in both vessels and the control resistance
were measured as a function of time. At the end of a series, the specific conductances were calculated from the data,and from these the values of c£c/,
usingequation (2.3-3).Theterms-K*In(l-d/cf) werealsodetermined automatically, andfinally,a linear regression analysis yielded K».Accurate values
of Kb were obtained by measuring 12-24 combinations of c§a and t over a
period of 10-40 minutes.The measurements werealwaysperformed at 0.2 <
tfc' < 1.3 mmol.l -1 ; at lower concentrations dc$c'jdtwastoo high, while at
highervaluestheabsoluteerror in-Vbln(l~cf,lct) becametoolarge.Duringone
run, Kb values for at least six different rotation speeds could be determined.
After each experiment, the vessels and devices were cleaned very thoroughly
anddriedinanovenat40°C.
The effect of PVA-Ac on the transfer process was always investigated by
spreading thecopolymers at thewabu-buwa interface, sothat at least amaximum vale of r could beestimated. Spread macromolecular layersexhibit still
another advantage over adsorption layers,namely that their relaxation times
are usually shorter (LANKVELD, 1970; BOHM, 1974). In addition they may
enableustoinvestigatethereversibilityof(co)polymeradsorption,becausethe
spread layer isusually not theequilibrium situation.
In order to facilitate this spreading process, the solutions had a special
composition (ch. 3.3.6). while their densities were always between that of
wabu and buwa. In allcases,the(co)polymerconcentration ofthese solutions
wasbetween 0.025 and 25g.l"*.An Agla micrometer syringewitha very thin
needle,filledwith the solution, wasstuck through theinterface bymeans ofa
micromanipulator, and then pulled back to maintain the outlet of the needle
precisely in the raised interface. A step motor mounted on the micrometer
caused the solution to spread very slowly at the interface (approximately
0.006ml.min - '). Usually,thetotal volumeexpelled amounted tobetween0.02
and 0.2ml.
Whereas literature values for the spread amount often vary between 0.1
and 5 mg.m -2 , we went as high as 2.5 x 103 mg.m -2 . It was found that
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only the total amount of (co)polymer was relevant and not its concentration
in the spreading solution. Since we were unable to detect any significant
changein retardation during a seriesofmeasurements of 7hours at most,we
suspect the relaxation times of the spread layers are eithef very short or extremely long (usually, the first measurement was started 10-60 minutes after
spreading).

6.3. THEORETICAL RELATIONS FOR THE LIQUID PHASE MASS TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS

A fundamental requirement to decide on the presence of an interfacial
resistance is the knowledge of both liquid phase resistances, or at least, how
they vary with the applied hydrodynamic conditions. In the present transport
vessel, flow visualization experiments with suspended particles showed that a
rather systematic radial flow pattern existed in both phases, provided the
propellerswererotatingasdescribed inch.6.2.Byapproximating thereal flow
situationsinthevicinity oftheinterface bytwosimplebut realistic models,we
were able to solve the equation of conservation of mass for the component
transferred (5.2-7). From this solution, in turn, the concentration profiles
could be estimated, and from these, ultimately, the approximate liquid phase
masstransfer coefficients werecalculated.
Let us consider an axially symmetric, flat liquid-liquid interface at z = 0,
extending arbitrarily between ro and T\ (ro > n), with a laminar boundary
layer for z ^ 0. If weassume that the flow is stationary (d/dt = 0), that the
density in this boundary layer is constant, and that only a radial velocity
component ispresent (d/dO = djdz = 0),theequation of continuity, in cylindricalcoordinates (e.g. BIRDet al., 1960p.83),can beintegrated to:
rv, =-- constant

(6.3-1)

In theexperimental set-up, vr ispointing to r = 0,thus weshall only consider
negative constants. However, these constants may still be a function of z.
Weshallexaminetwocases(seefig.6.3-1):
v,= = £
r

(6.3-2)

and
vr= —
(6.3-3)
r
where a(m.s -1 ) and 6(m 2 .s _1 ) are positive constants. In fact these cases are
similartothosetreated respectively byLivequeand Higbie (ch. 5.3.3).
Fordiffusion ofA,outoftheinterface intothislaminar boundary layer,the
equation ofcontinuityofAmust hold.Forthepresentsituation,thisequation,
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FIG. 6.3-1. Schematic representation ofthetwohydrodynamic boundary layers.

also in cylindrical coordinates (e.g. BIRD et al., 1960 p. 559), can be approximated by:
dcA

d2cA
8z2

D,

dr

(6.3-4)

provided a very large bulk phase is in contact with the interface, so that a
pseudo-steady state approximation can be made: BCA/SI = 0. In addition we
have assumed that <f>A isso small that the velocity profile in the boundary layer
is not affected by #J, and we have neglected any radial diffusion, because it is
much smaller than the convective transport in that direction. The boundary
conditions for the solution of (6.3-4) with either (6.3-2) or (6.3-3) are:
CA = CAO at z > 0

and

r = r0

CA= CAH at z ==0

and r\ < r < ro

CA— CAO at z — oo

and ri < r ^ ro

Inserting (6.3-2) into (6.3-4) yields
azdcA
r dr

DA

dicA
dz2

(6.3-5)

In order to solve equation (6.3-5) we use the dimensionless variable

*

Z

\DA(rl-r2))

(6.3-6)

Insertion into (6.3-5) leads to:
B2CA
di2

c2

Z2dcA
3 d{

0

(6.3-7)

whereas the boundary conditions are now formulated as:
CA = CAO at £ =
CA= CM at { =

oo
0
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The solution of (6.3-7) satisfying theseboundary conditions,is:
i

CA,-CA

Jexp(-£3/9)J£
o

CAB- CAO

= PCh,0

(6-3-8)

$exp( - ^3/9) d£
0

where P (1/3,£) is the incomplete V- function (ABRAMOWITZ et al., 1968p.
260).
From this concentration profile, the local molar flux <f>Ar can be calculated
with(5.2-5):

The average mass transfer coefficient for the area between ro and n , Ju, is
obtained from:
1.017(aD3)1/3
"
(rg - r 2 ) 1 ' 3
(6.3-10)
Since k^isindependent of anyconcentration, itisobviousthat this derivation
alsoappliestosituationsinwhich CAOchangesslowlywithtime.
f ^,2»rrdr
^
3(6A^)1/3
«(rg - r\) (cAa - CAO) 2T{lh){rl-r\)ll3

=

In case the velocity profile is given by (6.3-3) rather than by (6.3-2), an
analogous treatment, usingidentical boundaryconditions,leads to:
, , . _ . . 2(2bDA)112
L596(bDA)112
(6 3 _ H )
IV/2) irl - rf) 1 ' 2
(rl - /- 2 ) 1 ' 2
As a clean liquid-liquid interface can not resist any tangential shear stress,
the wabu-buwa interface willbesetinto motion byboth flowing liquids.Now
it will be clear that (6.3-3) is applicable to this situation, where (-b/r) refers
to the interfacial velocity. In ch. 5wehave seen that IAMs can decrease this
interfacial motion drastically due to the interfacial pressure that results from
their compression by the liquid flows. The ultimate case of zero interfacial
velocityofthecompleteinterfacecanthusbeapproximated by(6.3-2).Itmust
be remarked that thesemodelswill probably only beapproximate, becausein
theexperimental set-upthe 'end' effects at theperiphery and thecentre ofthe
interface willinfluence theaveragemasstransfer coefficients.
Since m£Hil < < 1and since D$a < < D£CI, as can be inferred from the
equivalent conductance of KC1 in buwa (ch.6.5.1), wehave,in practice, only
to calculate the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient for KG in buwa, k* (see
equation (5.2-18)).With reasonable approximations for D$cl, a,b,ro,and n ,
wecan now thus predict not only the power a of the semi-emperical relation
(4.2-2). but even the values of kbwith and without PVA-Ac present (with
(6.3-10)and (6.3-11)respectively).Ultimatelythecomparison ofexperimental
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andtheoreticalvalueswillenableustodecideonthepresenceofanyappreciable
interfacial resistance,andonthemechanism oftheretardingeffect ofPVA-Ac.

6.4. RESULTS

6.4.1. Liquid-velocity measurements inthebulkphases
Inordertomakeagoodestimateforthevalueofk»,theboundarylayerflow
at the wabu-buwa interface should beknown precisely. In the present experimental set-upthisverycomplex problem canprobablyonlybetackled withan
advanced laser doppler apparatus. However, when reasonable assumptions
canbemadeonthestructureoftheboundary layers,approximate information
on the hydrodynamic conditions near the interface can be gained from the
bulk flow velocities. Here we shall describe these velocity measurements, the
results of which will beused inch. 6.5.1 to approximate the values ofaandb
(of equation (6.3-10) and (6.3-11),respectively).
Coagulated polystyrenelatexparticlesweresuspended ineitherphase under
the usual experimental stirring conditions (Nb/Nw = 2.78 and 40 ^ Nb^ 90
min"*).Neartheinterface, picturesweretakenoftheflowing liquids,thetimes
of exposure varying between '/4 and 1 s(see photo 6.4-1). Anarrow parallel
band of side light was used and a dark background. From the lengths of the
stripes,the bulk velocitiescould beestimated atdifferent Nb (and correspondingN„)values.Allowance wasmadefor the total magnification of the stripes
by also measuring a reference distance inthe vessel;in addition wecorrected
for the magnitude of a stationary particle, assuming spherical particles. At
four different rotation speeds wemeasured 30-50 particles flowing in radial
direction inthe volumeconfined by2x 10~2 < r < 3x 10 -2 m and 3x 10~3
< |r| < 9 x 10"3m. In this way, we determined the average radial velocities in both phases at r = 2.5 x 10_2m and \z\ = 6 x 10"3m. The measurementswerenotaccurateenoughtoestablishsignificant differences invelocities
within thisvolume.Acurvefitting analysisyielded:
v„ = 2 . 3 x l 0 - 5 J V [ * m . s - 1

(6.4-1)

and
vbr= 6.3 x 1 0 " 5 ^ - 4 m . s _ 1

(6.4-2)

PHOTO 6.4-1. Liquid flow visualization in the wabu phase; at the left: JV» = 40 min" 1
(V2s); at the right: N* = 80min" 1 (V2s); 1:upper draft tube;2: buwa phase; 3: interface;
4: wabu phase; 5: lower draft tube.
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TABLE 6.4-1. Experimental Ki,valuesfor threedifferent 'clean'interfaces and the retardation
of Kl"" and «?'"»,respectively,caused bySB*= 195mg.m" 2 .
N
min"'
40
50
60
70
80
90

106 x K»
m.s"'

106 x Kl'au
m.s" 1

106 xKJ'"»
m.s" 1

8.6 ± 0.1
10.5 ± 0.1
12.1 ± 0 . 1
13.7 ± 0 . 1
15.5 ± 0.1
17.0 ± 0.1

7.4 ± 0.5
9.5 ± 0.8
11.6 ± 0 . 6
13.5 ± 0.7
15.8 ± 0.5
17.5 ± 0.6

9.3 ±
10.9 ±
12.5 ±
14.1 ±
15.6 ±
16.8 ±

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2

(RR*)"""

(Rti4)'1"

4.7 ± 0.15
5.2 ± 0.15
5.3 ± 0.17
5.4 ± 0.17
5.5 ± 0.18
5.6 ± 0.17

5.3 ±0.17
5.7 ± 0.18
6.0 ± 0.20
5.9 ± 0.18
5.8 ± 0.23
5.8 ± 0.20

6.4.2. Theinterphasetransportratemeasurements
Asinch.4.3,theoverallmasstransfercoefficients ofKC1from wabutobuwa
weremeasured at 25.0°C.Usually, theaverageKgofat least 4different experiments was taken, while regularly measurements with a 'clean' interface were
performed as a check. Henceforth we shall only mention the value of Nt
pertaining to an experiment, since the ratio Nt/Nw was always kept constant
(at 2.78). At values of Arb<40min - 1 the reproducibility of the Kb values was
rather poor and at A^ > 90min - 1 the disturbances of the interface became
appreciable;therefore allexperimentswereperformed at 40<TV*^ 90 min - 1 .
For theexperiments without PVA-Acpresent, the average valuesofKb(and
theirstandard deviations)arecollected incolumn2oftable6.4-1 asa function
of Nb- In addition some measurements were performed with a reduced interfacial area: either a circular plate (r = 2.85 x 10_2m) or a ring (2.85 x 10~2
< r < 4.04 x 10~2m),both stainlesssteeland0.5mmthick,wasplaced inthe
interface concentric tothevessel.Eitherofthesereduced theinterfacial area to
half of its original value. The resulting K$'a"and K*"1" values are collected in
columns 3and 4of table 6.4-1. Although the plate or ring might change the
hydrodynamics of the uncovered interface, some extra information on the
hydrodynamicsmaybeobtainedfrom thesemeasurements,aswillbeattempted
inch. 6.5.2.
For that same purpose, some experiments were performed with Nw=/=

.R2

jt^rr-

0 10'
103 mg.m- 2 0 10^
103 mg.rrr2
FIG. 6.4-1. The experimental retardation Rs as a function of the amount of B2 and R2
spread at the interface;
O referstoNb= 40,A t o M = 50, DtoNb = 60 and TtoJv* = 70,80and 90 min"'.
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B3

10

102

103 mgrrr 2

1
10
102
103 mg.m-2
FIG. 6.4-2. The experimental retardation RN as a function of the amount of B3, B4 and
B5spread attheinterface; OreferstoNb= 40,A toN* = 50, DtoNb = 60, • to M>= 70,
• to Nh = 80and • to Nt = 90 min"';
V representsacoincidingpointforatleasttwoofthefourlowestrotationspeedsand T for at
least two of the four highest rotation speeds.
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Nb/2.78: Kbwasmeasured withNb = 50andNw = 32.4 rnin-1 and in addition
withNb = 90andNw= 18 rnin"l. InthefirstcaseKbwas8%higherthan with
the usual Nw = 18 rnin-1, in the second case 6% lower than with Nw = 32.4
The influence of the spread (co)polymers was diverse, and appeared to
depend on the amount applied, the acetate content and the intra-molecular
acetate distribution of the (co)polymers. The amount of (co)polymer spread
at the interface varied between 0.2 and 2500 mg.m -2 .
Even at that highest quantity, no significant influence was observed at any
rotation speed for PVA-H and Rl, while Bl retarded the transfer rate with
maximally 15% (at the lowest rotation speeds and the highest amount of
copolymer spread). All other samples caused a significant retardation of the
transport rate; henceforth, this retardation will be indicated by RN = (Kb/
K?)jv,whereATrepresentsNbin rnin"'. Infig.6.4-1, RN for B2and R2isplotted
against theamount ofcopolymer spread, S. Thesegraphs show similar trends
although their acetate contents (6.8and 16.6mole %respectively) differ substantially. The samples B3,B4and B5gave quite different results, as can be
seen infig.6.4-2. For theS valuesthat causeacertain RNwhichislower than
the maximum RN, the following holds: SB2 « SR2 > SB3 > SB* > SBS.
Furthermore, the resemblance of the shapes of RN2 and especially RB2 to the
other graphs at much lower S isstriking. In addition, the valueof5 at which
RN reachesitsmaximum decreasesfrom B3toB5,thestrongerso,thehigher N.
Athigh S. the valueof RN seemsto becomeultimately independent of both N
and the kind ofcopolymer.The last notable feature is,that in somecases, RN
decreases with increasing S after having reached its maximum; this effect is
mostpronounced atlowNb, particularly forB5.
Finally,someexperiments wereperformed usingeither theringor the plate
with SB*— 195mg.m~2. The RB* valuesfor bothcasesarecollected inthelast
two columns of table 6.4-1. As can be seen (/?jv4)p,<"e is always lower than
R8*atthesameSB4,while(R$*)ringisalmostequaltoit(comparetofig.6.4-2).

6.5. DISCUSSION

6.5.1. Estimationof theparametersthatgovernthe theoretical mass transfer
coefficients
Bysubstituting approximate values of DKa, a and bin, respectively, equations(6.3-10)and (6.3-11),wecanestimatethevaluesofthe liquid phasemass
transfer coefficients, an essential requirement to separate the retarding effect
ofPVA-Acintoahydrodynamicandaphysico-chemicalpart.
The value of D$a at infinite dilution (thus Z>„ of equation (2.3-1)) can be
determined using the Nernst equation for completely dissociated electrolytes
(HANDBOOK, 1972 p. F47). As was shown in ch. 2.3 KC1is probably completely dissociated in buwa at 0.2 < cfcl < 1.3 mmol.l-1. From the limiting
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molarconductanceofKG inbuwa(23.6cm2.Q~'.mol - ' at25.0°C)andtheassumption that the anionic and cationic limiting equivalent conductances
also are almost equal in buwa, we estimated D§a = 3 x 10" 10 m 2 .s - 1 for
the relevant concentration range. Although some (reasonable) assumptions
were necessary to arrive at this approximate value, it will be shown that the
retardation predicted byour model ishardly dependent on the absolute value
ofD§a (a variation of 50%inDfra willchange thetheoretical valueofR with
only 7%!). Therefore, only the absolute values of the predicted partial mass
transfer coefficients willbesensitiveto theprecisevalueof£>fc'.
To obtain approximate values for aand b,weconsider a particular part of
theinterface andofthetwoadjacent phases,namely2x 10" 2 < r < 3x 10~2
m, which isthe region investigated in ch. 6.4.1. To estimate the radial interfacial velocity,var, inthat region,wecan usearelationderived by LOCK(1951)
for theinterfacial velocitybetweentwoparallel laminarstreams;v„appearsto
beonlya function of theratio of both viscosities,densities and bulk velocities
(his equations 32and 42).Application to the present situation yielded:var —
-0.12Nb1A/r (m.s -1 ) and thusb, = 0.12Nb1A (m 2 .s _1 ). For a rigid interface
themost realisticmodeltoestimateawandatinthesameregioncanbederived
from thedescription oftheflow inthevicinityofastagnation point (SCHLICHTING. 1968 p.88).Fromtheknownsolutionofthisproblem.dv,/dzatz = 0can
beestimated at r = 2.5 x 10~2mand from thesevalues,it follows ultimately
thata = 0.025 x 0.227 v3'2/(0.2 x (v x 0.015)l/2),where visthebulk velocity
(measured inch.6.4.1).
In our models,aand bare constants, and they are thus supposed to besuitable to describe the complete liquid flow in the vicinity of the interface. In
table 6.5-1, we have collected the relevant hydrodynamic characteristics,
whichenable us,together with the valueof D§ct, toestimate the partial liquid
phase mass transfer coefficients. Combination of these with the experimental
results may provide uswith a sound basisto decide on the presence of an appreciableinterfacial resistanceandontheeffect ofthecopolymersuponKb.
6.5.2. KCltransferthrough the wabu- buwainterface
Asindicated inch.6.3.equation (6.3-11)canbeused toestimatethetheoreTABLE 6.5-1. Approximate values for the hydrodynamic parameters in the vicinity of the
interface.
min"
40
50
60
70
80
90

1

102 xv„,
m.s" 1

102 x v„,
m.s" 1

102 x v„
m.s" 1

10 4 xfe
m^s" 1

m.s" 1

m.s" 1

1.1
1.5
1.9
2.4
2.9
3.4

0.4
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3

0.8
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.2
2.6

2.1
2.9
3.7
4.7
5.6
6.6

0.15
0.24
0.34
0.47
0.63
0.80

0.06
0.09
0.13
0.17
0.23
0.29
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TABLE6.5-2. Theoretical values of the overall mass transfer coefficients for a 'clean' interface, and thecomparison ofthem with theexperimental results.

N„

\0"xKV •) tt/Ki°)

106

(KUKb)<""u0)

(Kl/K»)""»°)

1.91
1.73
1.62
1.55
1.45
1.42

1.52
1.51
1.50
1.48
1.48
1.48

6

min - 1'
40
50
60
70
80
90

10 x «•""»*)
m.s - 1

m.s" 1
10.0
11.7
13.2
14.8
16.2
17.6

1.16
1.11
1.09
1.08
1.05
1.04

14.1
16.5
18.7
20.9
23.0
24.9

*) theoretical Kb value calculated with equation (6.3-11).
°) ratio of theoretical and experimental Kb values.

tical overall mass transfer coefficient. Kb. for a clean interface, neglecting any
interfacial resistance. But also experimental proof wasobtained that justified
this assumption: in the absence of any PVA-Ac, talc particles that were distributed over the interface, rapidly collected at the centre of the interface by
theradial interfacial flow, even at Nb = 40min~'. Although inthe derivation
of (6.3-11) plug flow was assumed, this is,of course, not the actual velocity
profile, sincevwr=fc v»r.Butapplication of(6.3-11)withbawillnot introducea
serious error (actually lessthan 1%in our case), because ai DiF'/rv2, < < 1
(e.g. BEEKand BAKKER,1961;or BEEKand MUTTZALL, 1975 p. 250).

Incolumns2and 3oftable6.5-2,wehavecollected KJdata foraclean interface and the ratio of the theoretical and experimental values. Taking into
account the approximate nature of the model and the approximate values of
D(a and ba,the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. The
largestdeviationsoccuratthelowestNb,justcontrarytowhatwouldbeexpected ifaninterfacial resistancewasoperative.Weascribethistoalessdeveloped
flow at the periphery and in the centre of the interface than assumed in our
model. This hypothesis was supported qualitatively by several different flow
visualization experiments,usingsuspended particlesorbuOH insteadofbuwa
(sothat spontaneous instabilities werevisibleinthebuOH phaseduringtransfer). From the particle streamlines and the penetration depth of the instabilities weinferred that, at low Nb,the flow along the interface was less effective
forr^ 3.5 x 10_2m,andparticularlyforr ^ 2 x 10~2m,thanfortheregionin
between thesetwo.
Since the interface available for transfer in the presence of the plate or the
ringwasequal, identical valueswereobtained for K'b'p,'"e and K£,r,B9 (column4
of table 6.5-2). The agreement between theory and experiment is less satisfactory, asappears from columns 5 and 6of table 6.5-2. It isremarkable that
(Kb/Kby'"" decreases steadily with increasing Nb,whereas the same quantity
fortheringremainsalmostconstant.Partofthisdisagreementwillprobablybe
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caused bythe influence of themetal plateson the average interfacial velocity.
But wecan infer from column 5,that at higherNbtheflow alongthe interface
at the outer edge becomes more effective, whereas it seems that in the centre
a less effective flow remains even at high Nb- This conclusion is completely
consistent with the above mentioned visualization experiments and with our
conclusion onthedeviationsoftheflowmodelsfrom theactual flow.
The experiments in which Nb/N„ was varied (p. 92) provide more support
for the applicability of the present model:at Nb—50min"', a change inNw
from 18to 32.4 min - 1 , results in an increase in b„ of 20% (calculated with
Lock'ssolution for v.,,).ThusKi wouldincreasewith10%,whichisclosetothe
experimental result.ThetheoreticaldecreaseinKlfor theother case(Nb = 90
andNw= 18min"')is5%,alsoingood agreementwiththeexperiment.
All things considered, we can state that the present model describes the
completeKC1 transfer processthrough thewabu-buwa interface satisfactorily.
In all cases, the agreement between experiment and theory improves with
increasing N, contrary to what would be expected if an interfacial resistance
(r„)would be present (seeequation (5.2-18)). From theory wefindthat Kj, ~
b1/2 ~ N0-1,soa' = 0.7(seeequation (4.2-6)).A plot of log(Kb) against log
(Nb) yields a = 0.84. Since the presence of any positive r„will always yield a
slope that is lower than a', this means that only an r„ is operative when the
experimental kt ~ N* with a > 0.84. But even in this case is r„much smaller
than theoverallresistance.
Weattribute thedeviation ofa'from atothelesswelldeveloped interfacial
flow attheboundaries(atrj5 3.5 x 10~2mandr%2x 10_2m)atlowNb.Our
empirical method to obtain thebest a from experiment did not work, because
the correlation factor of the plots hardly changed with a: a variation from
a = 0.7 to a = 1.0 changed the correlation factor by only0.0003.
Itmustberemarked thatevenfordifferent absolutevaluesof£>£aandba,the
samereasoningapplies,resultinginK\,~N01 (whichisquitereasonableforthe
assumed laminar flow). Only when the average b„ would vary with TV very
differently from whatwasobserved for part oftheinterface, asmall interfacial
resistancemight beoperative.
We can conclude from this analysis that no indications are present that
suggestthepresenceofaninterfacial resistancefor theKC1transfer from wabu
to buwa. This same conclusion can also be inferred qualitatively from the
average diffusion time 1for the total transfer process: J = (SD) 2/2D =
D^a/2Kl. Even at Nb= 90min - 1 Fis still approximately 0.5 s; however, the
relaxation timeofapartialdehydration ofK + and CI - , apossible mechanism
causingan ra, isin theorderof 10"8s(e.g. KAVANAU, 1964p.29).Therefore it
must be concluded that the resistance caused by dehydration is negligible
compared tothediffusional resistanceinthebuwaphase.
6.5.3. Theeffectof PVA-Ac onthemasstransferprocess
Asaconsequenceofourconclusionthatr„isnegligiblysmall,itisimpossible
to interpret our results in terms of a fractional coverage of the interface with
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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copolymer train segments. Sinceitiskb that almost completely determines the
valueofKb. itisobviousthat theexplanation oftheretardingeffect ofPVA-Ac
must beprimarily ascribed to achange in kb. This may bebrought about bya
modification of the concentration profile in the buwa phase (see equation
(5.2-15))eitherdue toachangeinDbClorduetoadifferent flow profile inthe
vicinity of the interface (see equation (5.2-8)).
Adecrease in D$a caused bythepresence of PVA-Ac israther improbable
forthefollowing tworeasons.Firstly,itiswellknownthateveninconcentrated
polymer solutions or gelsthe diffusion coefficients of small molecules are not
necessarilymuchlowerthaninthepuresolvent. HOSHINOand SATO(1967),e.g.,
found hardly any variation in DwafJr with PVA concentrations up to 6weight
%polymer. The same result wasfound by LEYTE(1974)for the self-diffusion
coefficient of NaClinwabusolutionscontaining6% PVA205.Secondly,even
if the PVA-Ac molecules would extend in the buwa phase for a considerable
part, which is not likely because they are almost insoluble in that phase, still
DbClcould onlybedecreased overthedistanceoftheadsorption layer(atmost
about 10 -8 m), whereas the mean overall diffusion boundary layer is at least
three orders of magnitude larger. Therefore PVA-Ac cannot have any significant influenceonkbbyitseffect on D§a.
Thehydrodynamicconditionsnearthewabu-buwa interface can bechanged
either byan excessinterfacial shear viscosityor byan interfacial pressure gradient (dn/dr) set upbycompression ofthecopolymer layer.Experimentswith
a modified surface shear viscometer according to DE BENARD(1957) showed
that anyexcessinterfacial shearviscositywasabsent inoursystem (DEFEIJTER,
1976). Therefore the drastic influence of PVA-Ac on K»must be attributed
to the dynamic interactions between the shear stress at the interface and the
(partly) compressed copolymer layer. This results in a non-homogeneous
copolymer layer at the interface, for which dn/dr = |Tzr||z=o,w + |Tzr||z=o,6
holds, so that in this region var —0.The ultimate situation is that the whole
interface is immobilized so that the flow near the interface can be described
by(6.3-2) instead of(6.3-3), andkhthusby(6.3-10).
Wehaveestimated the influence of acompleteimmobilization of the interfaceonKb,basedonthemodelproposed inch.6.3andonthevaluesofDbCland
a. The maximum theoretical retardation, R'N,is obtained directly from the
ratio of thekb valuescalculated with (6.3-11)and (6.3-10) respectively. Since
wehavefound thatba~Vb and ab ~ Vb312, thevalueof R'Nisindependent ofv*
and thus of N (RN isproportional to (DbC')~1'6 and also to the available area
to the power -'/e). In table 6.5-3 wehavecollected the valuesof RN for four
different interfaces: the interface met with in the experimental set-up, the
interface available when the plate or ring ispresent, and in addition the interfaceintheregionwherev»andv*havebeenmeasured.
Comparison of these theoretical values with the experimental maximum
valuesofRN (fig.6.4-2 andtable6.4-1) indicatesthat R'Nforthetotal interface
is about 20% lower. The prediction that R'Nis independent of N and of the
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TABLE 6.5-3. Theoretical values for the maximum retardation.
interfacial area

/?!»*)
2

0 < r < 4.04 x 10" m

4.9

_2

0 < r ^ 2.85 x 10 m \
2.85 x 1(T 2 < r < 4.04 x 10~2m I
2

x 10" 2 < r < 3

x 10"2m

55

6.0

»x D,
, ,tAr
1596
(baD$c'yi2l(rl-r\y12
D,
) RN wascalculated from: R'N =
•,, L, •!,, , , . •

1.017 (al'tDD^Krl-r2)1'3
kind ofcopolymer adsorbed holdsfor B3, B4and B5for most rotation speeds
at (very) high S. R'Nfor the interface with the ringfitsthe experiments rather
well,whereas the agreement for theinterface withthe plate isexcellent except
forthetwolowestJV»'s.ThevalueofR'Ncalculatedfor2 x 10~2 < r ^ 3 x 10~2
m fits the experimental results for the total interface very well, but is still
slightly too low.
The observed differences between experiment and theory can again beexplained by the deviations of the actual flow field from the one assumed. As
shown inch.6.5.2, thetheoretical flow profile onlyexisted along a part of the
interface, but the interfacial flow inthat region willinducea radial interfacial
flow along the parts that are not directly reached by it (by the demand of
continuity). However, when the interface is stationary this indirect flow
mechanismislesseffective, sothattheexperimentalRn > R'N.Thismechanism
must be particularly operative in the centre of the interface: although, even
in theabsence of PVA-Ac,a small region near theedgeof theringmust exist
wherevar= 0.R'N"" isstilllarger than R'N"'"".
The hypothesisofthereduction ofv,,could bedemonstrated with talc particlesat the interface. Whereas these particles weredirected to the centre ofa
'clean'interface veryquickly,theydid not moveradiallyoveraperiod ofafew
minutes when 10 mg.rn"2 B5 was spread at the interface, even at Nb = 90
min" ! .Thisinfluence ofPVA-Accould notbevisualized intheset-updescribed inch.4.3,probably becauseitsflow patterns wereneither radial norsystematic.
Wecanmentionhereanotherfindingsustainingtheusefulnessoftheproposed models. Wehave also solved equation (6.3-4) with vr= -b and vr= -az,
respectively.Thesecasesdonot takeintoaccount theconvergenceofthe flow,
so they would give identical results at very large r. Although the resulting
individual K£values of the total interface are higher (because of a higher
velocity at the outeredge),the valueof R'N isalmost the same.So,although a
different dependenceofv,on rwasassumed, themodelsofplug flow and ofa
stationary interface havestill resulted incomparable valuesofR'NSincethereason for themaximum retardingeffect of PVA-Acisclear now,
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FIG. 6.5-1. The supposed hydrodynamic boundary layer flow of a partly covered interface
(for r < n).

we can attempt to explain the differences in the experimental results as observedinch.6.4.2.However,firstsomegeneralremarksmustbemade.
-1
SAITO (1969) showed that 0.1 mol.l KC1has a negligible effect on the
solution properties of water for several PVA-Ac copolymers. Therefore, it is
justified to assume that the presence of KC1will not change the trend in the
interfacial activitiesofthe(co)polymerswhichwasfound inch.3.3.5.
Because theshear stressesof both moving phasesare minimal at thelowest
Nb, thevalueofdll/drnecessary toopposethesestresseswillalsobeat aminimum at the stirring speed. So, for a constant amount of copolymer at the
interface, the polymerscancover the largest area (namely nr{,seefig.6.5-1),
at thelowest Nb. Thus ri at Nb= 40willbe > ri at Nb= 50min - 1 etc..This
explaines why, at constant S, R40 > Rso, as found experimentally, but this
supposed effect could alsobedemonstrated withtalcparticlesatthe interface:
atSB5= 1 mg.m~2.theinterfacewascompletelyimmobilizedatNb= 40min~'
whereasat 90min - 1 , theperiphery waspartly cleared.
From theexperiments wecould infer that no PVA-Acdesorbed completely
anymore dueto theabovementioned shearstresses.Aseriesof measurements
with Nb successively 40, 90,40, 90 and 40min - 1 showed R40 and Rgoto be
constant.Thus,itcanbeconcludedthatthetotalamountofcopolymer present
at theinterface,f, remains equalfor allstirring speedsat onevalueof S. This
means that either the copolymers adsorbed are irreversibly attached at the
interface, or their relaxation time of desorption is very long (in the order of
hours).
Inch.3.3.5wehavefound that PVA-H.BlandRI didnot(orhardly)adsorb
at the wabu-buwa interface. Therefore, the (co)polymers spread at the interfacewilldesorbimmediately,nointerfacial pressuregradientcanbeinducedby
the flow, and thusno retardation willarise.This reasoning completelyfitsthe
experiments,except that, at very highSBi, a small reduction wasmeasured at
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low Nb-We attribute this to the broader inter-molecular acetate distribution of
the blocky PVA-Ac's (ch. 3.1). As a result, a small proportion of the Bl molecules contains an appreciably higher acetate content than the average value,
and thisproportion ismore interfacially active.Asa result oftheshort duration
of the y-measurements, these copolymers are unable to diffuse to the interface, but when theyare spread at theinterface theywillremain there.
This same reasoning applies to B2,but to a higher extent, as its acetate distribution ismore blocky (ch. 3.3.3).Whereas B2demonstrated a systematically
lower 77(/)than R2 for adsorption layers (ch. 3.3.5), their effects after spreading are similar. By spreading, the most interfacially active copolymers will
remain at the interface. But, since random copolymers have a relatively narrow
inter- and intra-molecular acetate distribution (ch. 3.1 and ch. 3.3.3) this
'fractionation' willnot bevery effective for R2,incontrast to B2.
From the amounts of B2 and R2 required to obtain a significant RN, we
can infer that only a very small fraction of all copolymers remains adsorbed
after spreading: usual values of T for a spread macromolecular layer amount
to 0.1-5 m g . m - 2 .
The above mentioned 'fractionating effect' can also be inferred from the
differences in dRs/dlniS) at Nb = 40 and 50 min" 1 (see fig. 6.4-1). Whereas
/?33, and thus alsor* 2 , seems to have reached itsmaximum at the highest S R 2 ,
Rll can still reach higher values at higher SB2 (although 77(/)B2 < Tl(t)R2, see
fig. 3.3-9).
We shall treat the more fascinating results of B3, B4and B5together. Firstly
we must remind what is the main cause of a decrease in y, and thus of an
increase in 77,during polymer adsorption. It is very probable that, for a given
polymer-solvent-interface system,/?isdetermined by0.thefraction of the interface covered with train segments, and by the segment density distribution as a
function of the distance to the interface, p(z) (e.g. LANKVELD and LYKLEMA,
1972). It should be realized, however, that these parameters are interrelated,
for 0 ~ p(0). This p(z) contains the interaction free energies of the segments in
loops and trains, and the average loop length. Becausep(z) decreases exponentially, 77 is almost completely determined by the first ten or twenty A of the
adsorption layer.Therefore itmust beconcluded that 77 isnot only determined
by0. Up to thismoment, however, no satisfactory quantitative theory has been
developed to estimate the different effects separately, and thus to determine
the contribution of 8to 77.
The three graphs in fig. 6.4-2 have many 'corresponding' points: each RN
value (up to the maximum of RN) corresponds to an equal dFl/dr distribution,
and therefore their J (dTl/dr) dris equal. For one fixed combination of Nband
o
RN the following inequality holds: SB3 > SB4 > SBS (still provided RN <
the maximum value of RN). Since the spreading technique was identical for
all copolymers, this inequality must be due to an increasing desorption and
a smaller0and 7\ goingfrom B5toB3.
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Several different attempts were made to determine the amount desorbed
(and thus f, from the combination with S), but they all failed. The colorimetricmethod (ch.3.3.6) and thedetection of C14-labelled PVA-Ac appeared
to be insensitive in the relevant concentration range (0.01-0.1 ppm). In principle, H3-labelled PVA-Ac can be used to tackle this problem, but H 3 of the
CH3groupexchanges with water (byketo-enol tautomers),particularly at the
high temperaturesthat arenecessary todissolve thecopolymers. Inaddition it
appeared difficult tohomogenize theverysmallwabu phase.Nevertheless,we
inferred from the measurements with H3-labelled copolymers, that for a
PVA-Accopolymer which resembled B3,only a small fraction of S remained
adsorbed at the interface after spreading of both 1 and 20mg.m -2 . From the
facts that B5isonlyabout 50%solubleinwabu(ch.3.3.6)and thatmf* a 2 x
10 - 3 wecan infer that at least 50%remained at the interface as long as Rgo
has not reached its maximum (at SB5 » 4 mg.m -2 ). Thus wecan draw the
conclusion that in all cases0.1 < TBS < 4 mg.m -2 . The following relation
holds for the average VAc sequence length, LVAC: LVAC > Lv\c > LVAC(fig.
3.3-4; table 3.3-2). Therefore the VAc train lengths of B5 will also be the
largest,p (and thus6)thehighest,andthusthedesorption after spreading(and
the reversibility ofitsadsorption from solution) thelowest, as inferred.
The fact that, going from B3 to B5, dRN/d\n(S) increases, particularly at
n
high Nb,isclosely related to these phenomena. Since RN isrelated to f (dfl/
0

dr)dr,dRNldln(S)isrelatedtod[) (8111dr) dr]/d\n{S), andthustothevariation
0

of both the area covered by PVA-Ac ( = rcrf) and the degree of coverage
(related to/7), with In(S). Thus, at decreasing y,-dy/dln(S) becomes steadily
lowerfor B3than for B4orB5,whichiscaused bythelowerinterfacial activity
of B3 and, as a consequence, by the higher amount that desorbs. Whereas
25 x 102 mg B3.m -2 must be spread to arrive at the maximum of Rio, only
2 mg.m -2 is needed for B5.This is in contrast to the maximum of /?4o for
which 20respectively 1.5 mg.m -2 is sufficient.
As we have observed before, all points with equal RN value (for RN < the
maximum value of RN) havean equal interfacial area covered bycopolymers.
Yet dRs/dN decreasesgoing from B3to B5for oneparticular S.Thismust be
duetodifferences incompressibility. It iswellknown that, on water, amonolayer of PVA ismorecompressible than a PVAcmonolayer (e.g. CRISP 1946;
ISEMURA and FUKUZUKA, 1956). Thus one would expect a decreasing compressibility with increasing VActrain length. Add to this that at increasing /7
the shortest VAc trains will desorb first, then it will beclear that B3is more
compressible than B4.and B4more than B5.This explains qualitatively the
largeexperimentaldifferences intheeffect ofthethreeblockyPVA-Ac's.
Theonlyunexplained result remainsthedecreasein RN after having reached
its maximum (fig. 6.4-2). /?I8, Rfi, RAOand Rft first decrease slightly, after
which theyincrease again. For B5itisunknown whether RN willalso increase
again at still higher SBS. A priori, two explanations can be proposed for this
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phenomenon. For both we assume, as before, that the total interface isjust
covered witha PVA-Aclayerwhen RN reachesitsmaximum, sothaty= yo at
r —4 x 10"2m. A further increase in S will,therefore, result in a decrease of
yat the periphery of the interface, which in turn may cause a decrease in the
contactanglebetweentheinterfaceandtheglasswallandthusanincreaseinthe
interfacial area. The second possible mechanism is that at increasing 77, the
Tl-Acurve for PVA-Ac shows a less steep or even horizontal section. In that
case the monolayer will respond lessquickly to fluctuations in the flowfield,
whichinturncausesahigheraverageliquid velocityneartheinterface andthus
alowerretardation.Sincenodecreaseincontactanglecouldbeobservedduring
theexperiments,wemustconcludeforthemoment,that thelastmentioned effect was operative. Because wabu and buwa are poor solvents for PVA and
PVAc, respectively, the occurrence of a twodimensional condensation of the
copolymersattheinterface isclearlypossibleatacertainJ\ Verification ofthis
hypothesis at the wabu-buwa interface is,however, verydifficult, since 77can
at most amount to 1.7 mN.m - 1 .
Theproposedmechanismofretardation canalsobecheckedinanotherway.
To that purpose we formulate the force balance for an interfacial area for
whichvar— 0.Sincetheflowneartheinterfaceismosteffective for2 x 10"2 ;S
r ^ 3.5 x 10 -2 m wehaveworkedoutthebalanceforthisregion:
|T«.

dn
z = 0, w

0,b

dr

(6.5-1)

Insertion of(5.2-12)and (6.3-2) intheleft hand sideand integration between
ri and ri yields:
2>jwtfw . 2t\\flb

r\ + ri

-I

n + r2

A/7
=

(o.>-2)

n- n

TABLE 6.5-4. Estimated values for the interfacial pressure difference necessary to oppose
the shear stress of both flowing phases.
Nh
min - 1

A/7*)
mN.m" 1
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.1
1.4

40
50
60
70
80
90
*)calculated for 2 x 10"
°)calculated for 2 x 10"

2
2

A/7°)
mN.m" 1
0.3
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.4
1.8

«Sr sg 3.5 x 10 _2 m.
sg r < 4 x 10"2m.
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where wethus have considered the region of r 2 < r < r i . Since all parameters
attheleft hand sideofequation (6.5-1)areknown approximately, thevalueof
A/7that isnecessary to oppose the shear stress of both flowing bulk phases,
can be estimated with (6.5-2). A/7has been calculated for two cases, namely
2 x 1(T2 < r < 3.5 x l(T 2 m and 2x 10 - 2 < r ^ 4 x 10_2m (table 6.5-4).
The magnitude of A/7isin good agreement with the values that are possible
for the wabu-buwa interface (see also fig. 3.3-9): B3 (that gave 77 « 1.1
mN.ni"1) reachesthemaximum of Rio, and B5(that gave77» 1.6 mN.ni"1)
even seems to reach themaximum ofRgo. Thus,thisagreement in77 valuesis
another support for the correctness of theproposed model.
The resemblance of the present results to those found in ch.4.3 isstriking.
There it was also concluded, but on a more empirical basis, that mbwlk, is
negligible ascompared tol/k&.
The influence of PVA-Ac could not be interpreted unambiguously in ch.
4.3 (see fig. 4.3-2), but the analysis given here demonstrates the dominant
influence oftheadsorbed copolymersonthetwo-phaseflownearthe interface.
To show the close agreement with ch. 4.3, we have plotted (Kb)'1 against
7Vb-°-84forfivedifferent SB5values(fig.6.5-2). ThecurveofSBS = 2mg.m -2
is very similar to the one given infig.4.3-2, whereas the curve of SB5 = 10
mg.m - 2 demonstrates the correctness of the theoretical prediction that a
must beequal for a'clean' and acompletelycovered interface (thismust hold,
since bi/2 <-*al,i). The fact that no straight line is obtained at intermediate
valuesof5 B5 iscaused bythedependenceoftheinterfacial coverage(and thus
ofri, seefig.6.5-1) onJV*.asindicatedabove.

0-04
Bi

FIG. 6.5-2. The influence of B5 on the overall mass transfer coefficient at S
0.5(0), I( x ) , 2(V) and 10( • ) mg-m - 2 .
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Provided we knew the exact flow profiles, we might even endeavour to
calculate which area is covered by PVA-Ac. Suppose, e.g., an interface for
0 < r < ro, that is covered with PVA-Ac for 0 < r < n (see ch. 6.3 and
fig. 6.5-1). Then Kg canberepresented by:
„„ 5.01(b,Db)112 (rl - r2)1'2 + 3.2Q(abDl)llW3
Kg =

r
Tire

., , , .
(6.5-J)

as derived in appendix C. Under the given conditions, we are thus able to
determine n from the known values of KJ, A,, a*.b„ and ro with a simple
iterative method. This provides a new tool to study the structure of adsorbed
(co)polymer layers under variable dynamic conditions, which are so very
important during e.g. emulsification processes.
6.5.4. Comparison ofthepresentresults with thosefound in the literature
Our conclusions that r„ isnegligible,agreeswith most chemical engineering
literature (ch. 5.3) and is in contrast to the faulty hypothesis frequently met
with in biochemical and colloid chemical literature (ch. 4.1). Two groups
(Nitsch etal.and Daviesetal.)areperforming similarinvestigations,sothata
comparisonofourresultswiththeirsisrequired.Althoughallthreearriveatthe
sameconclusion astotheimportanceofthehydrodynamicconditionsnearthe
interface, therearestillconsiderable mutual differences.
NITSCHetal.(1973a&b, 1976a&b)usedmuchhigherrotation speeds(upto
1000 min"'), but they still assumed laminar flow profiles near the liquidliquid interface (their maximal Re amounted to 3x 104,which indicates turbulentflow,incontrasttoourmaximalvalueof2x 103).Inadditiontheyfound
that v ~ N2, in contrast to the usual observations at completely developed
turbulence, namely v ~ N (e.g. DAVIES, 1972p.65).They mainly investigated
theeffect oflowmolecularweightIAMs,forwhichtheyhadtoassumeasteady
adsorption at thecleared periphery andasteadydesorption ofthecompressed
material in the centre of the interface (KNIEP, 1974). In fact, both processes
short-circuittheeffect oftheIAMsonthetransportrate.Wehaveshownthatno
allowance for these phenomena has to be made for our copolymers: neither
desorption took placeduringtheexperiments(duetoirreversibilityortoavery
longdesorption relaxation time)noradsorption.Thereason for this difference
are both thelowbulk concentrations ofPVA-Ac(atmost 50ppm,but usually
below 1 ppm)andtheverysmalldiffusion coefficients ofthesemacromolecules.
Theretardingeffects measured byNitschetal.werelower(atmostadecrease
in Kof 50% was found), while they were unable to verify quantitatively the
proposed mechanism of retardation, aswedid.They found that Kwasalways
proportional to N, which implies that a higher flow rate did not result in a
highercompression oftheIAMs,whichsoundsquiteunrealisticforradial flow.
Bothdifferences suggestthat theirboundarylayerflowwasessentially different
due to both the higher stirring speeds and the small-mesh wire-netting which
theyapplied intheirvessels.
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Daviesetal.havebeenmainlyconcernedwithturbulently stirred liquid-liquid
orliquid-gassystems.Consequently, eitheronlysemi-empirical treatments were
possible (DAVIES et al., 1961, 1964, 1965 & 1974), or suppositions had to be
made on the structure of the turbulent spectrum (DAVIES, 1966 & 1972). Because of the essentially different boundary layer flow, their results are not all
comparable to ours. DAVIESet al.(1964) found, e.g., that the retarding influence of spread proteins increased with the stirring rate. But the maximal retardation R found by DAVIESetal.(1961)isofcomparable magnitude.They assumed
that the retardation wascaused partly by thedamping of turbulent eddies from
the stirrer in the relevant phase and partly by a decrease in the momentum
transfer across the interface. This is analogous to our assumption that v„ becomeszeroand that, consequently, the velocity profiles in both phases change.
From this comparison we must conclude that differences in hydrodynamic
and geometric conditions may change the quantitative results considerably,
and that they may even reverse a certain trend. Therefore it remains very risky
to draw general conclusions based on one particular seriesof experiments.

6.6. CONCLUSIONS

It was shown theoretically that both density- and interfacial-tension-driven
instabilitiesmayoccurduring K G transfer from wabu tobuwa.All experiments
supported the conclusion that the driving forces of these spontaneous convectionswereso small that theywerenot effective in practice.
A new transport vessel was designed to obtain a more systematic and better
defined liquid flow near the interface in both phases. The transport rate
measurements were fully automated by means of a data acquisition system,
which made it possible to measure accurately several transport rates at different Nbduring one experiment.
Byassuming two simple but realistic models for the laminar boundary layer
flow, the equation of conservation of mass was solved for both a mobile and a
stationary interface. Approximate values of thediffusion coefficient and of the
hydrodynamic parameters characterizing the liquid flow near the interface
were obtained from the limiting equivalent conductivity and from liquidvelocity measurements, respectively. With these quantities, theoretical liquid
phase mass transfer coefficients, Kj,, werecalculated for both models.
Comparison of K£ for a mobile interface with the experimental Kbfor a
'clean' interface, as well as comparison of the theoretical and experimental
values of d \n(Kb)/d ln(JV) yielded that the interfacial resistance is negligible
for the present system. Therefore, anychange in Kbdue to adsorption has to be
ascribed to a change in the liquid phase mass transfer coefficients.
Although the transport measurements could, therefore, not provide any
direct information on the degree of coverage of the interface, they appeared
to be a sensitive method to distinguish between the interfacial activities of the
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(co)polymers.Theeffect oftheblockyandrandomPVA-Accopolymersonthe
transfer process was investigated after spreading them at the wabu-buwa
interface. Verydifferent resultswereobtained, depending on thetotal amount
spread,theaverageVAccontentandtheintra-molecularVAcdistributionofthe
(co)polymers. The retarding effect appeared to be positively related to the
effect of PVA(-Ac)onyduring adsorption (ch.3.3.5).Inaddition,it appeared
that the average VAc sequence length rather than the overall VAc content
determined the adsorption behaviour of PVA-Acat thewabu-buwa interface.
The influence of PVA-Ac was proved to be mainly a hydrodynamic effect
on the partial buwa mass transfer coefficient, kt. The theoretical retardation,
R'N, calculated from the ratio of Kb for a mobile and for a stationary interface
and theexperimental maximum RN werein reasonable agreement. Deviations
wereattributed tothe imperfectness oftheactual flow neartheinterface, both
inthecentreand at theperiphery.
The different effects of the individual (co)polymerswere explained qualitatively in terms of the (ir)reversibility of their desorption processes and the
compressibility of their adsorption layers,due to differences in the VAc train
lengths at the interface. Finally, a method was suggested to determine more
quantitatively thebehaviourofadsorption layersinavariablestationary shear
stress field.
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SUMMARY

In this study we have investigated the interfacial properties of several
polyvinyl alcohol-acetate (PVA-Ac) copolymers, which only differ in the
content and the intra-molecular distribution of their vinyl acetate monomers
(VAc).
In chapter 1 the relevant theoretical and experimental aspects of studieson
polymer adsorption are reviewed. Becauseofexperimental difficulties, studies
onpolymeradsorption atliquid-liquid interfaceshave,uptothismoment,only
resulted in qualitative information on the adsorption mechanism and the
structure of polymer adsorption layers. One of the objectives of the present
study was to further elaborate a recently proposed method to determine the
degree of coverage of a liquid-liquid interface from the retarding effect of
polymers adsorbed at that interface, on masstransfer through it.Tothat end,
KC1transfer measurements between water saturated with 1-butanol (wabu)
and 1-butanol (buOH) saturated with water (buwa) have been performed, as
describedinthechapters4and6.
With the exception of the PVA(-Ac) (co)polymers, all materials and their
relevant physical properties aredescribed inchapter2.
Inchapter 3,ashortreviewisgivenonthepropertiesofPVA-Ac,withspecial
emphasis on the influence of the VAc monomers on the (dis)solution and
interfacial properties of the copolymers. Since it was supposed that it is the
intra-molecular VAcdistribution that determines the interfacial properties of
PVA-Acto a largeextent, thisaspect has been investigated systematically. To
thatend,fiveblocky(Bl-B5)andtworandom(Rl and R2)PVA-Accopolymers
have been prepared, the intra-molecular VAc distributions of which have
been analysed in several ways (with complexometry, IR spectroscopy and
thermal analysis).
The solution properties of thesecopolymers in water have been studied by
viscosimetry. Particular attention has been paid to themethods of processing
theexperimental data.Fortherandomcopolymers,thelinearexpansion factor
in water steadily decreases with increasing VAc content, whereas it passes
through a maximum for the blockycopolymers. Thesedifferences can not be
explained by the often assumed inhibition of inter- and intra-molecular Hbonding between VA segments due to the size of the acetate groups. It is
suggested that the incompatibility of VA and VAc sequences causes the expansion ofthe blocky copolymers.Thedecrease in expansion with (a further)
increase in VAc content is related to the more hydrophobic character of the
VAcmonomers.
BuOHhasastabilizinginfluence onPVAinaqueoussolution,probablydue
to preferential adsorption of buOH molecules with their hydrophobic part
onto the C-C backbone of the polymers. This influence decreases with increasingVAccontent ofthecopolymers,whichisascribed tothepreventionof
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this adsorption on those parts of the chain to which the acetate groups are
attached.Anattempt ismadetoestimatetheperipheral solventqualityfor the
copolymers from their Huggins coefficients. Probably the mean peripheral
VAccontentislessthanthemeanoverallcontentofthecopolymers.
The interfacial activitiesof thecopolymers havebeen studied by measuring
the interfacial tension between acopolymer solution ofwabu and buwa, both
with thestatic drop-shape and thedynamic drop-volume method. It isshown
experimentally that themoreaccurateand much simplerdrop-volume method
isalsoapplicable to these solutions,provided thecopolymer concentration is
nottoolow.Inthissystem,theinterfacial activityofPVA-Acincreaseswiththe
VAccontent and, in particular, with the average VAc sequence length of the
copolymers. It is concluded that these VAc sequences are the anchors that
adsorbatthewabu-buwainterface.Theobservedtimeeffectsareascribedtothe
unfolding oftheadsorbedcopolymers,sothat thelongerVAcsequencesofthe
innerpartofthecoilcanadsorb.
In chapter 4,the KG transport from wabu to buwa isinvestigated. With a
semi-empirical method it isattempted to separate the hydrodynamic from the
physico-chemical contributions to the overall mass transfer coefficient, Kb.
Although no unambiguous quantitative results are obtained, it can yet be
concluded that the partial buwa masstransfer coefficient, kb, isthe rate determining step in the transfer process. This implies that the explanation of the
retardingeffect of PVA-Accannotbefound inasimplereduction oftheinterfacial area available for transfer. The effect isassumed to be mainly of a hydrodynamic nature. The experimental set-up used does not enable more
quantitative results to be obtained, but the hypothesis that adsorption is the
causeoftheretardation isconfirmed.
Since theeffect of PVA-Ac can only be properly explained when the interphasemasstransfer processitself isunderstood inalldetails,the fundamentals
of those transport phenomena that are relevant to this process are treated in
chapter 5. In addition, attention is paid to the experimental results found in
the literature.
In chapter 6, a transport vessel is described that has more systematic and
better defined flow patterns at both sides of the interface. By assuming two
simplebut realisticmodelsfor thelaminarboundary layerflow,kbisestimated
theoretically for both a 'clean' (mobile)and acompletely covered (stationary)
interface. This makes it possible to draw more definite conclusions on the
presenceofany interfacial resistance.
The agreement between the theoretical and experimental mass transfer
coefficients for a 'clean' interface allows the conclusion to be made that the
interfacial resistanceisnegligibleforthesystemstudied.Thismustmeanthatkb
ischangeddrastically bytheadsorption ofPVA-Ac.whichisconfirmed bythe
agreement between thetheoretical and experimental masstransfer coefficients
for acompletely covered interface. However,thismethod can not provideany
directinformation onthedegreeofcoverageofaliquid-liquid interface.
Yet it appears a sensitive method to distinguish between the interfacial
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activitiesoftheblockyand random copolymers:theeffects arediverse,dependingon the total amount of PVA-Acspread at theinterface, on theVAccontent and in particular on the average VAc sequence length. These differences
are interpreted qualitatively in terms of the (ir)reversibility of the desorption
processesand thecompressibilityoftheadsorption layers.Finally,amethodis
suggested toinvestigatemorequantitatively thebehaviourofadsorption layers
in a variable,stationary shear-stressfield.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit onderzoek hebben we de eigenschappen van verschillende polyvinyl
alcohol-acetaat (PVA-Ac) copolymeren aan een vloeistof-vloeistof grensvlak
bestudeerd. Deze copolymeren verschillen onderling slechts in het gehalte en
deintra-moleculaireverdelingvanhunvinylacetaat monomeren(VAc).
Inhoofdstuk 1 wordt eenoverzichtgegevenvanderelevantetheoretischeen
praktische kanten van het onderzoek aan polymeer-adsorptie. Vanwege experimentele moeilijkheden heeft de bestudering van polymeer-adsorptie aan
vloeistof-vloeistof grensvlakken tot nu toe slechts geleid tot kwalitatieve kennisoverhetmechanisme vandeadsorptieendeopbouw vande geadsorbeerde
polymeerlagen. Het huidige onderzoek had gedeeltelijk tot doel een onlangs
voorgesteldmethode,omdebedekkingsgraad vaneenvloeistof-vloeistof grensvlakafteleidenuitderemmendeinvloedvanpolymeren,geadsorbeerd aandat
grensvlak, opdestofoverdracht daardoorheen,verderuit tewerken. Daartoe
zijn in de hoofdstukken 4en 6 K.C1 overdrachtsmetingen tussen water verzadigd aan 1-butanol(wabu) en 1-butanol(buOH) verzadigd aan water (buwa)
beschreven.
Met uitzondering van de PVA(-Ac)(co)polymeren worden alle materialen
en hun relevante fysische eigenschappen beschreven inhoofdstuk 2.
Hoofdstuk 3wordt begonnen met een kort overzicht van de eigenschappen
van PVA-Ac;met name wordt deinvloed behandeld diede VAc monomeren
hebbenopdeoplossnelheid endeoplosbaarheid vandecopolymeren inwater,
en op degrensvlakactieve eigenschappen van decopolymeren. Omdat verondersteld werd dat de intra-moleculaire VAc verdeling de eigenschappen van
PVA-Acaangrensvlakkeninbelangrijke matezoukunnenbepalen,hebbenwe
dit facet systematisch onderzocht. Daartoe zijn vijf blokvormige (B1-B5)en
twee statistische PVA-Ac copolymeren bereid, waarvan de intra-moleculaire
VAcverdelingen op verschillende manieren zijn geanalyseerd (met complexometrie. IR spectorscopie en thermische analyse).
De eigenschappen van deze copolymeren in waterige oplossing zijn bestudeerd metviscosimetrie,waarbij bijzondere aandacht isbesteed aandeverwerking van de experimentele resultaten. De lineaire expansie factor voor de
statistische copolymeren daalt regelmatig met toenemend VAcgehalte, terwijl
deze bij de blokvormige copolymeren door een maximum gaat.Omdat deze
verschillen niet verklaard kunnen worden doordevaak verondersteldebelemmering van inter- of intra-moleculaire H-bruggen tussen VA segmenten door
de omvang van de VAcgroepen, wordt voor dit verschijnsel een andere oorzaak voorgesteld,namelijk deincompatibiliteit vanVAenVAcreeksen.Deinkrimping met (verder) toenemend VAc gehalte wordt toegeschreven aan het
meerhydrofobe karakter vandeVAcgroepen.
BuOH heeft op PVA in waterige oplossing een stabiliserend effect, waarschijnlijk ten gevolge van preferente adsorptie van de buOH moleculen met
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hun hydrofobe gedeelte aan de C-C keten van het polymeer. Deze stabilisatie neemt af met toenemend VAcgehalte van decopolymeren, hetgeen wordt
toegeschreven aan verhindering van deze adsorptie op die plekken van de
ketenwaaraan deacetaat groepen vastzitten.Erwordtookeenpoginggedaan
omdeoplosmiddelkwaliteit voordebuitenkant van decopolymeren te schatten, en wel uit de Huggins coefficient. Waarschijnlijk is de gemiddelde VAc
dichtheidindekluwenhogerdanaandebuitenkantervan.
Met behulp van grensvlakspanningsmetingen tussen een (co)polymeer oplossing in wabu en buwa (met de statische druppel-vorm en de dynamische
druppel-volume methode) is de grensvlakactiviteit van de (co)polymeren bestudeerd. Er wordt experimented aangetoond dat de nauwkeurigere en veel
eenvoudigere druppel-volume methode ook voor deze oplossingen gebruikt
kan worden, mits de (co)polymeer concentratie niet te laag is. De grensvlakactiviteit neemt, voor het gebruikte systeem, toe met het VAc gehalte en in
hetbijzonder metdegemiddeldeVAcreekslengte.Erwordt uitgeconcludeerd
dat deze VAcreeksen deankers zijn dieaan het wabu-buwa grensvlak adsorberen. De waargenomen tijdseffecten worden toegeschreven aan het ontvouwen van de geadsorbeerde copolymeren, zodat de langere VAc reeksen
uit het binnenste vandekluwen kunnen adsorberen.
In hoofdstuk 4wordt de KCl-overdracht van wabu naar buwa bestudeerd.
Getracht wordt om met een semi-empirische methode de hydrodynamische
bijdragen te scheiden van defysisch-chemische bijdrage tot de totale overdrachtscoefficient, K». Hoewelmetdezemethodegeenondubbelzinnige resultaten worden verkregen. kan toch geconcludeerd worden dat de partiele buwa
overdrachtscoefficie'nt,fc&,desnelheidsbepalendefactorisvoorhetoverdrachtsproces. Dit betekent dat de verklaring voor het remmend effect van PVA-Ac
niet gezocht kan worden in een eenvoudig 'dichtmetselen' van het grensvlak.
Het effect wordt verondersteld voornamelijk van hydrodynamische aard te
zijn. Meer kwantitatieve resultaten zijn met de gebruikte experimentele opstelling niet mogelijk, maar de hypothese dat adsorptie de reden van de remningis,wordt bevestigd.
Omdat het effect van PVA-Ac alleen op eenjuiste wijze kan worden verklaard, wanneer het stofoverdrachtsproces zelf tot in alle details begrepen
wordt. zijn in hoofdstuk 5 die grondbeginselen van de transport verschijnselen behandeld die voor stofoverdracht van belang zijn. Bovendien wordt er
aandacht besteed aan de experimentele resultaten die in de literatuur gevondenzijn.
In hoofdstuk 6wordt een transport eelbeschreven, die,dicht bij hetgrensvlakinbeidefasen, meersystematischeenbetergedefinieerde stromingsprofielenheeft. Doortweeeenvoudigemaarrealistischemodellenaan tenemen voor
de laminaire grenslaag-stroming kan k*theoretisch berekend worden, zowel
vooreen 'schoon'(mobiel)alsvooreenvolledigbedekt (stilstaand) grensvlak.
Dit maakt het mogelijk meer definitieve conclusies tetrekken met betrekking
totdeaanwezigheid vaneen grensvlakweerstand.
De overeenstemming tussen de theoretische en experimentele stofoverMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 77-7(1977)
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drachtscoefficienten vooreen'schoon'grensvlak pleitenvooreenverwaarloosbaar kleinegrensvlakweerstand voor het onderzochte systeem.Dit moetbetekenen dat kb sterk verandert onder invloed van de PVA-Acadsorptie, hetgeen
bevestigd wordt door de overeenkomst van de theoretische en experimentele
stofoverdrachtscoefficienten voor een volkomen bedekt grensvlak Deze
methode kanechtergeen rechtstreekseinlichtingen verschaffen overdebedekkingsgraad van een vloeistof-vloeistof grensvlak.
Tochblijkt heteengevoeligemethodetezijnomtussendegrensvlakactiviteiten van de blokvormige en statistische copolymeren onderscheid te maken:
deeffecten zijnergverschillendenhangenafvandetotalehoeveelheid PVA-Ac
dieinhetgrensvlakwordtgespreid,vanhetVAcgehalteeninhetbijzondervan
degemiddeldelengtevandeVAcreeksen.Dezeverschillen worden kwalitatief
uitgelegd intermen vande(ir)reversibiliteit van dedesorptie processen envan
de compressibiliteit van de adsorptielagen. Tot slot wordt een methode voorgesteld om meer kwantitatief het gedrag van adsorptielagen in een variabel,
stationairafschuif-druk veldtebestuderen.
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APPENDIX A

PREPARATION OF BLOCKY P V A - A C COPOLYMERS

This procedure for the partial reacetylation of PVA is based on the method
described by BERESNIEWICZ (1959a) for complete reacetylation, and on the
qualitative notes of TUBBS (1966). For convenience, all amounts of chemicals
are reduced to 22gPVA-H, the starting material.
This amount was swollen in 150 ml pyridine that had been dried with potassium hydroxide and filtered over a G-3 filter. The mixture was placed in a
three-necked flask equipped with a water-cooled condenser, a nitrogen inlet
and a dropping funnel. Mixing was performed with a stirrer that was being
operated through the condenser. The reaction was carried out in a nitrogen
atmosphere that had been freed from oxygen and water by percolating the gas
through a column of BTS catalyst and a solution of concentrated sulphuric
acid (96%). Before the reaction was started, nitrogen was led through the mixture for a few hours.
The round-bottomed flask was heated up to 70-75°C on a steam bath. The
required amount of acetic acid anhydride (freshly distilled, b.p. 137-8°C)
was then added slowly while the mixture was being stirred vigorously. The
temperature and stirring were maintained for 4 hours.
The volume of the mixture was reduced as much as possible by evaporation
at 40°C in a Rotavapor. Then it was poured into a solution of 100 ml water
and 50mlacetone of 0°C, while stirring vigorously for 15minutes.The mixture

mole fraction VAc
0.3

Q2

0.1

amount of acetic_
acid anhydride
10

20

30 ml

FIG. A. Dependence of the VAc content of blocky PVA-Ac on the composition of the
reaction mixture (the explanation is given in appendix A).
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was then poured on a paper filter and washed regularly with an identical
water-acetone mixture at the same temperature until there was no longer
pyridinesmellfrom thefiltrate(36-48 hours).Theproduct wasextracted with
acetoneinaSoxhletextractorfor20hourstoremovethelasttracesofpyridine,
acetic acid and ashes. Finally, the copolymer was dried in a vacuum oven
(pressure 2 x 103 N.m - 2 , temperature 60°C) over concentrated sulphuric
acid and potassium hydroxyde pellets for 20 hours. The yield was almost
100%.
By varying the amount of acetic acid anhydride, five samples of different
acetate content were prepared. Infig.A,the acetate content of the product is
plottedasafunction oftheamountofaceticacidanhydrideused.
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APPENDIX B

PREPARATION OF RANDOM PVA-AC COPOLYMERS

ThismethodisbasedonafewshortnotesofHAYASHIetal.(1964a)andTUBBS
(1966).Theexperimental set-upisidenticaltotheonedescribed inappendixA.
In this method, 22 g of PVA-H was placed into a round-bottomed flask
together with 200 ml water. Before dissolving the PVA, nitrogen (free from
oxygen) was percolated through the solution for a few hours. While stirring
slowly, the polymer wasdissolved byincreasing the temperature of the steam
bath up to95°C.The required amount of acetic acid wasadded slowly to the
solution together with 0.1 ml concentrated HC1 that served as a catalyst
(HAYASHIetal., 1964a). Thesolution wasstirred slowlyfor 48 hoursinanitrogenatmosphereat95°Cand storedinaclosedflask atroomtemperaturefor14
days.Theexcessreagentswereremoved byrepeated distillation ofthesolution
(ina Rotavapor),whilereplacingwateruntilthedistillatenolongersmelledof
acetic acid (5-7 days). Next, the solution was freeze-dried and the product
extracted withacetonefor 20hoursinaSoxhletextractor. Finally,thecopolymer was dried in a vacuum oven as described in appendix A. The yield was
almost 100%.
Two samples were reacetylated in this way with different amounts of acetic
acid: Rl (6.3 mole %acetate groups, using 50ml acetic acid) and R2 (16.6
mole %acetategroups,using 160mlaceticacid).
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APPENDIX C

DETERMINATION OF Kg OF A PARTLY COVEREDINTERFACE

Let usconsider an axially symmetric, flat liquid-liquid interface at z = 0,
extending between ro and r = 0, with a laminar boundary layer for z ^ 0
(fig.6.3-1 andfig.6.5-1).Thearear < riiscoveredwithPVA-Ac,sothatv„,=
0 in that region. If wecan calculate the overall mass fluxes for both regions
separately,summation anddivisionby7tr§willyield Kg; thiswillbeattempted
below.
We assume therefore, that the liquid velocity near the interface can be
described by v = - b/r at n < r < ro and by v= - az/rat 0 < r < r\ (fig.
6.3-1).Thetotal massflowfor r\ < r ^ roisgivenbyequation (6.3-11)multiplied byK(rl-rl). Nowweassumeanother, hypothetical interface for 0 ^ r <
r2 (withr\ < n < ro),which iscompletely covered with PVA-Ac.Wechoose
r2in such a way that at r = r\ the penetration depth of theconcentration for
thiscaseisidentical totheonewhichresultsfrom thesolutionoftheconcentration profile, using v = - b/rfor r\ < r < ro.ThenKg can beexpressed by(see
alsoch.6.3):

S - O i ^ ^ ^ - H ^+ J ^ ^ ' ^
KJ=

0

r(/3)(ri-r)

(C1)

nri
*
However, the determination of r% as a function of r\ is tedious, since both
solutions for theconcentration profiles contain incomplete gamma functions.
We tackled this problem with the approximate method proposed by von
Karman and Pohlhausen (e.g. SCHLICHTING, 1968 p. 187), supposing a trial
solution for the concentration profile: CA= CA„ (l-z/S{r))2, where the concentration boundary layer8(r) isonlya function ofr.With this relation equation (6.3-4) was solved with both (6.3-2) and (6.3-3) under the usual boundary conditions (ch. 6.3). From the calculated concentration profiles weobtained,finally,that insertion ofr\,instead ofr2inequation (C-l) results, for
thesystem studied, inaKg that ismaximally 1 %toohigh. Becausethe influence of 'entrance effects' of the flow at r\ on k/,are negligible (due to the high
value of Set) it seemsjustified to insert r\ in stead of r2 in equation (C-l).
Integration yields:
„„ 5.01 {b„Db)112 (r0 - r\)1'2 + 3.20(a„D2b)113 n2'3
Kfc =
nr&
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